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FOREWORD

In March 1958 the First Annual Miniaturization Award, sponsored by
Miniature Precision Bearings, Inc., was presented to the Diamond Ordnance Fuze
Laboratories (DOFL) in recognition of the development and application of a photolithographic transistor by a group of its technical personnel comprising Edith M.
Davies, Norman J. Doctor, Jay W. Lathrop, James R. Nall, and Thomas A.
Prugh.
Following that time, the requests by both military and industrial engineers for information in respect to this and other developments in the general
field of microminiaturization of electronic assemblies increased to the point
where it appeared that an instructional-type Symposium would meet a real need.
The Chief of Ordnance approved such a Symposium. Philip J. Fr.anklin,
Chief, Materials Branch, DOFL, was appointed Chairman of the Symposium and
unclassified papers were solicited from the Army, Navy, and Air Force.
The Symposium was held at DOFL on 30 September and 1 October 1958.
The Chairman introduced Lt. Col. John A. Ulrich, Commanding )fficer,
Diamond Ordnance Fuze Laboratories, who described the "Status of Microminiaturization". Col. H. mvcD. Brown, Comrmandirg Officer, U. S. Army
Signal Research and Development Laboratory, then discussed "Future Demands
on Microminiaturization in Military Electronics".

NTeczhniques,
Twenty-one technical papers were presented in four sessions:
moderator

Session 1 Thomas A. Prugh, DOFL' Session 2 - Component Parts I,
Moderator A. W. Rogers, U. S. Army Signal Reeearch and Development
Laboratory; Session 3 - Component Parts I, moderator Norman J. Doctor,
DOFL; and Session 4 - Syrtems and Circuits, moderator Harold M. Nordenberg,
Bureau of Ships.>
On the evening of the first day of the Symposi'im a dinner was held at
The Broadmoor, following which Dr. William H. Martin, Director of Research
and Development, Office of the Secretary of the Army, gave an address entitled "Cutting the Lead Time". At the close of the Symposium, attendees were
conducted on a tour of the Materials, Micro-Systems and Electron Devices
Branches of DOFL.
There are included herein the twenty-one paners which were presented
at the Symposium. The introductory speeches, and the discussion from the
floor, are not included and will not be publishec separately.
These twenty-one papers will be published in a special issue of ELECTRONIC
DESIGN and copies may be purchased from that periodical, address: Hayden
Publishing Co. , Inc., 830 Third Avenue, New York 22, New York, Attention:
I,.D. Shergalis, Associate Editor.

Chairman
Symposium on Microminiaturization
of Electronic Assemblies
Diamond Ordnance Fuze
I October 1958
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VINIATURE

INCANDESCD&T INDICATOR LAMPS

Donald J. Belknap and Lloyd R. Crump
Diamond Ordnance Fuze Laboratories,

Washington 25, D. C.

Very small incandescent indicator lamps have been developed which will operate on
the limited currents available in many miniaturized transiator circuits. Iwo types
have been constructed having identical filaments and operating characteristics:
(1) a miniature type having a glass bulb 0.200 inch long and 0.135 inch in diameter
with the leads projecting from the base, and (2) a microminiature type Laving a
sealed glass tube 0.100 inch long and 0.035 inch in diameter with one lead projecting
fram each end. When operating at 1 volt and 35 milliamperes of current these lamps
produce a light easilv visible fran any point in a normally lighted room. Raising
the potential to 1-1/2 volts increases the current to about 40 millimperes and produces a very bright, and a very small source of illumination.
Throughout the normal
range of operation these lamp currents are well below the upper limit of about 50
milliamperes available in miniaturized transistor circuits currently under development in these laboratories.
Operational charactcristics and construction details
are discussed.
Introduction
With the recent trend toward microminiaturization a need has arisen for a small indicator lamp
which will operate on the limited currents available in many miniaturized circuits.
This need has
been emphasized by the recent techniques developed
within DOFL for incorporating transistors along
with printed circuit cnmponents on small ceramic

Qwalcra.

Light indicators have not been available

which are cmpatible in size with these minlaturized circuits and which wifl operate on the power

available.

Two small incandescent lamps shown in Fig. 1
have been developed to meet this need. The miniature type shown at the right of the 1/2 inch
square ceramic wafer and the micrcminiature type
shown at the left contain identical tungsten filaments and have essentially the same operating
characteristics; the main differences are in the
envelope and in the methods used in sealing.

j
.

.

Figure 1. The two types of miniature indicator
lamps compared with a 1/2 inch square ceramic wafor containing a printed circuit.

Operational Characteristics
These lamps have been designed to operate in
the range of 1 to 1-1/2 volts and to draw currents of the order of 35 to 40 milliamperes.
Fig. 2 shows a current versus voltage plot of a
typical lamp and also gives the color temperature
in the region in which t)'e lamp would normally be
The light from the lamp operating at 1
operated.
volt and 35 milliamperes of current is sufficient-

40
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ly bright to be easily visible from any point in a

-l

normally lighted roan. For other purposes, such
as use of the lamp for a very small source of illumination, the filament can be operated at higher
temperatures to give greatly increased light intensity.

1 20

Additional information concerning operation of

0

-s

this microminiature lamp as a light indicator is

given in Fig. 3.
The upper trace shows potential
as a function of time for a 25 cycle/sec, 1.5 volt
square-wave used to switch the lamp on and off. A__

photomultiplier tube was placed close to the lamp

and the combination enclosed in a nearly lighttight container in order to exclude room light.
A
dual beam oscilloscope was used to permit direct
comparison of the output of the photomultiplier
tube with the corresponding voltage across the

I

0.8

.0
VOLTAGE ACROW3 LAMP

1.
_

2.0

Figure 2.
Current versus voltage of a typical
miniature lamp with approximate color temperatures
given in the ranle of normal operation.
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DONALD J. BEIJMAP and LLOYD R. CRUMP
can be seen from. the samwere constructed first,
ple lamp shown at the right in Fig. 1. Each of
these lamps has a length of about 0.200 inch and a
diameter of about 0.135 inch. In constructing a
lamp of this type, the envelope is first blown
from pyrex glass.
A bead, also of pyrex glass, is
forvred with the two kovar lead wires passing

1.

.00
W
0
t
0

through it. After the filament is spot welded in
position, titanium hydride is painted on those
surface areas of the bead and envelope which are
to be sealed together. The assembled lamp is then
in a carbon crucible which is surrounded by
a metal container. The metal container with its

o'

850-0placed

contents is placed in a bell jar and after evacuation is heated by means of an rf induction coil
surrounding the bell jar. When a sufficiently
high temperature is reached, a small piece of lead
previously placed in contact with a pinted area
coawP
of the bead melts and flows along all of the
painted areas, making a solid lead bond between
the bead and base of the glass envelope. This

ROOM
R

-C(APPOX)

procedure has produced very good vacuum-tight
seals.

OL- ROHISTANCE

300

W

Fig. 4 shows schematically the construction de-
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tails of the smaller lamps.

OHMS

Half-inch lcngths of

It is evident from the center trace that the
rise time of the light output is somewhat shorter
than the decay time. The upper limit of frequency
at wUch the light will go completely on and completely out is about 100 cycles/sec. As the frequency is raised to successively higher values the
light output continues to be modulated, but the
difference between mini-um and maximum brightness
becomes successively smaller. The peak current
indicated in the bottom trace will not in general

0.005 inch platinum wire which are to form the
lamp leads are first flattened for a short dis-at one end. Glass beads are formed on the
leads by sliding small bushings up against the
flattened ends and heati ig in a small flame. The
flattened ends of the platinum leads are then bent
back to form hooks for the attachment of thu very
small filament wire. The glass sleeve, 0.035 inch
in outside diameter and 0.100 inch in length,
which is to be positioned over the beads to form
the major portion of the lamp envelupe, has the
edges of one end turned in very slightly by heating the end at the edge of a small flame. This
will permit the lzuup to be sealed later in a vertical position with the glass sleeve hanging from
the upper bead. The parts of the lamp are then
assembled in a Jig. With the glass sleeve slid to
one side, the ends of the filament are placed in
the hooks at the ends of the platinum leads, and
these hooks are closed by pinching. Several spot
welding methods of ittaching the very small filament wire to the platinum leads were tried on early lamps and found to be less satisfactory. After
attachment of the filament an alignment of the
part? is made including suitable spacing of the

be as high as the value given by the ratio of

platinum leads to produce a small separation be-

steady-state lamp voltage to cold filament resistance. This is because any electrical ciruit, in
practice, contains at least a small amount of inductance which prevents an applied voltage from

tween turns of the filament.

I
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Figure 3. Experimental data on lamp operation as
a light indicator,
lamp. The lamp brightness indicated by the photomultiplier tube is shown in the center trace of
the figure. The bottom trace shows the current
siultaneously flowing through the lamp.

LEAD GLASS

appearing instantaneously across the lamp.

BEAD AND ENVELOPE

FILAMENT-2O TURNS OF
0.00033* TUNGISfEN WIRE
WOUNDON 0.002' MANDREL

Congtruction Details
T1hefilaments of these lamps are made of

0.00033-i~ch tungaten wire wound on a 0.002-inch
A
0..O
PLATiNUM WIRE

Fifteen and twenty turns have normally
mandrel.
been wound, although filaments with fewur turns
and one with sixty turns have also been tested ir
experimental lamps.

,
Figure 4.
lamp.

The general shape of the larger lamps, which

0

Construction details of the smaller

DONALD J. BELKNAP and LLOYD R. CRUMP
these lamps also appear to be very rugged, although again, controlled tests have not yet been
Lampe informally tested by dropping
carried out.
several times onto the laboratory floor from a
height of about six feet have suffered no noticeable damage.

Heating coils of about 0.080 inch inside diameter wound from 0.009 inch tungsten wire and haying 7 turns are positioned around each end of the
The jig contairing the lamp and
assembled lamp.
heating coils is then placed in a vertical position in a small Dell jar, which is pumped out. to a
The voltage across
vacuum of about 5)2I0- mm Hg.
the two heating coils, which are connected in serTo correct for
ies, is controlled with a variac.
differences in the rate at which the two ends of
the lamp seal, the relative heat intensity of the
two coils is controlled by using a slide wire
rheostat connected across the two coils with the
Obslide connected to a point between the coils.
servation of the sealing process through a stereoscopic microscope aids in controlling the heat
while the ends of lamp are being fused,

Conclusion
These experimental lamps satisfactorily meet
the requirements of the transistorized circuits
for which they were originally designed as light
The requirements were (I) very small
indicators.
'b",sical size, (2) operation on about 1.3 volts,
(3)a steady-state current drain of less than 50
milliamperes and (4) reasonably rapid on-off cycling time.
Ruggedness and long life were also
desired and although tests on these qualities have
not yet been made it is expected that they will
By suitably changing
present no great problem.
the size of the filament wire and the number of
turn, it is possible to design lamps of similar
geometry to meet different voltage and current requirements. Undoubtedly many other applications
excist in which these lamps will also prove useful.

Indications are that these lamps will have very
long lifetimes, particularly when operated at the
relatively low filament temperatures adequate for
satisfactory performance as light indicators. Actual life tests under various types of operation
Over a period of about
have not yet been made.
three months, however, several lamps of both types
have been operated at frequent intervals as demonLemps have also been subjected to
stration items.
voltages somewhat higher than normal during tests
to determine electrical and temperature characteristics. The only lamp to burn out was one of the
first ones constructed which was oporated continuously for two months in a repeated cycle of one
second on and one second off.

Acknowledgexsnt
The sealing of the larger lamps, employing titanium hydride and lead, was done by Frank Brewer
of the National Bureau of Standards, who generously gave of his time and employed facilities and
techniques which he had previously developed for
making ceramic to metal seals.

As a consequence of their small physical size,
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THE APPLICATION OF VACUUM EVAPORATION TECHNIQUES TO MICROMINIATURIZATION
L. Harold Bullis and William E. Isler
Diamond Ordnance Fuze Laboratories, Washington 25, D.

C.

Techniques of vacuum evaporation, and a general survey of the application of
these techniques to the microminiaturization of components and printed circuits,
are discussed together with some of the problems encountered in such work.
Progress
in this area at the Diamond Ordnance Fuze Laboratories is described with emphasis
on vacuum deposited silicon monoxide capacitors. Capacitors having dielectric
thicknesses varying from 0.46 to 2.23 microns have keen prepared. Capacitance per
unit area was found to be 0.0019 to 0.00994f per cm , breakdown strength 1.1 to
3.5 kilovolts per ail, d.c. insulation resistance greater than 10,000 megohms,
and dielectric loss less than 1%. The average dielectric constant was six. Preliminary work concerning the vacuum evaporation of fused silica for capacitor dielectrics is discussed. An indication of some developments which may be anticipated in the future is also included.
INTRODUCTION

TaLle I. Comparison of melting-point temperatures of some materials with temperatures
reqt ed for a vapor pressure of 10-2 mm
Hg. a

In an attempt to obtain rrximum circuit performance for minimum circuit volume, Increasing
emphasis is now being placed upon the use of
electronic assemblies containing the smallest
possible componen-s supported by the thinnest
possible wafers
A logical extension of this
trend involves the reduction of components to
essentially two-dimensional thin films supported
oy extremely thin substraLes.
Suuh assembles,
when stacked, would produce units having a very
large number of components per unit volume.

(.

Material

Melting
poInt,
Tr * C

Vaporization
point,
1

*

Group I,

of producOne of the most effective methods
ing thin films of a large variety of materials
is that of high vacuum evaporation. It is not
difficult to visualize the use of this technique
for the production of complete electronic circuits, and the formation of such circuits is one
Of the ultimate objectives of the vacuum evaporation program of the DIanond Ordnance Fuze Laborstortes (DOFL). This paper is chiefly concerned
with some aspects of this program and with pointing out some of the ways in which vacuum evaporaLion techniques can be of vun microminiaturIzation.

3

*c

Tv>Tm:

Aluminum (Al)
Gold (Au)
Fused silica (SiO )
Group II, TvTm
a
Cryolite (Na 3 AlF )
Magnesium fluorige
(Mg? 2 )
Palladium (Pd)

660
1063
1610

996
1465
1725

1000
1395

1000
1400

1555

1566

321
>1250
1750

264
1250
1380

Group III, Tv <Tm.

VACUUM EVAPORATION TECHNIQUES

Cadmium (Cd)
Silicon monoxide (Si0)
Cadmium sulphide (CdS)

Vacuum evaporation involves heating a materI!
in vacuum to such a temperature that a vapor
pressure of at least 10-2 mm He Is obtained.
This value of vapor pressure was found to giv
a practical rate of vaporization for alaminum
it Is generally taken as a rdnirnum value for the
vaporization of most materials, whether metallic
or iielectric. Table I compares the melting
temperatures of saue materials of interest in
vacuum evaporat-on)
with the lutaperatures required to obtain this value of vapor pressure for
the same materials.

S

r

ee

or molecular rays until it condenses upon a
suitably placed substrate (d). A mask (e) is
used to confine the deposit to the geometrical
pattern desired.
If the charge approximates a
poInt source, vapor will travel equally in all
directions and deposit a film of uniform thickness upon a spherical substrate (f) having the
source as its center.

A typical arrangemeat for vacuum evaporation
is shown ochematlcally in Figure 1.
Large currents of the order of hundreds of amperes are
passed through Icw-reslstance bus bars, labeled
(a) in the figure.
Connected between the bius
bars is a high-resistance filament (b) containing the nateril to be vaporized (c), the charge.
The filament becomes extremely hot and vaporizes
the charge trhich then travels in straight atomic

Materials commonly used for filaments are Iih
melting-point metals such as tantalum, tungsten,
and molybdenum. The choice of a suitable filament material is governed primarily by the
temperature to which the charge must be heated,
the degree to which the charge wets the filament,
and the prevention of chemical reaction butween

0
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more value in

I

Considerable work has ready been done in
producing components by vacuum evaporation.
'Thus far, primary emphasis has been placed upon
the development of thin-film resistors. This
made
work is extensive and no attempt will be
to reyliew it here beyond citing a few referProgress has been sufficient to
oences5,6,7
enable the nommercial production o seeral types
of pure-metal thin-film resistors. 8,0) These
with wireresistors are small by comparison
resistors of similar resistance values and
Their maxi'am size is about
characteristics.
inches in length by about 1/4 inch in diameter.
They have low residual noise levels, high stability, excellent temperature coeff~clents, and

MASK (e)

Wc)
CHARGE
()wound
Ii
F M

FIM

Figur,

.

ficrominiaturization than the

b2

characteristics.
excellent high-frequenci
Values are limited to several hundred kilohms
of pure metal fi me is
conductivity
the
because
relatively high even for extremely thin films.
Although these onercial resistors are obviously too large for use in microminiaLure circuits, their desirable properties coan be expected
in thin-film resistors deposited directly into
SUCn circuits.

ExperImental arrangement for vacuum
evaporation.

temperathe charge and filament at the maximum
ture used. Filament assemblies vary from simple
wires and conical baskets to more elaborate configurations such as ceramic crucibles encircled
by metal bands. Since the typical substrate is
flat, rather than spherical, the largest dimension of the substrate must be small compared to
the distance between the substrate and the source
if a film of uniform thickness is desired.

Experimental, thin-film capacitors have been
produced by several laboratories in the United
States using vacuum evaporation techniques.
Thus far the most promising results have begn
achieved using dielqct Ice of silicon oxidelOjli)
O)
The best quoted value
2
x
i
not necessarily values for a single capacitor,
show a capacitance per unit area of approximately
0.005f/cm2, an insulation resistance of 100 kilomegohms, and a loss factor of less than one percent. Thus far, however, no procedure has been
developed for systematically producing low-loss,
high-quality capacitors. The work to date, includlng that described later in this paper, can
best be said to have demonstrated the feasibility
of forming capacitors by vacuum evaporation; the
improvement and adaptation of such capacitors to
microminiature circuits are problems which still
require solution.
seleto resistors
In
ee
aaios
n capacitors,
eitr and
diint
I addItion
nium rectifiers are now being n-de by vacuum
and
inductors
Thin-film
evaporation techniques.
Since
other components appear entirely feasible.
contacts and wiring for interconnecting compo-

Of considerable importance in vacuum evapora's the measurement and the control of
tlio:w,...k
re available
film thickness, and several method
for accumplishing both objectives.I4) These in(a) special microbale.nces of
clude the use of:
higr. sensitivity, (b) the interference of monochrva.atic light transmitted through or reflected
from a thin film, (c) the absorption or polarization of light by a thin film, and (d) the
change in a specific property of a thin film,
The control
such as electri.;al conductivity.
is measth
more difficl
typicilly
aspect
Isquiess
thneran
typiclotre dif
isd
aspet,is
urement, and goad control in general requires
the performace of a considerable amount of prem nar-y eiperl mental work,

nents ccn also be deposited, it thus appears
entirely possible to deosIt complete electronic
circuits in which the wiring, contacts, and
There are at least three different ways Incopntsositfthnil.Primay
Preliminary
components consist of thin fims.
which the use of vacuum-deposited thin films
work in this directign is Jselng conducted at
First,
can ass' st in reducing circuit volume.
as well as at DFL.
several laboratories llJ.
it Is possible to dcposit a thIn-film component
The formation cf complete circuits by vacuum
in an area of a conventional printed circuit
evaporation at present involves .everal formidSecond, the
which might ctherwlse be wasted.
One such difficulty lIes in
able diffIculties.
geometry of the thin film can be used to advantne fact that cnce circnit values have been
tage. For example, the capacitance of a capacidetermined, components must to deposited in
tor of given area can be increased by raking the
the circuit within the tolerances specified; in
dielectric extremely thin. Third, use can be
general, Pc sorting, selecting, or triaing
made of the inherent properties of thin films.
processes are possible. Such deposition reFor examnpic the resistivity of many thin metal
quires great precislon of the evapracon process
films Ino:-ase_; as the film thickness decreases.
ant hence precise contro througpout the entire
Tne sucond a;,d third items are likely to Se of

G
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deposition period of such variables as pressure,
temperature, and rate of charge-evaporation.
It
appears most feasible to assign a calculated area
within a circuit to a component and then to
obtain the exact value desired by varying the
thickness of the component.
Such a procedure requires the use of a precision monitoring system
to enable deposition to be stopped when the
desired value has been reached. For example,
the resistance of a resistor might be continuously monitored from outside the vacuum chamber
as the resistor formed.
Similarly, the thickness
of a capacitor dielectric might be monitored by
light reflected either fro= the capacitor or,
preferably, from a duiiny plate placed at a convenient point within the chamber. In the latter
case, the thickness of the capacitor dielectric
would be calibrated in term of the thickness of
the film deposited on the dummy plate.

responsible for pinholes.
No explanation as yet
advanced has adequately accounted for the formation of pinholes, nor has a means been devised
for their complete elimination.
VACULU4-DE OSITED CAPACITORS MADE AT DOFL
Initial work at these laboratories involved
the formation and study of thin-film capacitors
having vacuum-deposited silicon monoxide as the
dielectric. The comparatively wide attention
this material has received is largely due to
the ease with which it can be evaporated and
the availability of cogliderable information
concerning
.. 4,
4t.
11
Subsequently, the
work was extended to the study of silicon dioxide (fused sil-%) as a capacitor dielectric.
The apparatus used is shown in Figure 2.

Another difficulty involves the successive
deposition, in a single evacuation, of all the
varied materials required fore given circuit.
SevFral problems are likely to be eudc-ntered.
First, at least one filament must be included.
in tie vacuum chamber for each material to be
evaporated. If contact of the completed circui.
with air must be avoided, an additional filament
may be required for deposition of a protective
overcoating on the circuit prior to admission
of air to the chamber. Ideally, each filament
must be centered below the substrate and, failing the use of a multiple cnamber, such arrangemeat is, of course, impossible.
Second, some of
the various materials to be evaporated will have
to be heated to extremely high temperatures and,
in the course of depositing successive layers of
different materials, the high source-temperatures
might damage previously deposited elements of
the circuit, all of which are exposed to heat
radliated from the source.
Third, multiple evap-orations makv necessary the interchanging and
moving of masks within the evacuated chamber.

It

I
f

*

"

1"

f.

I

. .

am

The mechanical manipulation of such masks may be
very complicated when small areas and intricate
configuratlons are involved.

I,

Two other problems are worthy of mention.
First, extreme clearliness is necessary in
vacuum evaporation work to assure adequate adherence of the deposited layers to the substrate
and to each other.
Gross quantities cf conare removed from a substrate
by
taminants
standard cleaning techniques involving various
types of weohec and degreab'ng solutions.
However, the unavoldable exposure of a substrate to
air between the final cleanIng step and the
evacuation of the vacuum chamber, is sufficient
to recontaminate it. It is thus necessary to
subject substrates to the clcax;ing effect of a
low-pressure glow-dIscharge 2ust prior to film
deposition. Second, not even the glow-discharge
treatment is sufficient to remove from a substrate
all dust particles, some of which may produce
pInholes Ir the vacuu-deposited films.
Such
pinholes, depending upon their locatc.n, night
ruin a particular component and force rejection
of a-n entire circuit.
Factors other then. the
presence of dust on a substrate may also be

r
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Figure 2.
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Laboratory vacuum- evaporator.
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ever, to obtain values of capacitance per unit
area, disspatton factor, direct-current insulation resistance, dielectric thickness, dielectric constant, and breakdown strength for
many of the capacitors; average values arc
given in Table II. In addition to the six
electrode metals shown, copper was also used
but in all cases films of it peeled away from
the dielectric.

consists - a -hamber which can be evacuated by
high-srP- n.'-.-s, a central control panel, and
two low-voltage high-current power supplies.
Although this apparatus was built tc order, it
!
cal be considered fairly typ!cal of experimental
equipment used in research laboratories. A
close-up view of the baseplate of the evacua.
10, chamber and ftxtureo Is shown in Figure
A filament of the type shown between the two
bus bars is prirarily suitable for the heating
of metals, but filaments suitable for heating
dielectric materials can readily be substituted.

Measured values of capacitance 3er unIt area
varied from 0.0019 to O.0099Mf/cm for dielectric film thicknesses of from 2.23 to 0.46
microns, respectively. Calculated values of dl-

electric constant varied from 5 to 7 with an

in

average vaLue of 6. Minimum dissipation
factor was U.9%, and maximum direct-current

resistance was in excess of 10,000 megohms.
These preliminary data confirm those described
in the section on "STATUS" indicating that it
should be possible to form excellent capacitors
by vacuum evaporation.
it is evident from the data for dissipation
faco.irL
and direcL-current resistance tnat the
best capacitors were those formed with electrode
films of noble metals. Gold is to be particularly recommended for thin-film electrodes because of its high conductivity, inertness to
oxidation, and ease of deposition. The present
are too limited, however, to indicate
whether the good properties of these capacitors
were principally derived from the use of noblemetal electrodes or were due principally to
other factors such as dielectric thickness.
However, as might be expected, there does appear
to be a tendency for insulation resistance to
increase and dissipation factor to decrease with
increasing dielectric film thickness regardless
of the electrode metal used.

.________
-. •data
Figure 3.
A.

Baseplate or vacuum evaporator,

Silicon monoxide dielectric

Initially, several groups of capacitors
were made by depositing three successive filmlayers; the centrjl layer was silicon munoxide,
and the outer layers consisted of a variety of
metals. No attempt was made to closely control
the thicknesses of these preliminary units, and
several were discarded after inspection for
flaws or after testing. It was possible, how-

'able II.

Electrode
metal

As shown in Figure 4, voltage breakdown
strengths varied from 1.1 to 3.5 kilovolts per
mi as dielectric thickness decreased from

Electrical properties of thin-film varrum-deposited silicon-monoxide-dielectric capacitors.

Nuwber of
ssn.plcs

Capacitance
per unit
area
'ficm6

Dissipation
factor,
%

Directcurrent
resistance,
zegohms

Dielectric
thickness,
microns

Dielectric
constant

Breakdown
strength,
kv/mill

Ag

6

0.0019

0.9

>10,000

2.23

5

1.1

Au

2

0.0031

1.9

>:0,000

1.62

6

1.9

Mg

10

0.0060

>5.1

--

:..Of

7

---

Sn

9

0.0069

2.5

4,100

0.92

7

3.3

Zn

12

0.0098

4.3

230

0.47

5

3.5

A!

4

0.0099

3.9

40

0.46

5

---

0
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about 0.09 to about 0.02 mi1.
Additional data
would be necessary to establish whether a maximum value of breakdown strength is being
approached at a dielectric thickness of approximately 0.02 mil.
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Constructive clearing.
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DIELECTRIC THICKNESS,
Figure 4.

.

0.1
MILS
.

Apparent dielectric strength of
silicon monoxide films as a :unctlu"
of film thickness.
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The breakdown strength discussed above requires further explanation since the capacitors
produced did not consist of perfect films but
rather of films containing minute pinholes. The
pinholes in the dielectric film sometimes became
filled with metal when the counter electrode was
applied, thereby shorting the capacitors. Such
shorts are analog us to these found in metallized
17
paper capacitors . J They were removed, and
hence the capacitors cleared, by sending energy
pulses through the capacitors. This process required careful control to prevent damage to a
capaci'or by a pulse of excessive energy. The
result of an optimum energy pulse is shown in
Figure 5a; the shorting material was removed
with virtually no disturbance of the surrounding
areas. The result of an excessive energy pulse
is shown in Figure 5b; a crater-like effect was
obtained as a result of the explosiveness of the
clearing action which destroyed the surrounding
area and deposited debris over the capacitor
surface. Complete breakdown of the capacitor is
shown in Figure 5c.
B.

b.

Destructive clearing.

>

"

Silicon dioxide dielectric

The dielectric breakdown strength of fused
silica
ven as 15,000 volts per mll in 7/8 inch
is among the highest known. The use
sheets(i
of this material as a capacitor dielectric at
norma' temperatures should, therefore, permit
excellent voltage ratings for thin-film capacitors. 7he stability of 'used silica under
normal cunditlons should result in additional
desirable capacitor characteristics.

c.

Figure 5.

Uorplete breakdoin.

Behavior of silicon-mor.oxide-dielectric
capacitors when subjected .o pulses of
increasing energy, X33.
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the dioxide is much greater than that of the
monoxide in this spectral region. For example,
Figure 6 shows that at 300 mP,the wavelength
used, the difference is greater than 90%. This

The vacuum evaporation of fused silica, however, is difficult for several reasons. First,
yacyn
to heat in
silica is extremely difficlt
radiant energy.
because it absorbs little
Second, it must bp heated to a temperature in
20
Third, it decomposes
excess of 1700*C1
readily under the conditi ns usually encountered
( 1)
Several techniques
in vacuum evaporation. 2
have been suggested for circumventing these
difficulties but all have undesirable features.
One such technique involves the deposition of
silicon moeoxide followed by conversion to the
dioxide£22) Unfortunately, such conversion, for
films of appreciable thickness, r u res a prowhich
longed high-temperature oxidation
could impose severe limitations upon any other
circuit elements present. Another technique involves the slow evaporation of silicon monoxide
in poor vacuum to obtain conversion of the
monoxide to the dioxide by mean 9of molecular
(
collisions prior to deposition. 24) Such condiproduce
porcurare
known
to
tie' , however,
fit~s and require excessive periods of time. A

100
Z8
w
W
C.
LJ
U
z

third technique involves mixing reducing
materials or metals, such as aluminumwit:, the
silica to act as a flu* 1p aiding heat trasHowever, this
ference to the eilica." C)
usually results in reduction of the silica to
seemed best
sillcon monoxide. It has, thertfoa,
to employ a fourth technique, the direct evaporation of silica, despite the heating difficulties
previously mentioned.

0
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given in Table III.

Deposition
rate,
A/sec

EI

FUSED SILICA MOO
CONVERSION, 97% SlO

0

Table III. Comparison of several mothods of
forming silicon oxide films on fused silica
plates.

Method
of
formstlon

404

20

In the direct evaporation work, reduction
of the silica was avoided by using a berylliU
(BeO) crucible rather than a standard metal
filament.
It was then found possible to melt
and vaporize silica directly. A comparison of
films formed by the latter three of the four
above-described methods i.

60-

Comparison of the ultraviolet transmIttanece of silicon monoxide and
silicon dioxide (fused silica) with
that of several mixed silicon oxides.

carve for pure silica was derived from measurements on a silica plate and that for silicon
monoxide from a f'ilm of pure material of thickness 350A24) Tne ultra-violet transmittance
of the fl:m.s of Table III is also snown in
Fgurr 6.
The direct evaporation of pure silica at
present represents a compromise between the
other two methods but, I recent work at these
laboratories, concentrations of silica up to 9S
it Ji;
percent have been obtained by the method.
possitle that with further development of
techniques, fused silica may be eve:; more
sucessfuly evaporate: 'n this maniLer.

It is c-ident that the direct evaporat'on methud
represeits a compromise between the desired nhfgh
perce:atage of SiO2 in the fiLm and the speed o"
Ditravlolet transmitnce neasureformation.
ments were used to estimate the a-nount of iioxide present in each film, assu;ming the other
Tht*: )rocv'IiSm compornent to be the monoxide.
-r wao pcsrible because the transmittance of

FilTUHE POSSIBILiTIES
The use of vacuu

0

evaporation techniqec

in
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microminiaturization has scarcely begun. Many
developments can be expected in the future as
the potentialities of the method become more
widely appreciated. For example, one can. expect
considerable progress in both the techniques of
vacuum evaporation and the number of materials
available for use.
A considerable amount of effort and ingenuity
will be required in perfecting suitably precise
monitoring systems, in exercising adequate
control over process variables such as pressure
and temperature, in eliminating pinholes, and
onta:1-nation of the thin-film layers.
in avoidir'. ..
Since there clearly is a imit to the area which
can be assigned to a resistor or to a capacitor
in a microminiature circuit, techniques will
have to be devised for depositing high-resistivity
as well as hIgh-dielectric-constant materials.
Such techniques would enable the extension of
the range of values possible with vacuum-deposited
resistors and capacitors to include most values
likely to be encountered in microminiature
transistor circuits. Many technical difficulties
may be more readIly resolved on a prod ct on
2 7
For
basis than they are in the laboratory.
example, circuits could be formed by transporting
the base substrates on a conveyer arrangement
located in a vacuum chamber divided into severs
compartments, as shown in Figure 7. This would:
(1) enable positioning of the circuit to best
advantage with respect to each source, (2) reduce
danger of overheating the circuit, possibly by
providing cooling during exposure to sources of
the highest temperature, and (3) made possible
the use of stationary rather than movable masks.
Undoubtedly, printed circuit techniquees, such
as)c tmu~~fask. of Photosensitive rew',will
aid in solving many difficulties.
slat
'
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COIMONENTS:

A LITERATURE SURVEY

Jerome I. Cooparman and Philip J. Franklin
.. amond Ordnance Fuze Laboratories, Washington 25, D. C.

The oomstruotion of electronic devioes of microminiature size requires that
the oomponent parts occupy a small voluee. This requirement is most difficult to
execute at audio and sub-audio frequencies there large-valued components are
necessary. The results of a literature survey indicate that it is possible to
eliminate large-volume component parts in ampiflors, filters, and oscillatore
by employing various circuit technLques. Positive feedback perrut the elidmation of by-pas apacitors. Ireot coupling elirnates d.c. blcoldng
capacitors. Resonant resastaneo-capacitanoe networks, either passive or active,
can be substituted for the bulkier inductance networks normal1y used in filters
and oecillatore in the audio and sub-audio frequency ranges. Of particular
interest are the zero phase shift nesork for use as an interstage coupling,
and the parallol-T network for sharply tuned arV2fers and oscillators.
IN37RODUCTION
Conventional circuit designs of amplifiers,
filters, and oscillators for the audio and subaudio frequency ranges are relatively straightforward. However, the execution of these designs
into practical operating devices of microminiature
size is often complicated by the large values,
large volumes, and possibly inferior performance
that certain component parts may assume when
operated in these ranges.
For many years, engineers have attempted to
eliminate large component parts by employing
various circuit techniques. While most of these
techniques were initially developed for use with
vacuum tubes, the extension of these principles to
transistor circuits is logical. This paper is a
result of a literature survey conducted to uncover
and collect in one body some of these techniques;
it ill disclose their basic operating principles
and how they might be applied in the field of
The presentation i. given
microminiaturization.
in three main groups: amplifiers, simulated
reectannes, and filters and oscillators.
I.

proper d.c. operating conditions for the tubes,
ctthode bias is generally employed. The cathode
by-pass capacitors are the most bulky of te
components employed since vaJues of the order of
lOpf and larger are required f'-r eidio-freIf these capacitors are
queny applications.
omitted, a great reduction in gain results from
negative current feedback in the cathode bias
resistor. Sulzer(!) describes a metnod of
applying controlled positive feedback between the
stages to offset this reduction in gain, and it is
shown in Figure 1. The positive feedback is
applied by a resistor Rf connected between the
cathodes. A similar method of applying positive
feedback between the screen grids of two pentode
stages to eliminate the screen by-pass capacitors
is also described.
.B

OUT

Amplifiers
A.

Pocitive feedback techniques

Positive feedback or regeneration results when
a portion of the amplified signal is returned to
the amplifier input in the same phase as th,'inal input signal. This has the effect of increaing the amplifier gain by a considerable amount.
If the amount of positive feedbqck is made great
enough to make up for attenuation in the various
coupling networks, the amplifier will oscillate at
some frequency governed by the constants in these
coupling networks and the phase shifts through the
When this condition prevails, no input
amplifier.
signal is required in order to obtain an outpat
from the amplifier.
In designing amplifiers for miriature circuits,
it is generally desirable to get maximum amplification per stage, using a minimum number of components, and yet have the system relatively free
from instability or oscilation. A controlled amount of positive feedback inco-porated in the
amplifier design can achieve these ends in vacuum
tube circuits, and to some extent In transistor
In a typical Lwo-stage resistance cacircuits.
pacitance coupled amplifier, to establish the

+4
O_=
Figure 1.-1wo-stage resistance-capacitance
coupled amplifier with pceltive feedback.
2
Anspacher( ) gives an analysis of a two-stage
pentode amplifier circuit without any by-pass capacitors, the resulting degeneration being nullified by means of positive feedback between the two
screen grids.
Unlike vacuum tubes, transistors require a forward bias to establish the proper d.c. operating
conditions. This may be supplied in several
different ways. In order to stabilize the transistor against thermal runaway, d.c. feedback
which tends to bias the transistor toward cutoff
as the collector current rises, is commonly used.
A revivTror is co.nnected In the emitter circuit to
stabilize emitter current. The emitter resistor
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is generally by-passed to prevent loss in gain due
to degeneration, as in vacuum tube circuits,
Alexander(S) describes a transistor audio
amplifier, similar to the previous vacuum tube circults, where positive feedback between the emittas
is used to obviate the requirement for large byIt
pass capacitors across the emitter resistors.
is shown in Figure 2.

low-level stages. In many practical amplifiers
this technique may be employed for coupling the
first two or three stages of a high-gain amplifier.
An amplifier circuit of this type
..... Hurtig(5).
is shown in Figure 3. It has a power gain of 70db
and incorporates d.c. feedback for stabilization.(6)
-Es

0OUT

IN0

Re

R

Figure 2.-No-stage resistance-capacitance
coupled transistor amplifier witn positive

Figure 3.-Direct-coupled transistor amplifier.

feedback.•

An additional economy, although not related to
positive feedback, is demonstrated in this circult. It involves the elimination of the tworesistor forward biasing network in each base
circuit. This function is accomplished by the
voltage drop that appears across the base-emitter
junction as a result of the leakage current of the
transistor. This biasing method is not recommended, since it is sensitive not only to temperature
variations, but also to differences between transistors.
B.

Direct-coupled amplifiers

A somewhat different technique for eliminating
large-volume components and improving the low-frequency response of an amplifier is to employ
In this case, the coupling cadirect-coupling.
pacitors and cathode by-pass capacitors are eliminated. Unfortunately, due to the direct-coupling,
any drift in the Input stage is reflected as a
rather large voltage excursion at the output.
Various means have been employed to eliminate the
drift problem, !ncluding chopper stabilization.
Much of this iformation is summarIzed by Landee

(At e(4).

"The use of PNP transistors made by fusion techniques and surface-barrier transistors permits a
direct connection of the collector of one stage to
the base of the following stage without the use of
interstage biasing arrangements. This is possible
since the collector resistance is high and the
current gain is close to its nominal value when the
collector-to-base voltage is zero or slightly pealtive. At low leve1 stages, the use of this technique results in very simple circuitry.
However,
the collector-voltage swing of any stage directly
coupled to the Lase A' a fllowing stage Is
restrictel to a very small voltage (0.2 to 0.6v).
Since the transistors are operated as current
amplIfIlers, the small allowable collector-voltage
swn.ng does not adversely affect the operation of

As in the case of the vacuum tube, d.c. drift
It is unfortunate that the
cannot be ignored.
temperature sensitivity of transistors increases
the drift. However, if this circuit is employed
as a low-level, high gain pre-amplifier, capacitive
coupling at the output will remove the d.c. component without affecting its properties as an a.c.
amplifier. The economy of component parts and the
high gain cannot be overlooked for application in
microminiature sub-assemblies.
Another type of dlirect-coupling scheme used with
transistors is called complementary symmetry, and
is discussed by Sziklai(7i. This method employs
both PNP and ENl transistors.
It is possible to
eliminate emitter by-pass capacitors and some load
resistors, although the power supply connections
may be somewhat more complicated. This method is
shown in Figure 4 and can deliver a voltage gain of
the order of 25 per stage.
NPN
M
o-j

--

_
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a
Figure 4.-Complementary symmetry direct-coupled
transistor amplifier.
Perhaps the most popular use of the principle of
complementary symmetry is in Class B power amplifier
applications. The advantage of Class B operation
is that the circuit draws negligible current until
signal is applied. In the usual configuration,
both san Input an. go output transformer are re7
qulred. Sziklai ) describes a circuit of a Class
B power amplifier with a direct-coupled !omplementary symmetry driver. It is si:cwn in Figure 5.
This amplIfier does nct contain any parts other
th.
the transistors themselves and operates from
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Figure b.-Transistor-imulated series inductance.

q

Figure 5.-Complementary symmetry Class B power
amplifier with direct-coupled driver.
a high impedance signal source directly into a 16ohm loudspeaker voice coil. The low output impedance and the stable operation are made possible by
the over-all feedback which extends down to d.c.
amplIfier.
dP.
"
i a zer-center
thiInuldetaly,
economy of component parts recommends it for
Its
microminlature power amplifier applications,

II.
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Simulated Reactances

With certain circuit configurations, an active
may
element such as a vacuum tube or transistor
Some well known applicabehave as a reactance.
tions of this phenomenon are the reactance modulater
used in frequency modulation, and the Miller
integrator and operational amplifiers used in
Very often, however, the
analog computer work.
reactance effects are not pure, but also introd.cv
resistive effects. For purposes of power supply
filtering, the resistive effects are not considered to be as important a9 hp
eacLive propertier,
9
of the device. Linvill(),( J gives theory on C.

B.

Caracitonce

The Miller integrator is a particular kind of
It is basically an amplloperational amplifier.
fier stage with a capacitive feedback path from
plate to grid. The apparent capacitance between
grid and cathode terminals is a ftunction of the
size of the feedback capacitor and the gain of the
In effect, the plate-to-grid capacitance
stage.
is amplified by the tube. Thus, it is possible to
small copacitance with a high
use a relatively
gain stage to obtain a large circuit
capacitance
of low vqlume.
Stern(12) shows a circuit
for a transistorsimulated shunt capacitance, and It is reproduced
The value of the capacitance used
in Figure 7.
in the base path is multiplied by the transistor
gain. As in the simulated inductance case, these
cutcircuits
are inoperable above th 9 transistor
3

off frequency.
Gakee and LawsonV
use a etmilar
capacitance multiplier circuit in a transistor
power sumply filter.
+

+
O

O

--

active filters using transIstoru.
A. Inductance
owner(l0) describes a circuit which is composed of resistive and capacitive elements, and
three tubes as amplifiers. The device behaves as
a true inductance in that it differentiates square
waves, integrates triangular waves, and resonates
Some 3of
terminals.
wi.th capacitwice across its
the applications described are for a low frequency
stn wave oscillator and as a filter circuit for
tone contrAl purpeses in audIo amplifier.
:omer(ll) describes a circuit wherein a pentode
Lube may be used .- place of a high inductance
choke tn a power supply filter.
"0hrilenot a pure
inductsance element, the high a.c. plate reelsance and low d.c. drop through the tube pernic
the circtt
to Iulfil
the requirements ordinarIly
ir.poed 9n 4 filter
choke.
Stern(l2) descrYbes a transistor simuiated Inductance usiig only capacitance as the reactive
s
parameter.
A series simulated iiiductance
in Figare u.
show
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Flgnre 7.-Translstor-simulaed shunt capacltance.

III.

Filters and Oscillators

The usual Inductance-capaciance

filters

and

oscillators assume very large physical propertlons when designed for low frequ.ency operation.
in additJIon, at sub-audio frequencies, the circuit

Q of the inductors is

so low that Inductancecapacitance filters
and oscillators
are not practiceal.
Both these factors have spurred circuit
to develop alternatIve approaches.
desigers
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attenuation may be obtained.
The attenuation rate of these networks may be
made steeper by cascading two or more sections.
For each section, an additional 6 ab/octave slope,
and 900 phase shift are obtained. Thus, for
example, a three-section ladder has an attenuation
of 18 db/octave beyond its corner frequency, and a
One such network is shown
maximum shift of 270.
with its characteristics in Figure 9.
,
,

It has been known for many years that certain
resistance-capacitance networks exhibit some of
the properties of resonance. That is, in the
region of resonance, the phase shift changes
quite rapidly with frequency, and the networks
show a peak of transmission or attenuation. Some
of the better known passive resonant networks are
the Wien bridge, the parallel- or twin-T, and the
bridged-T. Ladder networks (or cascaded L eections) as passive structures behave as low-pass
or high-pass filters.
When these resistance-capacitance networks are
used in the feedback loop of an amplifier, it is
possible to achieve steeper curves of amplitude
vs. frequency (higher Q) than the passive case,
or even to invert the transmission characteristics
of the network.
Resistance-capacitance oscillators are similar
in theory. Sufficient in-phase feedback is a'sployed to overcome the attenuation in the coupling
network, and the amplifier then supplies its own
input. The frequency stability, of course, is
determined by the rate of change of phase with
frequency at the resonant frequency of the network.
A.
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The simplest network to be considered here is
the single L section, shown along with its tranamission and phase characteristic in Figure 8.

cnetwork

-11
Figure 8a.-Single-section high-pass filter with
attenuation and phase characteristics,
,
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Figure 8b.-Single-section low-pass filter with
attenuation and phase characteristics.
It has an attenuation asymptotic to 6 db/
octave beyond the "corner" frequency of 0=!/RC,
and a maximum phase shift of 90.
Depending on
the configuration, either low or high frequency
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Figure 9.-Three-section high-pass ladder network with attenuation and phase characteristics.
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It can be seen that there is a phase shift of
180* at a frequency f=lfifRC -VS for this high
pass filter. Although the three-section ladder
has no "resonant"
It has been
used in a tuned amplifier frequency,
circuit by Hansel(14),
and is commonly employed in resistance-capacitance
(phase-shift)
oscillators
described
Ginzton
and
Hollingsworth(15).
Theas network
is by
connected
in a negative feedback path between the input and
output of an amplifier stage. At some frequency
there is an additional 180* phase shift contributed
by the network. Thus, positive feedback is obtained,
the amplilier response will show a peak
at this and
frequency.
If the amplifier gain is made sufficiently large
to overcome the attenuation in the network, the
circuit will oscillate. For a network composed of
equal resistances and equal capacitances, there is
an attenuation 3f 20 at a phase shift of 180*, rea loop gain of at least this amount for the
6
circuit to oscillate. SulzertI ) suggests a modificatien of the ladder netwurk by "tapering" the
sections so that the succeeding sections do not
load the input sections. The attenuation in this
network is only about 8 for a phase shift of 180
and Bo low
tubes my b@ used in the oscillator.
1 7
Hooper and Jacketa( J have reported on a
transistorized RC phase shift oscillator.
Epstein(18) describes a variation of this ladder
network which has a gain greater than unity with
1300 phase shift. Thus it is possible to construct an oscillator with only a 9atode follower
as the active element. Waidelich 19) gives a
practical desig procedure for oscillators of this
type.
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) describes another variation of the

phase shift oscillator in which the ladder sections
separated
by active vacuum tube stages.
Use is are
made
of the Miller
effect to increase the
effective value of the capacitances in the network, permitting ultra-low-frequency operation
vith relatively small components. A further advantage of this oscillator is that three-phase
output is available.
Sturm and Cottrell(21) developed a transistorized three-phase, phase shift oscillator in which the
ladder sections are separated by active transistor
stages.
Hadfield(22) describes a null network composed
of two ladder networks connected to a coon
source. It is shown in Figure 10. The null frequency is controlled by means of a very high
resistance potentiometer connected across the output terminals of the individual networks. One of
these networks is a phase lead network; the other
is a phase lag network. The voltages at the
respective outputs of these networks are opposite
in phase at all frequencies and a zero output or
cancellation can be obtained at any frequency by
a suitable setting of the potentiometer. $ mjre
asitale
settying ofit p
tentiyotier45re

Two other networks composed of the same basic
elements in different configurations, but having
the same transmission characteristics are shown in

'tctailed analysis is presented by Clothier

Figre12
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Figure 11.-The zero phase shift network with
attenuation and phase characteristics.
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and a variation called the variable-T is discussed

12.

by Reid(24).
R

R

T
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Figure 12.-Two variations of the zero phase
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Whitmer(2b) describes a three-stage, broadly
tuned bandpass amplifier employing two of these
networks for interstage coupling. While not as

R
I II
-C

Inetwork
G

this network as the interstage coupling in a two
stage amplifier with a positive feedback loop,
thereby obtaining a tuned amplifier system with
Q's up to 20. Transistorized versions, while
feasible, have not yet been described 1i the
literature.
If the loop gain of the amplifier system is
made greater than 3, the circuit will oscillate
at a frequency determined by the network and the
amplifier phase shifts. Such a vacuum tube
oscillator has been described by Terman(28). Transistor oscillators of this type have been described
and analyzed by Achuthan(29) and Hooper and
Jackets(17).
Another variation of this network is also
described by Punnett(25) anud consists of connecting the network to the output of I phase splitter.

Figure 1O.-Hadfield's null network,

B.

selective as other circuits, the aimplicity of the
and the absence of critical tuning requirements are advantageous.
Beattie and Conn(27), and Punnett(25) employ

The zero phase shift network

A simple selective network, sometimes referred
to as a zero phase shift or twin PC network, and
25
discussed in detail by Punnett( ), is shown in
Figure 11 along with its phase and transmission
characteristics. Superficially, it appears to be
a Wien bridge, and it has been referred to as such
many times in the literature. Actually it is not,
since the true Wien bridge is a four-terminal network haviniz no co mn connection between the input
and output. This network is a three-terminal network and it has a comron connection between input
and output. It has a peak in transmission and 0*
phase shift at its "resonant" fre uency. Its
attenuation is asymptotic to 6 db/octave each side
of this frequency. If the general case for this
network is considered, it is found that the highThe resonant
est selectivity occurs when m=n=2.
frequency obeys the relation f-1/21MC.

The operation approaches that of the Wien bridge
by being more sharply tuned thei, the eimple .3elective network and having zero output at its resonant
frequency.
C.

The Wien bridge

A popular tuned RC network, the Wien bridge, is

0
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shown in Figure 13 along with its transmission
characteristics. It is more sharply tuned than
the previous network, with a theoretical infinite
attenuation and a discontinuous phase shift at its
employed by
in tuned
has inbeen
resonant frequency.
oscillators
by Shaw(30)It and
amplifiers
Clarke(31). It has a rather serious disadvantage
in that it is a four-terminal network having no
common connection between input and output, thus
requiring nn isolating transformer in many oscillator and amplifier circuits.
However, it is
possible to employ this network without a transformer. The network may be tuned by varying
either the two cappcJitnrs or the two resistors in
The
the right-hand branches simultaneously.
resonant frequency obeys the relation f=l/2RC.
I
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Figure 14.-The paralleo-T network with

attenuation and phasu characteristics.
vary the tuning frequency, three circuit
parameters must be adjusted simultaneously and
with perfect tracking to maintain the sharpness of
301.rejection. White and Morgan(35) here made an ingenious modification that permits adjustment of
the null frequency over a two-decade range without
40
changing any of the circuit parameters.
They
split the input to the parallel-T, and in the case
illustrated in Figure 15, each T is fed from one
section of a dual potentiometer.
The null frequency is then only a function of the ratic of the
voltages applied to the two T's and the nall Cre-

2to

.'20
.€

03
o.
_3
3
,
,L
Figure 15.-The Wien bridge network with
attenuation and phase characteristics.
D.

quency of the haste netwok.

Probably the most widely used RC selective network is the parallel-T or twin-T network.
It has
a higher Q than the previously discussed simple
networks, less than the Wien bridge, and has a
theoretical infinite attenuation and a discontinuous phase shift at its resonant frequency.
A
carefully constructed unit can have an attenuation
of 120 db at this frequency. This network, inis shown in Figure 14
vented by Augustadt( 3),
along with its transmission characteristics.
The
5 where,
resonant frequency is given by fci/2-I/C -/
for the highest Q, n-1/2.
The parallel-T is a three-terminal network;
there is a common connection between Input
and
output.
This feature makes the applications
rather straightforward since no Isolation trnsformer or special circuitry is required.
Analysis
of the parallel-T network and suggelted applica3
tions have been made by Hastings5 ) and
Stanton(34).
One of the sharpest criticisms directed toward
the parallel-T network is the fact that in order

R

R

The parallel-T network

IN

I

:

C
i

20

T
I
T
2

0

0Figure 15.-The dual-input parailel-T network

The use of the parallel-T network in vacunm
tube tuned amplifiers was first described by
6
scott(3 ), but subseguent articles by Fleisher(37)
Punnett(25), Stanton34), and Hyde(3U) are more
detal-ed.
The tuned amplifier consists basically
of a stage of gain with the parallei-T network in
the negative feedback loop, and is shown in Figure
16. There is degeneration at all frequencies except at the resonant frequency of the network
which is a transmission null. At this frequency,
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the amplifier gain is a maximum, resulting in a
peak in the amplifier response. Among the articles
showing practical circuits of tuned amplifiers employing this network are t os by Dixon and
Philli sC39), Gitzendanner(0,
Rayner(41), and
Rousalt(42).
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Figure 16.-A simple tuned amplifier employing
a paralle--T network in the negative feedback
loop.
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Bowers(43) calls attention to an interesting
variation of the parallel-T network.
If the
maltiplying factor, n, of the shut arms of the
network is less than 0.5, there is only a partial
null and the network phase shift attains a value
of 180* at the resonant frequency. The phase vs.
frequency characteristic is degraded from the
discontinuous function of the infinite attenuation network to a less rapid change, the slope becoming smaller as n is decreased. Attenuation and
phase shift for various values of n are shown In
Figure 17. In the previously described amplifier,
this phenomenon results in positive feedback or
regeneration at the resonant frequency of the
filter, thus increasing the amplifier
in at
that frequency. Bowers(46), McGauoien (44), and
Smith(4M have shown practical tuned am.plifIers
based on these principles. A similar circuit,
but ining transistors, is described by Sohrabji46).
If the loop gain of the wmplifier is made large
enough to overcome the transission losses of the
network, the system will oscillate at a frequency
determined by the network and the phase shift in
the amplifier. The choice of n of the network is
dictated by the open loop gain of the oscillator
and the frequency stability that fs desired.
Vacuum tube oscilllto-s of this type have been
described by Smlth45) and Tucker i7).
A complete desi~n procedure for parale -' oscillators
is given by Lynch and Robertson.(48).
A transistor
version is shown by Sohrabji(4 6 ).
Frequency discriminators utilizing paralie!-T
RC networks are advantageous for low frequency
applications. There are two basic methods:
two
networks may be used directly, or in the inverse
loops of feedback amplifiers.
Tillan(49) and
Stine(50) describe practical circuits and desig:
techniques for these discriminators.
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Figure 17.-Attenuation and phase characteristics
of a parallel-T network with various values of

E. The bridged-T network
Still another frequency selectiye C network is
the bridged-T, described by Sulzer 01 ) and others.
The network and its transmission and phase
characteristics are shown in Figure 18. it has a
mirimum of transmission and 0* phase shift at its
resonant frequency, f=/2]fiC. The unsysmetrical
networks are charocterized by a hit.er Q than is
available from other networks containIng only
four components. Its relative simplicity and ease
of frequency adjustmernt also make this network
attractive for use In a tuned amplifier or oscillator.
Tiadsle(52) used the bridged-T network in cont',.ction with RC iadder sections to obtain a contnuously adjustable low-pass filter. Sulzer has
used this network in a vacuuz tubC(55) and a transistur(54) audio oscillator which feature low
harmOnc distortIon.
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Figure iS -The bridged-T network with attenuation
and phase characteristics,
0.!

The remaining applications for R-C networks as
filters involve their use in feedback amplifiers.
For maximum stability of operation, the network is
placed in the negative feedback loop thus reducing
the amplifier pin at all frequencies removed from
minimum transmission frequency of the filter.
'Thereare four minimum or null transmission networks which have been considered here: Hadfield's
network, the Wien bridge, the bridged-T, and
the parallel-T.
The f:ret two are more complicated
circuitwise or possess more elements than the
two, while offering no compensating advantages. The R-C bridged-T is appealing because
of

0.3

rejection characteristic is poorer than
that of the parallel-T network and is, therefore,
less desirable for use in a tuned amplifier.
The most vc..tilc
(and hence most popular) network iu -he parallel-T and its modifications.
While the basic infinite attenuation network is
rather difficult to adjust for optimum rejection
at a particular fre uc cy, the variation suggested
by White and Morgan?38 nullifies the criticism
directed toward the network for variable frequency
operation. This variation makes it possible to
have operation over a two-decade range without any
additional critical adjustments to the network.
Another variation of the parallel-T yield. a pozi-.
tive feedback voltage at the resonant frequency.
Thus additional gain might be obtained from a tuned
amplifier, and a stable H-C oscillator is easily
obtained by the proper choice of network parameters.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMDATIONS
131ELIOGRAHY
The use of positive feedback techniques offers
a means to eliminate large volume by-pass capacitore in amplifier circuits, although the amplifier
gain is made more sensitive to power supply and
temperature variations.
Direct coupling and complementary symetry
transistor circuits can be employed to eliminate
some coupling capacitors and resistors. However,
direct coupled circuits should be restricted to
small signal applications since drift may cause
the amplifier to operate in a non-linear region
thus introducing distortion. Here, again, teaperature variations will cause drift in transistor
amplifiers.
Simulated reactances permit Tne substitution
of small volume active networks for the larger
passive components ordinarily used in power supply
filters.
Resistance-capacitance networks can be used in
place of the simpler but bulkier inductance-capacitance filters, especially at the low audio and
sub-audio frequency ranges. Passive ladder networks can be used for low- or high-pass filters.
Of the networks considered here, only one type,
the zero phase shift network, exhibits a peak in
transmission at its resonant frequency. Because
of its simplicity and absence of critical adjustment, this network is suited for printed "ircuits.
Minor frequency adjustments can be made b ! varying one of the resistance elements. It is pspecially suited for interstage couplings since no
additional d.c. blocking capacitors are -equ~red.
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THE DESIGN OF A TRANSISTOR NOR CIRCUIT
FOR MINDM POWER DISSIPATION

1_bert L. Cox
Diamond Ordnance Fuze Laboratories, Washington, D.C.
Abstract
This paper describes a method of designing a transistor NOR circuit for mini2
mum power dissipation (Ic Rc). Expressions for collector current (IC) and input
current limiting resistor (Nl) which give a minimum in power dissipation are
derived in terms of the basic NOR circuit paramcters (B/S, ICB O. M, and N).
Graphical results indicating minimum power dissipation as a function of leakage
current (ICBO), minimum base to collector current gain (B/S) and number of output circuits (N) are presented. The number of inputs (M) is fixed at two for
these curves.
Introduction
The transistor NOR circuit is capable of
performing all of the English logic functions
AND, OR, and NOT, and is therefore extremely
useful in computer systems. The NOT function is
performed by a NOR with one input. The AND
function is performed by three NOR circuits and
the OR function is performed by two NOR circuits
as shown in Figure 1.
The basic building block, the transistor
NOR circuit as shown in Figure 2, employs a
'unction transistor in the common emitter configuration. The transistor is used as a twoposition switch rather than as a linear device.
In other words, the transistor can exist in its
normnal "cut-off" state or in a state o saturation which can be referred to as an "on" state,
In the "cut-off" state the transistor will Lave
a relatively high impedance between its collector and emitter in the order of megohms. In
the saturated state the transistor has a negligible impedance between its collector and
emitter; this impedance is in the order of ohms.
Referring to Figure 2, the circuit consists
of M input lines with input resistors R1 and
a base bias resistor RT . The positive bias
VBB supplied through RT causes the transistor
to be turned off and thereby to exist in the
"cut-off" state if all of the inputs (A, B,
and C) are near zero volts. The transistor is
turned "on" if one or more .f the inputs
(A, B, C) are at a negative voltage VC. VC
must be sufficiently large such that the
current IB flowing through resistor R is equal
to or greater than Ic/B, where B is the base to
collector short circuited current gain, and IC
Is the maximum current flowing in the collector
resistor RC .
IC =

V
cc
ieqaation
IIc

When the transistor is in the "cut-off" state
the output voltage is approximately the same as
the supply voltat'e VCC. When the transistor tin the saturated state most of the collector
supply voltage VCC appears across R and the
output is near ground potential. I can be
stated concisely that a voltage signal is present

on the output if voltage signals are not
present on any of the inputs. Conversely,
a voltage signal is not present on the output if voltage signals are present on any
or all of the inputs.
A basic question encountered in using the
NOR circuit is "will the circuit operate
properly when a single collector is required
to drive a certain desired number of output
circuits?" An exprespinn for this nuimber of
outputs, N, in terms of the circuit components,
1
was derived by W. J. Rove.
(1)

1
I

b

1
O +
R1

+ R
1
VCC

where Ino is the rax .um expected bage to
collecto leakage current with the emitter
open circuited, 0.25 is the base to emitter
voltage for germanium transistorn, and S is the
safety factor employed to compensate for
decrease in gain of the transistor and other
circuit parameter tolerances. This expression
will be used as a starting point. In deriving
the above expression, it was assumed that VBE ,
the base to ertter voltage when the transistor
is in the "on" ttate, was very much smaller than
VCC, the collector supply voltage and that the
leakage current ICBO was very much smaller than
IC, the maximum current flowing in the collector
resistor. It was also assumed that the transistor acts as a perfect switch when the transistor
is in the saturated state. Consequently, under
saturated conditions -Vcc = IC1 C . All results
will be based on Lhese assumptions.
Given a certain number of inputs to a NOR
circuit which is to drive a certain number of
output circuits, it s desired to minimize the
power dissipation IC PC in the collector
resistor RC, sub ect to the restriction that
(i) be satisfied. The mirmization of
2
R C with respect to base resistor, R , end
1
collector current IC, is the object of this
paper.

iRowe, W. D., "The Transistor NOR Circuit,"
LRE WESC0V Convention Record, Part 4, 1957,
pp. 231-245.
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Derivation of Minimum Power Dissipation
Y 1ruon

A.

-

CO.

Input Current Limiting Resistor

Equation (i)
the form

may be rewritten in

I
is the expression for the collector current
whPich gives a minimum in power dissipation.
Minimum power dissipation will be desi.ated
as (IcjR0 )*.
When (5) is substituted into (5) R1*
reduces to

R

)

*_+

(5

RC
C

1

2

1
0.29CM-i)
02(M1

CO
CB

N

-

R1 10

(6)

If this expression is differentiated
with respect to R, maintaining S/B,
IC^, N, N, andeu constant, and the
obtains

B
3

C

C

Solving this equation for R

O.95(M-i)
0.]RI
2

dissipation(I0 Rc )*"
Relationship of Minimum Power Dissipation
to Variables

gives

0.25(M-1
(3 )5(-it
Ic'

Using
derived ofexpressions
RI* and
Ic0 the
a progra
moderate for

I--C
B/
0

"

j
lC

R * is the expression for the input-curront
limiting resistor which gives a minimum in
R and also a minimum in power diseipation
,if
such a minimum exist.
The express.on for power dssipation is obtained by
multiplying equation (2) by I C.
Therefore

I

C

=

)

S

1CBO +
-IC

k

N
IC

B.

Collector Current(I)
n
Substituting equation (3)
gives
l
C

IB/LC
LCCYN\sIC

into (4)

BC3j
iB

CBO
C

-

CBO

The expressions (5) and (6) for the
collector current (IC*) and the inputcurrent limiting resistor (B
1 *) when
substituted in equation ( 4 )(power
dissipation) give a minimum in power

CBO

o

C

*_osw.l

I*

j

Referring to Figure 5, it is seen
that minimum power dissipation decreases
with a decrease in the number of output
circuits. The minimum power dissipation
decreases with
an increase in B/S, and
this decrease approaches a limit as
3/S
becomes infini e. Using the expresions
for IC* and I RC, one can calculate:
C
2
Lim (I c Rc)* = N(MI)ICBo

It is also interesting
to note that as
N decreases to 1, B/S becomes decreasingly
significant in the determination of

0.25(M- i
I+ 5ferring
-

+~

Computer
calculate
complexityto was
devised minimum
for the Dower
rim 70o
dissipation as a function of T CB5 (base to
collector leakage current), B/S (4ase
to collector current gain with safety
factor), H (nuser of input cir-uits),
and N number or output circuits). The
computed values provide sufficient data
for the creation of informative graphical
results.

minimzum power dissipation.
Bgives

Figure 4,
t.+hat
I " (the tocollector
one can
current
see
which
a minimum in power disslpation)
-2rO dec

Differentiating this expression with
thsers/io,
ntiing
wt
respect toIrnt
to T at maintainingS/BI
ICq, M
and N consts t, setting the derive ?ve
equal to zero and solving for I, the
following is obtained.

ases with a decrease
in the
number of output circuits. I * decreases
with un increase in B/S and this decrease
approaches a limit as B/S becomes infinite.
One can calculate this limit to be:

EIItRT L. CCX

c

tion may be correlated and used to design a
NOR circuit for minimum power dissipation.
Specifically if a transistor NOR circuit is to

CBO

B/S --> m
Again it is interesting to note
that as N decreases to 1, B/S becomes
decreasingly significa t in the determiniation of the collector current
which gives a minimum in power
dissipation,
From the equation (b), it is
readily observed that Ic* is linearly
related to I

:* = 1
C

0 where K.

f(N,S/B)

whe

C

=if

Using this fact along with equation (6),
it can also be determined that minimum
power dissipation i linearly related
to I
and 0.5(M-I):
t
aO
(Ic Rc)*

have two inputs (M = 2), drive nine circuits
(N = 9), employ transistors wih Betas of
50 (B = 50), and I
'a of iO" amperes,
correct values of F-0, R , I and R can be
ascertained to effeR migimui powerdissipation.
For this particular design situation a safety
factor of 2 is employed. The B/S factor is
therefore 25. The values of I
, B, and M
used in this typical example M
chosen because of their practicability to current design
situations. The value of N was chosen because
the assumptions made in the Introduction are
less valid for lower values of N.
expressions (5) for I * and (6) for Rl*
B/S1
along with the above values for I
X and N are substituted in the poRP'dissipation expression (4) a minimum value of power
dissipation can be determined.
The calculations
yield

K2 0.2(M)I

where K 2 = F(N,S/B)

0.25(M-1)
ICBO

= .25 x 106 ohms = 250K

and

Then the collector resistor
4

Therefore minimum power dissipation using eq.( )
R

K2

0.25 (M-1) ICB 0

C
2

IC 2
)

"

(Ic Rc)*

.177 x l0 1 watts = 177 P watts

The collector supply is then 3calculated to be
I, RC
.77 x 10" watts = ,.75 V

I2

=

2

VCC =

(IC)

.047
oC x

0"- amperes

Consequently
S .25(M-l)

C

-

CC

=

.7V

=79K
"

1

= 2

The collector supply voltage:

V

=

therefore
K
-2
VCC=KI~CBo x
2
K1

0.25(M-1)
1
CBO

or simply
2 x 0.25(M-1)
CCKL

.07 x 10 ' amperes
IC
To show that expression (1) is satisfimL for
specified values are subsithis design,
the This
tuted
into (i).
substitution yields the
necessary equality. Therefore, the desigr iq
valid for satisfactory circuit operation.
As was mentioned in the Introduction, it was
in deriving expression (1) that
assumed
<<
<< I . However, if these
VBE
V
and that I
ua~sumpt.ons are not Me,
thn equation!
becomes

(7)
N

Vcc

1

yE

C C U-RO]
)
ICBO

R02(-)

C0

Typical Design of NOR Circuit For Minimum
Power Dissipation

The information given in the previous sec-

Then if the specified values used
in the above
typical example are substituted in (7) it is

L3L 1T L. CON

V-Vc

found that the number of suceeding NOR circuits
that can be driven by a NOR circuit is eight as
opposed to the nine outputs that was desired.
Therefore, this error can be compensated fcr by
designing for an N greater than the actual

desired N.
INPUTS

Conclusion
For V

and for I

<< V

OUTPUT
OUTPU

R

n

A
C 0

"I

-AW.

e< I"

2

he input
expressi6s vergcderived fo
current limiting resistor (R *) and for
the maximum current flowt-ng n the collector resistor (Ic*) which give a miniIt was shown that a
mum in power dLssipatioi.
exist.
minimum in power dissipation does

RT

+ Vbh

However, when the base voltage (V ) is not
very much smaller than the transiltor collector bias (V ) and the leakage current
is not very mugE smaller than the maximum
current flowing in the collector resistor,
the expressions for R * and I * are not
completely valid, parlicu]arlC when a NOR
circuit design employs a small number of
output clrcuit. and when high Beta tran-istors are being used. Future study will
be conducted relative to designing a NCR
circuit for minimum power dizoipation when
VE is not <<Vcc and ICB) is not <<- .

Figure 2

B
6

CC

BAsic Building Block NOR Circuit

THE EFFECT OF ISS
ON MINIMUM POWFR DISSIPATION
1 os 10-O AMPERES
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FINE-LINE

TCD WIRING

Edith M. Davies
Diamond Ordnance Fuze Laboratories, Washington 25,

D. C.

In order to facilitate the interconnection of microminiature components and subassemblies, an investigation was made of techniques for producing fine-line conductors.
By careful control of certain of the variables present in the normal photo resist and

etching process, a pattern consisting of 2.5-mil-wide lines with 2.5-ail-wide spacings
between the lines was successfully reproduced on copper-clad laminates although undercutting of the 1.35-mil-thick copper reduced the line width to about one mil.
As a corollary to the above work, copper films, 0.3 to 0.6 mil in thickness, -were
chemically deposited on plastic and lines as narrow as 2.5 mils, with 2.5-mil-wide
spacings between them, were etched in these films with negligible undercutting and
without breaks or bridges.
Conductors 10 mile in width but having 4-mil-wide spacing had been produced
previously by electroetchIng precious metals deposited on glass.
An electroetchin
technique wes necessary because chemical etching of precious metals would require the
use of strong acids which would degrade the photo resist.
Need for still
finer line etched wiring is not anticipated but techniques for
producing fine-line printed wiring by "silk"-screening need to be developed.
INTRODUCTION
Te recent cmlphaziz on the microminiature
packaging of electronic circuits has necessitated a rccvaluation of current processing
techniques to determine their limitations and
capabilities,
A typical etched circuit board bears copper
conductors which vary in width from 30 to over
60 Lnils with a minimum spacing between conductore of about 30 mile.
In low-power, lowvoltagp circuits, however, these "minimum" widths
can undergo appreciable reduction without impairing the operation of the assembled circuit.
With such a reduction, techniques for preparing
the conductor become critical.
In a recent article, Overas (l) reported the
results of a survey to determine the capability
of the printed circuit industry to produce fineline conductors with fine-line inter-conductor
spacings. The narrowest linq and spacing used
were 0.2 sm (7.8 mile) in width. The general
conclusion of the survey was that the photo engraving process is capable of producing such
small elements but that the majority of the
commercial fabricators do not exercise sufficient
process control to produce them.
About a year ago, a need arose in these
Laboratories for a method of preparing fine-line
conductors from a precious metal which had been
vacuum deposited on a glass insulator.
An
electroetching procedure was developed.
The
particular pattern that was required, and which
was reproduced, comprised a 10-mil-wide conductor
having 4-Nil-wide spacings. Because of this
work it was believed that it should be possible
to chemically etch at least as fine lines in
copper.
Work was then instituted to determine:
(I)
how fine a line could be resolved and chemically
etched in copper, and (2) which processing

variables lnd the greatest effect on the final
results. This recent work was divided into two
part2:
(1) ch mcal ebching of copper-clad
!ani..aes, and (2) chemical etching of chemically
deposited copper. The results of this work are
given herein, together with a description of the
earlier work on electroetching of a precious
metal on a glass insulator.
The photo resist processes used in this work
deviattd only slightly from the normal tchniques 2) used in the printed circuit industry.
The methods used for the chemical etching of
copper were alio based on normal industrial
procedures
,4 ). The etchant used for the
electroetching of precious metals was derived
from a publication(5) on stripping metallic
coatings but, as indicated above, the electroetching procedure itself was developed in these
Laboratorices.
EXPEIMErAL METHODS
A.

Preparation of Test Patterns
1.

For recent work on copper.

The original layout for the test pattern
was made on a sheet of stiff white Bristol
board of area 23 x 39 inches.
Thirty-six strips
of black adhesive tape 0.25 inch in width were
laid down on this board in parallel strips 0.25
inch apart, and selected ends were connected so
as to form two adjacent continuous lines which
zig-zagged back and forth across the length of
the board.
The outside line was 664.25 inches long while
the inside one was 61.75 inches long; hence,
for the two 0.25-inch-wide lines, tUe length-towidth ratios were respectively: 2657:1 and
2647:1.
The final layout was then photographed and
reduced 25, 50, and 100 times to give negatives
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having equal line-and-space widths of, respectively, 10 mils, 5 mils and 2.5 mils. The three
patterns are shown in Figure i.

specified beforehand and had been made by milling
a rigid five-ply black-and-white-layered plastic
laminate through the black surface to the firs
white ply beneath it.
The laminate was about 12
inches long by about 2 inches wide and the white
line milled into it was designed to produce
two separate electrodes in somewhat the configuration of two black cmbs laid down in the same
plane with their teeth interlocked. The line
was bent 180 at 7/16-tnch-long intervals to
form the teeth cf the pattern. After milling the
pattern into the laminate, it was photographed
and reduced to give a pattern about the size of
the normal glass slide employed in light
microscopy (see Fig. 2). In the negative of

C

0

I

NCHES
1

I

I

I

Test patterns for fine-line etching:
top, 10-mil-wide lines with 10-ilwide spacings; lower right, 5-mlt-wide lines with
5-mil-wvide spacings; lower left, 2.5-nil-widelines with 2.5-nil-wide spacings.

Figure 1.

Since the length-to-width ratios for each of
the two lines remained constant, regardless of
the
the reminned
pattern, constant
the resistance
two size
lines of
also
and it of
was the
possibe tso opreehing
rslts
andirtly
by
possible to compare etching results directly by
use of the following formula:
S= pfects,
WT
Where H = resistance, p = resistlvity, and L, W
and T are ine size parametere or the conductor.
For example, for patterns etched in "-oz"
copper-clad laminates, the following values were
substituted in the above equation:
p = 1.724Ligcm (for copper) T - 1 .5 mils (for "1-oz" copperclad laminatesS, and the appropriate length and
width of the lines of one of the patterns. Then
the theoretical resistance, R, was calculated to
be 1.3362 for the outside line of the pattern
and 1.33119 for the shorter inside line; and, for
copper filmo only 0.45 il in thickness, the
respeotive values were calc'Zated to be 4.0082
and 3.9932.
2.

For earlier work on precious metals.

The pattern used in this work had been

NCHES

Figure P.

i

2

3

4

Pattern for fi,-line
etching: 10mil-wide lines with 4-mil-wide spaciaga

this pattern, Lhe single black line was 4 mils
in width and the transparent gaps were 10 mils
in width.
B.

Fine Lines Produced by Chemical Etching of
Copper-clad Laminates.

Clea~nng specimens of -sper-clad
laminate.
Sqwes
approximately 1.75 x 1.75
Sursapoiaey!7
.5ice inches
in area were cut from commercial 1/32-inch-thick
epoxy-glass-cloth laminate clad with "l-or"
copper (1.35 mils in thickness). Any squares
which had visible scratches, pits, or other dewere discarded. The squares were degreased
in the vapors of boiling trichloroethylene, dipped
for five
secondsoxies,
in a 10%
solution
of hydrochloric
acid
t+' rem',e
washed,
and dried.
............
i.

2.

AppLication of resist to laminates.

Throughout all of this work every effort
was made to keep the laminates and negatives as
free of dust as possible. particularly when the
laminates were coated with wet resist or when
the dried resist was being exposed to light
through the negative. The resist itself was a
commercial solution which was filtered prior to
use to remove any sediment or other foreign
matter.
The arms of the turntable
shown in Figure 3
were covered with two-sided adhesive tape, the
squares of laminate were laid on the arms, and
resist was poired over the top surface of each
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closing the frame and evacuating the enclosure,
however, a sheet of glass was placed over the
pieces of laminate and weighted with two oneThen the pieces were exposed
kilogram weights.
to the arc for one ainute.

b

II
Figure 3. Varlable-speed whirler for application
of thin films of resist to surfaces
of laminates.

_

The cover was put on the
piece of laminate.
whirler and the arms were whirled for 2 minutes
at room temperature and aL speeds of 50, 100, or
200 rpm. The speed of the turntable was then
brought to 200 rpm and an infrared lamp was
trained on the whirling arms for an additional
3 minutes, at which Lime the coated surfaces
were dry.

.,

Figure 4, Coumercial vacuum-frame-type printer
showing carbon arc in bottom of
printer and a negative of one of the test patterns
positioned on top of glass of frame.

Other similar squares of laminate were dipped
in resist, allowed to drain in the dark for 2
minutes at room temperature, and then dried _n
an oven at 600C for 3 minutes. Two ovens were
used; one was a mechanical convention-type
yi c.ing circulating air and the other was the
roe conventional gravity ccnvetlon-type
yielding relatively still air.
.bExposure

_

.

4. Development of pattern on laminates.
The pieces described above were developed
by suspending them in the vapors of boiling
trnhloroethylene. From 0.75 to one minute was
required to remove all of the unexposed resist
and produce a sharply defined pattern. The
developed plates were then heated for 5 minutes
at 60WC.

of sensitized laminates,

Additional pieces of laminate which had been
dip-coated with resist, dried in the gravityfo
ne miute
oen,
deped
co
ton t
ulivectio-zype oven, and exposd for one minute
in the vacuum frame were used to test two
developers in the liquid state. The pieces were
immersed in the liquid at room temperature for
the lengths of time sheen In Table I. The
Ttile I.- Developers Lested

The negative was laid on the glass plate
of the commercial vacuum-frame-type printer, as
shown in Figure 4, with the emulsion side up.
rhe dried sensitized test plates were then laid
on the negative with the resist-coated side
against the negative. In this position, the
negative-laminate assembly was located about 12
inches above the carbon are lamp shown in the
bottom of the printer. The hinged lid was
closed, the space between the lid and the glass
was evacuated, the arc was struck, and the
specimens were exposed to the carbon are for I

Developer

Time applied,
minutes

minte.

In order to compare the resolution to be
obtained when contact between negative and
resist-coated laminate is made by vacuump as
described above, with the resolution to be
obtained when only contact pressure is applied,
two plates which had been dip coated and dried
in the gravity-convection-type oven were
covered with negatives and placed negative side
down as before on the glass of the vacuum frame
directly above the carbon arc lamp. Instead of

0

TrI chloroetbylere vapor

1

Trlchloroethylene vapor

2

Trichloroethyleno liquid

1

Trlchloroethylene >quld

2

Commercial liquid boppied
for the ccmmerclal
resist mployed

2
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measured with a microscope equipped with a micrometer eyepiece. The resist was removed from the
terminal points and measurements of the resistance of the copper lines were then made on a
digital ohmmeter; results are given in Tables II
and III.

developers were agitated by rocking the containers. The units so developed were then
rinsed in running water and dried for 5 minutes
at 6oC.
Some additional plates were developed in the
vapors of boiling trichloroethylene but were
not heated prior to etching.
Etching of pattern on laminates.

5.

A 25% solution of ammnium persulfate was
prepared and warmed to about 70C.- The warm
solution was placed in a small bubble etcher
which consisted of a water-jacketed glass funnel
having a fritted glass bottom (see Figure 5).
Hot water was circulated through the jacket and
a stream of air was passed up through the fritted
glass by means of an air line connected to the
bottom outlet of the funnel. The flow of air was
regulated to provide continuous bubbling over the
entire surface of the etchant.
The pieces of laminate were dropped into the
etcher pattern-side down and were held suspended
on the surface of the liquid by the force of the
bubbling action. The unwanted copper was etched
away in 1.5 to 2 minutes.
After the pieces were etched, they were washed
in running water and allowed to dry without
wiping or blotting so that the resist on the
copper pattern was undisturbed.
Figure 5. Bubble etcher comprising a waterjacketed glass funnel containing a
fritted glass bottom up through which compressed
air is forced.

6. Testing of pattern on laminates.
The width of the lines of patterns
developed in the vapors of trichloroethylene was

Table II .- Effect of variations in the method of applying, drying and exposing the resist upon the
average resistance of conductors etched on copper-clad laminates.
Average resistance, ohms
Line width, mils

Variation in
treatment of resist

(b)

(

a)

(

b)

(a)

2 .5 (b)

10(a)

10

50

1.7

1.7

1.9

1.9

(c)

(c)

100
200

1.6
1.6

1.6
1.7

1.9
2.0

1.9
2.0

(c)
(c)

3.1
(c)

1.7
1.7

1.7
1.7

2.0
P.1

2.0
2.1

3

. 0 (d)
31(d)

3.4
3 : 1 (d)

1.6
1.9

1.6
1.9

1.9W)
2.2

1. 9 ( )
2.2

(c)

(c)
2.9(1)

1. Whirler coating at designated rpm

5

5

2 5

2. Dip coating in designated oven
Gravity convection-type
Mechanical convection-type

3.

Type of pressure during exposure
Weights
Vacuum

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

d

Outside line of pattern, length-to-width ratio of 2657:1.
inside line of pattern, length-Lu-wdth ratio of 2647:1.
Unmeasurable because of open conductors or bridges between conductors.
Only one of the two specimens was satisfactory.

®

2.9(d)

,
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Table III .- Effect of varying the developer upon the average resistance of conductors etched on
copper-clad laminates.

Tim ,

Developer

min.

Average resistance, ohms
Line width, ail~, s

_____

310(a)
Tri chlor2oethylene
vapor

Trichloroethylene
liquid
Trichloroethylene
vapor
Triehloroothylene
liquid
Commercial
developer
(a)
b)
(c)
(d)

1

1o(b)

.

1.9

)

2

1.91

2

1.9

i. 9

.

,9

2.1

2.0

2

Depositin

2 .
5

2.0

2.0

2.8

2.9

2.3

2.4

(C)

3.4(d)

2.3

2.
•

3.4

3.2

c

(c)

(d )

.()

22
2.6

2.6

d

4.3(d)

4 .2(d)

The procedures of exposure and development
were the same as those described previously for
the majority of the laminate samples. The dry
sensitized disks were covered with the negative,
placed in the vacuum frame, and exposed to the
carbon arc for one minute. The patterns were

copper on resin specimrns.

then developed by suspending the disks in the
vapors of boiling trichloroethylene for 45 to 60

seconds.
4. Istching of pattern on resin specimens.
Yoe bubble etcher was not used for etching
these films. Instead, the pieces were imreed
in a petri disk containing warm 40f ferri2
chloride because the time of etching of the thin
copper films could be more easily controlled with
this simpler apparatus.
After 10 to 15 seconds,
the unwanted copper had etched away. The disks
were then washed and allowed to dry.

that the third solution is essentially a
modified Fehling solution with formaldehyde as
the reducing agent.
The first two solutions
prepared the surface of the plastic for the
reception of the copper and the third solution
deposited the copper film which, after washing
and drying, wan a dull dark copper color.

5.

Testing of pattern on resin specimens.

The restst was removed from the terminal
points of the patterns and resistance measurements were made. The average resistance of the
5-mil-wide lines was IO ohms and that of the
2.5-mll-wide lines was 195 ohms.

Application of resist to resin
specimens.

Because of the relatively porous nature of
the deposited film, all resist was app~led 1;ydip-

coating.

2.5(a)

3. Exposure and development of pattern
on resin specimens.

A dozen disks of cured epoxy resin 2
inches in diameter and 1/4 inch in thickness were
sanded on one surface to produce a uniform matte
finish. They were cleaned with a commercial
cleaning powder, rinsed, and then heated in
sevef4 changes of water. The commercial product
used for chemical deposition of the
copper was supplied in the form of concentrates
from which three solutions were prepared by the
addition of suitable amounts of distilled water.
The clean plastic disks were immersed in the
first solution for 2 minutes, rinsed thoroughly
in cold running tap water, immersed in the second
solution for 2 minutes, Win rinsed thoroughly
in running water, and finally immersed for 15
minutes in the third solution. It is believed

2.

(b)

5(b)

Outside line of pattern, length-to-width ratio of 2'l6: 1.
Inside line of pattern, Jength-to-width ratio of 2647:1.
Infinite resistance due to breaks in conductors.
Only one of the two specimens was satisfactory.

C. Fine LiTns Produced by Chemical Etching of
Deposited Copper
I.

________

5(a)

Because of the unexpectedly high resistance

This method gave a slightly thicker

values, one of the patterned disks was en-

film than that produced by the whirler. The
method of dip-coating was the same as that described previously for use in the gravity convection oven. However, some disks were given one
coat of resist, dried, and then given a second
coat.

capsulated in epoxy resin to protect the copper
fl2I,; and sliced to reveal its cross section.
Although the thickness of the film was variable
due te the matte finish of the disk, its thickness was measured uwnder a microscope and found
to be ca. 0.3 to 0.6 mll.

©
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Attempts to measure the thickness with an
interferometer failed due to the matte finish of
the disk.

of etching other than chemical methods were
indicated.
3.

6.

Electroplating of the chemically
deposited copper.

An effort was made to improve the continuity of the deposited copper films with a thin
copper plating. The patterns were removed from
some of the plastic disks by abrading them with
sand paper. The disks were then thoroughly
cleaned and recoated with copper, as described
previously. A plating bath consisting of 350
ml of water, 60 g of 00804, end 22 m of cone.
The disks were plated in
H90 4 was prepared.
ti
bath for 5 minutes at a current density of
17 amp/sq ft. Two coats of resist were applied
to the disks and then they were exposed,
developed, and etched as before. The average
resistance of the 2.5-mil-wide lines wae now
25 to 35 ohms and that of the 5-mil-wide lines
was 35 to 45 ohms. The thickness of the plated
film was ut appreciably greater than that of
the unplated film but the plated film appeared
to be less porous.
D.

Fine Lines Produced by Electroetching
of Precious Metals on Glass.
1.

Application of pattern to metallized
glass.

The substrate in this case consisted of
a glass slide on which a thin film of palladium
had been deposited by vacuum evaporation
techniques. Such a metalized glass slide is
shown in Figure 6a.
The slides were degreased in the vapors of
boiling trichloroeLhylene, cooled to room
temperature, and dipped in a filtered bubblefree solution of resist. They were stood on
end, allowed to drain briefly In the dark at
room temperature, and were then placed In an
oven at 50C to dry. Then they were dipped
again in resist, stood on the opposite end, and
drained and dried in the dark.
A dried slide war alio-.ed with the negative,
placed in a small laboratory-built vacuum
frame, and exposed to a sun bulb at a distance
of seven inches for three ninutes.
The pattern was developed in the vapJrs of
boiling trichloroethylene.
2.

Attempts t cherncal etching of
palladium

AiLhoug; palladium ", uolutlu in Lull:
aqua regln and hot n'tric ncid, previous
experience in etching iau choT, that the resist
tended to break dowc iri these acids sc..either
of them was tested.
A bath cf hot sulurIc
acid dissolv d the pullau'um but aisc attacked
the resist. Co:d ou!f'uui-c LLod hydroc.'hlorlc
acids either did not 'vet 0 etch the zeta,
or
else were so slow as ts be
Yolhdo
Mmrntical.

Electroetching cf palladium.

A narrow strip of resist was cleaned
from one end of the patterned slides in order
to bare the palladium. A low-curing-temperature
silver paint was applied to this area and dried
in an oven at 50*C.
A patterned slide was then placed in a 5percent solution of hydrochloric acid and
connected as the anode of a cell while a bar of
steel served as the cathode. When current was
applied, gassing began and became vigorous as
the current was raised. The resist broke down
before any patterns were completely etched
through.
Next, a bath containing a 71 percent solution
of sulfuric acid was set up with the work as the
anode and a steel bar as the cathode. Various
current densities from 0.42 to 1 amp/sq in. were
tested. Some gassing occurred but it was much
ites vigorous than that obtained in the hydrochloric acid bath. However, the pattern etched
through along the upper third of the slide before any etching occurred along the bottom
portions of the slide.
The negative by which the pattern had been
placed on the slide was modified to contain an
opaque strip completely around, and about 1/4
inch from, the outermost edges of the pattern.
A sensitized slide was exposed through this
negative and developed. A strip free of resist
now surrounded the pattern. A Low-curingtemperature silver paint was applied to this
strip to form a large peripheral electrode.
7he silver was covered with microcrystalline wax
before placing the slide in the bath. A slide
so prepared for etching is shown in Figure
6b.
Slides treated in this manner etched more
evenly than before but the center longitudinal
area farthest from the electrode connection was
still the last to etch. However, cn using a
current density of 0.73 amp/sq !n. (350 ma for
this pattern), and reducing the current roughly
50 ma every 30 to 60 seconds, slides were
obtained in which the patterned area was comretely etched through and no breaks appeared
in the remaining metallic film. The need for
stepwise etching was found to depend on the
uniformity of thickness of the metallic film,
i .e. non-uniform films always requIred several
stepwise reductions in current to etch the
pattern satIsfactorily.
Etched slices were removed from the bath,
washed in r'nrming water, a.( dried. They were
the, held in the vapors of boiling trlchloroethylene until all the wax was removed.
Cotton
was then dipped Into clen. solvont and rubbed
gently over the surface of the slide. This
latter treatment removed both the resist and the
cilver because the.'resr
binder Ic the silver
paint had been extracted from the aint during
u vapor treatment to remove w-x. A sanple
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resist and,
significant
sistance of
as the line

finished slide is shown in Figure 6c.

0

.

I,,LI

t,,to2

3

the method of application of the resist begn

to appear.
The 2.5-mil-wide lines and spaces
were more consistently etched without breaks in
the lines, or bridges between conductors, when
resist was applied by dipping and draining than
by wirling. Although one ight expect the
best pattern definition to be obtained with very
thin coats of resist, actually the best definition was obtained with the thicker dip-anddrain coatings probably because these coatings
had better physical strength and hence better
adherence to the copper.
Variations in the type
oven employed to dry the coatings did not
yield significantly different results.

Palladium-metallized glass slide.

(a)

_____________________________of

kbj

Metalized giass sLide oearing resist,
electrode pattern (not visible), and
silver peripheral electrode protected
with wax.

(c)

Finished palladium electrodes on glass,
after electroetching and removal of wax,
resist, and silver,

The use of contact pressure during exposure of
the sensitized plates did not yield as
satisfactory results as the use of a vacuum
frame, as shown in Table IT.
Although all the
patterns applied under contact pressure appeared
to develop satisfactorily, and the 10-mil-wide
lines also etched satisfactorily, the 2.5-milwide lines were badly .,,lerout aft9r etching and
no continuous conductors of this size were
obtained. Poor contact between the negative and
the laminate probably led to light scattering
under the negative and, hencc, to variations in the
width of the lines being printed. This variation was also observ d in some of the work
reported by Overas (I
where a spring-loaded
printing frame was used instead of a vacuum
frame.
On large sheets of laminate, where
warpage of the board may be pronounced, fineline patterns
be even
more difficult to
obtain
without would
a vacuum
frame.

Yigure 6.

Step-by-step procedure of preparing
palladium electrodes on a glass
substrate by electroetchlng methods.
4.

TableIII shIws the results obtained on varying
the developer. The most acceptable results were
obtained with trichloroethylene vapors as
indicated by the fact that conductors etched
with them gave the lowest values, i.e. values
which most nearly approached the theoretical
value of ca. 1.3 ohms. With these vapors, a
developing-time of one minute was superior to one
of two minutes, again because lower resistance of
the lines resulted after one minute. Low resistance values accompany negligible undercutting of the resist during the etching process.

Testing of palladium electrodes,

Microscopic examination of the finished
electrodes showed that the average line width of
the individual bars of palladium that formed the
"teeth" of the pattern was 10 mile.
Microscopic
measurements on the negative of the pattern
yielded a similar line-width value, thus indicating that undercutting during etching was
negligible.
DISCUSSION
A.

as seen in Table !
there was nc
difference in the measured rethese copper conductors. However,
width was reduced, differences due

The patterns aeveloped in liquid trlchloroethylene were not only more undercut than thos!
from the vapors. but were also blotchy, and
numerous open conductors were obtained,
particularly In Lfhe 2.2-mil-wide lines. The
conductors developed wllh the commercial
developer had higher resistances than those
obtained from either form of trichloroethylene;
one of the 2.5-nil-wide lines was continuous,
but had relatively high resistance, while the
same pattern on another rlate was almost
completely etched away. It is believed that
the liquid developers have a detrimental effect
on the bond between the resist and the copper
and that a 1ss of adhesion of the resist occurs

Fine Lines in Coper-clad Laminates by
Chemical Etching

The dipping process o: applying reois' to
copper-clad laminates produced a nnatlng which
was slightly thicker at one edge of the plate than
at the other due to the vertical draining postticn of the plates. Whi1ling produced a more
uniform coating which varied inversely In thickness with the speed of the turntable. The
patterns developed satisfactorily or. all of the
plates having lO-mil-wide lines, regardless of
tne nethod of application and drying of the
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at the edges of the pattern. The etchant is
thus able to penetrate under the resist during
an earlier stage of etching and undercutting
Is facilitated.
When the developed plates were heated after
being removed from the developer, regardless of
which developer was used, lees undercutting and
breakdowns in the pattern occurred than with unheated plates.
The small bubble etcher containing hot
ammonium persulfate provided very even etching
of the copper. However, on some of the test
pieces, the 5- and lO-mil-wide lines were
completely etched through in a matter of 10 to
15 seconds before the same condition was
reached with the 2.5-mil-wide lines probably
due to the freer flow of etchant in the wider
spaces. Therefore, the comparatively slower
method employing ferric chloride was preferred
for fine-line work in cases where close control
of the temperature and time in the bath were
necessary, as in etching the thin films of
deposited copper.
In these Laboratories, data are not yet
available which will allow comparison of results obtained with the bubble etcher with
(
results obtained with a spray etcher. 0veras )
reported that "l-oz" copper can be etched in
3 minutes by spraying. This is a longer time
than was required in these Laboratories with the
bubble etcher, but Overas used ferric chloride
at a temperature lower than the 65-70'C used
here with ammonium persulfate. In either case,
in order to prevent excessive undercutting, very
close control of the time of exposure of the
laminate to the etchant would be necessary when
operating at elevated temperatures.
From the measurements of resistance of some
of the conductors contained on plates which had
been developed in the vapors of trichloroethylene
for I minute, the average line width of the
conductors etched from the 1O-mil pattern was
calculated to be 7.8 milsB, that of the conductors
produced from the 5-eil pattern 5.4 Mil, and that
of the conductors produced from the 2.5-mil
pattern 1.1 mils. The microscopic measurements
showed the average line width for the 10-il
pattern to be 8.8 mils, that for the 5-eil
pattern to be 3.6 mils, and that for the 2.5-all
pattern to be 1.1 mils. The apparent
differences for the wider lines are probably
due to undercutting which causes the cross-section
of the conductor to look like a wedge, rather than
a rectangle. The wedge would not be detectable
when the conductors were v::ewed from the top, but
the true average line width would be less than
the apparent line width measured across the top
of the conductor.
B. Fine Lines in Deposited Copper by Chemical
Etching
When placing patterns on the thin films of
copper deposited on plastics it was necessary to
apply two coats of resist in order to cover the

porous metal in a continuous film of resist.
When only one coat of resist was applied to the
metal, the final etched pattern was usually fulof pinholes.
Patterns protected with two coats
etched to produce few obvious pinholes and breaks
in the lines.
An stated previously, the resistance of the
lines etched from the 5-ell pattern averaged 150
ohms, and that from the 2.5-mul pattern 195 ohms,
but the resistance of similar copper-plated lines
was 35 to 45 ohms and 25 to 35 ohms, respectively.
Since the theoretical resistance of these lines
is about 4.0 ohms, these measurements indicated
that, although the copper plating decreased the
porosity of the films, it did not make them
continuous. The porosity of these films is
believed to be due to the matte finish of the
surface of the plastic but, since this type of
surface is necessary to achieve adhesion between
the metal and the plastic, control of the roughness of the surface becomes important, especially
when minimum resistance is required.
The etched films were examined under the
microscope both for pinholes and undercutting.
For the 5- and 2.5-mil patterns, the lines etched
from the clectroplated films had an average width
of 4.9 and 2.4 milsa, respectively. For the same
patterns, the lines etched from the chemically
deposited unplated films averaged 4.8 and 2.3
mils, respectively. Thus, the amount of undercutting was about the same for the two types of
lines. However, the electroplated films were
superior in respect to continuity (absence of
pinholes), as was expected based on their lower
resistance values.
C.

Fine Lines in Precious Metals by
ElectroetchinvM

In the electroething process, the etchants
used on the f im of palladium were based on those
c
for stripping rhodium from nickelrecommendeda
plated brass because of the similarities between
rhodium and palladium. The hydrochloric acid
etching bath, howeverp had to be rejected due
to the vigorous gassing. When large bubbles
bumped repeatedly against the narrow bars of
resist between adjacent sections of the line to
be etched, the adherence of the resist to the
palladium weakened and the pattern broke down
before It was etched. Although the sulfuric
acid bath also produced gas, the bubbles were
generally smaller, and fewer in number and, hence,
less active against the surface of the slidc.
Standard .procedures for stripping metallic
coatings from plated articles call for the use of
a solution which will attack the coating without
For the present
affecting the underlying metal.
applicaticon, however, the underlying base was
glass so there was little
danger that it would
be attacked. However, this construction complicated the wnrk in other respects, as indicated
in the discussion that follows.
Since glass is a non-conductor of electricity,
it was necessary to depend entirely on the film
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of Palladium to conduct the current. Due to the
resistance of this film of metal, the distribution
of current over the length of the electrode
pattern originally supplied was not uniform
and etching occurred first at the points closest
to the electrode connection. When a highly
conductive silver paint was applied around the
slide to form a peripheral electrode, fairly
uniform etching was achieved. However, the
center longitudinal area farthest from this
peripheral electrode was usually still the last
to etch because it had the longest current path
from the electrode connection.

caseless diodes
), a total of 14 components
exclusive of the conductors. Because the
conductors and resistors occupy the major
portion of the tiny wafer, their reduction in
size nov becomes critical.

The proneness of the palladium to etch first
at points closest to the electrode connection
was also reflected in the tendency of the pattern
to etch first at all its edges. Therefore, if
etching proceeded at a very rapid rate, and
severed the contact at the pattern's edge, the
palladium in the center of an area which should
have etched out completely was left without any
connection to the electrode; hence, it remained
on the slide. It was necessary, therefore, to
etch slowly enough to obtain a uniform removal
of metal so that, by the time the edgez of "the
gap were completely formed, the center of the
Gap was also copletely free of metal. At the
same time, etching had to proceed rapidly enough
to avoid undercutting and also breakdown of the
resist which occurs with prolonged immersion in
an acid bath. It was necessary, too, to reduce
the current periodically in order to maintain
approximately the same current density as the
line was etched and the remaining area to be
removed was decreased,

CONCLUSIONS

A shield with an adjustable-size slot, placed
between the slide and the steel electrode,
would probably fa. UItate removal of given areas
of *-ladium from the glass. Such a device
wel'. efield those areas where etching was to
be retarded and leave open the area which was
to etch first. In this way, etching might be
indu.iced at the center of the area to be removed,
rather than at the edges as occurred ir this
work.
This electroetching procedure was also found
applicable to the preparation of chromium
electrodes on glass. Such electrodes, sula ly
treated with a molsture-eensitlve mater17)
are now undergoing tests as humidity sensing
elements in radiosonde,,
D.

Future Needs in Fine-Line Fabrication

Although etched lines finer than those
described in this paper will prcbably not be
required, methods of making fine lines by other
processes are needed. For example, screened
lines finer, and having more accurate edgedefinition, than those now producible are desired when working with amall printed ceramic
wafers such as those used in the work reported
by Doctor and Hebb(S). One such wafer measures
0.5 x 0.5 x 0.020 inch end bears screened
reeistor3, seened co.ndctors,
ale
a
(9
canaci*ors
caaless transistors
, snd

----s0®n

If it appears that such components are better
made by vacuum evaporation techoniques(2) than
by screening techniques, then procedures for
makingeein el ie
epat
tr n
prc ed e s io n
making fine-line patterns by vacuum deposition
would be needed.

In conclusion, it has been shown that lines
as narrow as 2.5 mils with 2.5-mil-wide spacings
;wn be formed from thin films of copper, either
thin foil on leminates or chemically deposited
copper. However, on laminates bearing "1-oz"
copper, Lines as narrow as 5 mile are more
practical than 2.5-mil-wide lines; with the
Latter lines, the rejection r&14" was too high
to give predictable yields of good plates.
Conductors 10 mils in width and having 4-mlwide spacing between lines have been formed
by electroetching such metals as palladium and
chromi-=.
In crier to achieve satisfactory results with
any fine-line patterns, however, the following
points are emphasized:
i. The metal surface should be clean and
free of pinholes, scratches, and other defects.
Such defects, which are almost unnoticed when
normaL-sized patterns are being produced, can
rupture or otherwise mar the continuity of a
fine-line pattern.
2. In laying out a fine-line pattern, the
following effect should be considered. When
wide spaces are etched away between conductors,
more undercutting of the conductoru occurs than
when the space is narrow, probably due to the
freer flow of etchant in the larger space and
consequent more rapid replacement therein of
eahSusted etchant with fresh etchant.
5. The reeist should be free of foreign
particles and air bubbles and the clew. metal
surfaces should be dipped in it and dried under
as dust-free conditions as possible.
4. The dry sensitized panel and the negative
should be held together in a vacuum frame during
exposure. The negative should be placed with
the emulsion side against the coated panel in
order to minimize the diffusion of light between
the negative and the sensitized surface. As in
conditicn number 3 above, dust-free conditions
should prevail.
5. The developer should be chosen to have
no detrmcental effects on the bond between the
resist and the metal. The vapors of boiling
trlchloroethylene, and an exposure time of 45
to 60 seconds, are receended for fine-line
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(6) The Wholesale Supply Co.,

6. The developed plate should be heated
before being etched because heating appears to
set the pattern and make it more resitant to
undercutting.

Blvd. Los Angeles 38, California, "Summary of
Directions for Sierra Mopper Mold".

7. The etchant and etching process should
(1) give uniform removal of
be chosen to:
metal, (2) allow ready removal of the specimen
from the etchant and, (3) permit rapid washing
to stop the etching action.
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ELECTRONIC SUBAZSU-MrfS

Norman J. Doctor and Ikmia Ie Hebb
Diamond Ordnance Fuze Laboratories, Washington 25,

D. C.

Nethods for interconnecting extrerrly snall modules, such as printed wafers
having volumes of ca 0.005 cubic inch, are under investigation in these laboratories. The basic teclnique involves stacking wafers so that all leads protrude
from one side of the assembly, encapsulating the assembly in resin, facirg off
the side containing the leads in order to expose the interconnection points as
cross sections of the ,irea, and then interconnecting these points. Feasibility
of interconnecting these points either by chemically deposited copper or by
printed silver wiring was demonstrated with modules larger than 0.005 cubic inch.
These techniques will be extended to the smll printed-wafer modules as soon as
sufficient numbers become available.

LNTRODUCTION
The assembly of electronic equipment requires
the electrical connection of various crponont
parts according to a prescribed plan. In tony
circuits the actual physical size and location of
the individuail parts is of little
concern as long
as the electrical conections indicated in the
schematic are mad.
For this reason, assembly
techniques are n=mrous and, in mst equipnnt,

are lctaptd by strictly economic considerations.
When considerinZ equipent intended for rdlibary

applications, however, several other criteria
must also be considered.
These criteria include:
(1) low weight and s-knl volme, (2) rugged assembly to enable survival in high shock-and-vibration
environments, and (3) case of repair by personnel
having a minimum of special training,

ilniaturization techniques go a long way toward
meeting both of C-c first two criteria. The facts
that miniature assemblies occupy less volme and

are lwor in might thian their full-size couterparts are self-evident. It is also w:ell inon
that tiny structures are much more resistant to

damage from shock and vibration than large stractures.
is effect is duo to the fact that forces
generated by accelerations are -roportional to
mass, and hence to the third power of lenth,
while stz\"are proportional to nross-sectios
and, hence, to the second pci-cr of length.
Therefore, as a structure is reduced in size, its -=ss
is dif.nlished rach faster than its cross-section,
and its stricture becorcs more resistant to damwage

of mdiniaturization of a binary divider nodule.
Figure Uk shows a nodule hich eploys a .iniaturc
vacuum tube. The other component parts are
mounted in the base of the socket by conventioal
toch ques and interconnection to the larger
assebly is made by the octal plug upon hich the
cntire circuit is constructed.
This particular
binary divider occupies a volume of about 2 cubic
inches and requires about 2 watts of pocr.

:-gure 13 shos a transistorized vcrsion of the
sare binary divider circuiL. This nodule dncnstrats not only the poor-saving advantage
offered by translstors over vacumn-tubes (IC
.milliwatta as opposed to 2 uatts) but also the use
of the very popular etched irlring techn-ique.
Interconnection of nodules of this size is acconp1shed by etched wi.ring conrnectors into w'ich the
individual subasseriblies can be plugged.
.:).ny

varieties of nodularization at this size-levcl
have appeared in t
literature.
AronC them e
the "plus"-cmodulcJ' , so called because of the

+-viaped thme-dirnnsion4 design, and the onandrdch or cord--ood nodule6) . In most cases, the
printed or etched wiring that fits into tic conector is plated with a
in other cases,
intal.
nals is attached to the
terminals plug into the

.l

from forces due to acceleration.

11 ii

hard, corrosion-resistant
an auxiliary set of ucriring board and these
connector.

3

2

I,
, ,1ii ,,1I,1,

.

It is the third criterion tideh spurred the
devalopcnt cf the electronic "nodule", that is an
individually fabricated subassenbly that ray be
rnplaced in tote when rc-air becomes necessary.
Optimum comple=ity for individual niod4ul- h s xen
the subject of several recent paers ij,
(A and
it is not the purpose of this paper to diell in
this area. Z ic general ccnclisions of most
irriers on t1 8 zubjcct arc threse:
(1) the mere
ofcr
th sunllcr tle :
complex the roIt"-ue,
intertiodle cornectiura that nust be made, n.d
'2) the lnss corer
the nodule, the acre libel'that it rill f-ind reflc.tcd use in an crain-eat ard
tc lover the cost .:en it rust
be discaa-dcd.
--!Lure 1 s,,.rizes ,q. oc; :druat-!-zicn
or"
cprevioly j, it shows four s-tcpS

A

-1

P-igaue 1. - !-r~nturzatien of a i.-1=y
di.-d*er me"l frc:n vacu-tobe version A tc
norr:al troisto-izcd vnersion d, to "hearing:i"szd-o.ynn version C to c,%selcss-

uonrencat version D.
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i-guro 2 shows again the transistorized etchedboard module (top left), an etched wiring connectar (bottom left), and a 10-stage binary
counter (right) made from ten of these modules,
ten-etched wiring connectors, and hook-up wire.
The counter packaged by these techniques occupies
about 22 cubic inches and requires about 100
milliwatts of pouer.

.

Zigure 1C shmis the natural continuation of
the etched-riring-board technique using very
tiny "hearing-aid"-sized component parts.
The
stop from B to C is not entirely the result of
the component manufacturer ts ability to shrink
It required the
the size of his components.
development of new, low-voltage,
g, r
circuitrj by Uie systom engincer
(.
Since
simple shrinkage in conponent size usually recults in decreased power rating (or voltage
rating) this circuit development became a must.
Interconnection at this level can be accomplished
neatly with a secondary etched wiring board.
Figure 3 shom a6min the hearing-aid-sized
module (foreground), an etched interconnection
board (top loft), and the final ten-stage counter
(right). This counter occupies about l.6 cubic
inches and requires about 20 iltlliatte of poter.

When this degree of miniaturization is reached,
the question arises as to what should be conThis 10-stage binary counter
sikred a module.
occupies less volume than the 1-stage binary
divider based on a miniature vacuum tube. If it
th !l-etaer, counter a
were desired to 'al-c
nodule in itself, the crtiro subassembly might be
Or: the other hand, if reencapsulated an is.
pairability at the 1-stage level were desired,
the individual stages could be separately onthe intercapsulated before inserting thez,49
Corrarcially47iuj, the use of
connection board.
header nountings for nodules at this level of
miniaturization is popular although thoy detract

....

i

-

-

-"

Figure 2.

-

?en-stage binary counter (r4Cht)

made from ncir.al translstorizod etched-,airingboard modules (ton lef t) and etched .iring con,cctors (bottom left),

Figure 3. - Ten-stage binary counter (right)
made from etched interconnection board (left)
and "heari -ad"-sized trasistorzed nodules

from the high component densities, i.e. number of
component parts per unit volume, which can be
obtained.
shore the so-calledDOF-2D birary
Fn)21
divider j, 2D because of its near 2-dimensional
This wafer circuit, when unonconfiguration.
capsulated, occupies a volume of approximately
0.005 cubic inch and yet is electronically
Its Lreequivalent to the preceding modules.
mendous volte efficiency is due to elirmnatlon
use of
,e
of cases for individual parts,
f such
printed-circuit tiehniques(
nodules wore mounted in headers, they could undoubtedly be interconnected using the secondary
etched-r7ifng-board tochnique already described.
Mounting of each binary divider in a header, however, would greatly reduce thc volume efficiency
at this level of ricraniniaturization. On the
other hand, the mounting of several interconnected stages uith-n a single header would not
only provide encaement for the uncased component
parts but also allow high. component densities.
Figure 4 shows a DCFL-2D binary divider nodule
and the stack of ten of these modules required to
produce a counter equivalent to those shcwn in
Figures 2 and 3. The voln-e of this counter is
or j- ca. 0.2 cubic inch. it requires 20 mfliwatts of notry,
?o+.
e flt
potr.d.in
lead
,vire.,whi'ch must be interconnected.
wI
If connectors comprising etched wiring boards are ruled
out because their interconnectirg dres would be
spaced no nore t1han 10 mils apart, two other
possiblc techniques exist. The first
would require welding the tiny wires, using procedures
t velped in the sulilrature vacuum tube field.
The only demand whPich wcould be made on the DOF2D wafer is that the material chosen for the lead

wires be weldable.

It i18

interest to note that

at least one organizaionU is presently fabricating self-supporting nodules at the hcaring-ald
level of miniaturizaticn using: welding -techn ques.
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FgUre Ii - Thn-stago binary counter (right)
Made from printed wafer modules (left)j not
interconnected.

=

c'ti
The second tA hnique is one no.: under
gation at these laboratories because it appeared
croto be especially suited to the 2-1) level of
It involves: (1) Stacking
miniaturization.
wafer stages in the configuration shown in Figure
5, using spacer materials where necessary, so
that all lead wires protrude from one aide of the
assemb3y, (2) encapsulating the ssenbly in resin,
(3) facing off the side containing the irires on a

Figure 5. - Stack of waefer modules encapsulaLed in resin and faced off to expose crosi
sections of lead vires.

lathe or miln2g machine so that the intercon:

noction points appear as cross-sections of the
lead wires, and (4) interconnecting these points.
Descriptions of the several methods of interconnection considered thus far in these laboratories
form the principal subject of this paper.

D1PCSI3D-I-TAL I

cC:

TIONl

ONceprocedure for nWcing interconnectiors

between these cross sections of virc iIvolvca
first depositing a netal over the entire facedTo date, copper deposited by chord.off surface.
1= )
cal rcduction(han bocr. ernplo.d fcr +I,_s i)a
Using photolitho aphic techniques ,12,
pose.
resist would then be lad
do.n on Lhe copper Surface, exposed througt a nask of the desired
interconnection pattern, developed, and washcd.
"1-e extraneous coppet could then be etched airay.
.inaly, the deposited interconnection vires
his
would be protected by a layer of plastic.
tecinique should yield a conpletely intercor.-

nected stack of wrafers.

Figure 6 shows such a

stack; the bottom plate is not a module but
scrves only to hold the lead-out wires.
In a variation of the above-described procedure, interconnection paths have been arilled
in the faced-off side of the encapsulated stack,
retal deposited over the entire side, and the
metal not in the Lroovcs then removed either with
-, abrasive or by a second facin-operation.

Fiire 6.- Stack of wafer rodules encapsulated in recin and faccd off to expose cross
scctions of lcad wires which arc then interconnected by deposited copper flils.
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Batore employing either of these procedures
to build a counter, the feasibility of depositedcopper interconnoctions vas demonstrated by test
specimens such as that shown in Figure 7.
The
specimens vare prepared in the following fashion.
Pairs of duplicate wires of several types were
placed in rows in a polyethylene mold of dimensions 1.5 x 1.0 x 0.3 inches. The .res
mere
allowed to extend through the bottom and above
the top of the mold. T1e mold was then filled
with a liquid epoxy resin to which had been added
7.5 parts of diethylaminopropyla'dne per hundred
parts of resin. The resin was allowed to gel at
room temperature, was then cured overnight at
65*C, and finally cured for 2 hours at 1006C.
The plastic block containing the embedded wires
was then cut in half in a direction perpendicular
to the wires In order to form two specimens. The
cut surfaces were then roughened with tand paper,
cleaned -.'th detergent, and masked with tape so
as to leave an unmasked path between each set of
duplicate .res.
The specimen was then rinsed in
isopropyl alcohol and copper was chemically deposited on the u r-as1 areas by the follwing
commerocil procedure;. Ths ,peimen was
Lmnersed in a sensitizing solution for two
minutes, rinsed in cold tap water, imnrsed in
another sensitizing solution for two rnutes, and
rinsed again. The piecos were next placed in a
reducing solution containing copper ions and held
there for six to twenty minutes at room temporature. 'he spocimens were then rinsed and the
tape was stripped mWy to leave deposited copper
bands like those shown in Figure 7. A thin layer
of epoxy resin was poured over the copper and
cured to protect the filft from abrasion.
Electrical continuity between wires of each
set was checked using an ohmmeter. The types of
.ires tested are listed in Table I and all nade
adequate connection.
The test specimens were
next temperature cycled five times from -55C to
+05*C and retested. No connections failed.

Table 1. - Types of wires that have been
successfully connected by deposited
copper films.
Type of wire

Number of pairs of
B and S
duplicate wires
Gage No.
-_------_tested

Columbium

20

6

Copper, bare

20

23

Copper, tinned

22

13

Gold

28

8

NichroZe

30

13

Silver

21

8

Tantalum

20

13

Next, it was decided to interconnect an operatitnj circuit by deposited-copper techniques.
Due to the lack of a sufficient number of wafer
modules (these modules are still
in themselves
research models) it iras decided to subsa#
te
Five NOR k
"hearing-aid"-sized modules.
circuits were chosen for interconnection because
together they would constitute a half adder.
Also, this NOR circuit was being extensively
evaluated by
ircuit research greup of these
laboratories ".
I igure 8 shows the half-adder. Interconnection
was accomplished on two opposite surfaces so that
two methods employing deposited copper films could
be evaluated. The view on the left-hand side of
Figure 8 shws interconnections composed of copper

2

W Y,

Figure 7. - Test specimen for evaluation of
deposited copper intercornections.

Figure 8.- !~lf-adder made from five UC.
rodules interconnected by deposited copper
wiring: front of unit (left) employs copperfilled grooves; back of unit (ritht) enploys
copper bards applied through a mask.

NORMAN J.
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deposited in milled grooves 10 mils wide by 5 mile
deep.
The copper was chemically deposited over
the entire side, using the procedure described
previously, and the copper not in the grooves was
sanded off by hand. The view on the riht-hand
side of Figure 8 shows deposited-copper interconnections made by the ma ir-tap procedure.
Electrical tests of this half-adder showed operation comparable to that of hand-Aired units,
SCREMED-SIhVER INIERCOIrIVCTIONS
Other procedures for -adng interconnections
between the cross sections of the wires w_1l
readily occur to those fam.i ar with the techniques of printed circuitry. An obvious one, and
one which has been eployed in these laboratoiies,
is the application of a s.iver pattprn by "'sa1k'lscreening. The applicability of this nethod vas
demonstrated on a free-running multivibrator. All
the component paU were encapsulated with tteir
leads protruding from a single side of the block.
The block was faced-off and the component parts
were interconnected ith screened silver paint
applied across exposed cross-sections of th lead
wIres by well--noin scrconing techniquee -'.
Te
multivibrator operated in all respects as well as
a solder-assembled unit.
DlISCt SION
The first method proposed in this paper for
accomplishing deposited copper interconnections
involves the use of a photolithographic procedure.
In quantity production, a photolithographic procedure should prove inexpensive and yield extrernely fine lincB. Hlowver, this procedure has
not yet been adapted to the application at hand
for the following reasons.
First, thl
chnique
itself has boon proven to be feasible 1l) and the
details of its application to the present problem
were of secondary interest compared to the
achievement of reliable electrical contact between
lead wires and deposited copper. Secondly, the
details of making and aligning pattern negatives
for masking the interconnection patterns between
the cross-sections of the wires in the encapsulated assembly have to be worked out but are
needed only after feasibility has been denonstrated.
Feasibility of deposited and screened mtal
interconnections has been denonstrated. This
techrique promises midnmum-volurw interconnection
for mininju.-volunc ;afer subassemblies, and places
phenonenal corponont densities within reach.
Finer interconnections can probably be produced
via the deposited-metal methods tha with
screened-silver methods because ink forced tIrough
a stencil till
floi to sore extent beforc it
hardens, and produce lines wider than those of the
stencil. Ten-ril-ide lines with four-mil--wide
spacings have been produced with resisted and
electroetched vacuum-depoitod-palladium.
£iLar
definition has been achieved with resistmasked .and chemically-etched chemically-deposited-

(1 6 )

copper
. Tan-mil-,wide screened lines would be
considered excellent at the present state of the
screening art.
It should be noted that flne-line interconnections have a finite resistance that must be
taken into account in circuit design. For lines
like those shown in Figure 8, this resistance is
of the order of one ohm which, for the circuits
described in this work, is negligible.
The
thickness of de
ted copper is estinated between
.
0.3 and 0.6 ni
Aiure work must include:
(1) development of
methods for aligning photographic negatives on
encapsulated assemblies, (2) an evaluation of
long-term storage effects on deposited and
screened interconnection wires, and (3) the construction of interconnrcted stacks of wafer-type
OFL0-2D modules.
Aclalz.!DG-E-NT
The authors wish to thank HLss Edith X. DavieW
for her man helpful suggestions in connection
with this program.
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DESIGN OF A TWO-TRANSISTOR BINARY COUNTER
Philip Emile, Jr.
?"A]

Diamond Ordnance Fue Lpboratories, Washington 25, D. C.
*"

:iAbstract
The binary counter discussed is an Eccles-Jordan type two transistor flipflop with a two-diode steering network. The design of such a circuit is considered as a three-level problem. The first level is the design of a circuit
for laboratory breadboard operation. The criteria used for circuit synthesis
are (1) output signal required, (2) input signal available and (3) required
speed of operation.
The second level of design is that of a circuit for use in a piece of field
equipment where marginal checking and unit replacement are possible. The additional design criteria used are (4) total power consumption, (5) circuit tolerances, (6) environmental temperature problems, (7) total number of components
and (8) cost per unit. The third level of design is that of a circuit to go
into a piece of field equipment where unit replacement is not possible, due to
potting, inacessibility or small size (microminiaturization). The main problem
in the third-level design is to develop a rigid acceptance or rejection test
to predict the future performance of a circuit before potting. Three methods
which have been used at DOFL in the testing of 2D-wafer binary counter modules
are discussed.
In conclusion, it is pointed out that the three-level design requires thorough
circuit analysis to devise acceptance tests and trained personnel or special equipment to implement the tests. However, the net result will be more reliable electronic systems for both military and commercial applications.
as a memory, and a steering circuit which
directs the input pulses to the proper side
of the flip-flop. The action just described
results in a division by two or counting, i.e.
if a square wave of one frequency, f, is applied to the input, a square wave of 1/2 f is
obtlned at the output. The frequency, f, may
be any frequency below the maximum counting
rate of the binary counter. The binary counter
discussed In this paper is an Eccles-Jordan
type two-transistor flip-flop with a two-diode
steering ietwork.

Introduction
In the past, the design of a binary counter
has been approached as a problem of selecting
the components for proper operation of a circuit in the laboratory. The difficulties involved in designing a circuit to operate
reliably under field conditions have been left
to the individual engineers in most cases. In
this paper three distinct levels of circuit
design will be discussed. The first level of
design is that of a circuit to operate in the
laboratory. The second level of design is that
of a circuit to operate in a field system where
marginal checking and unit replacement are pessible. The third level of de ;ign is that of a
circuit to operate in a field system where
unit replacement is not possible because of
inaccessibility or small size (microminiaturization). The design difficulty increases
going from the first through the third levels
of design.

A satuLrated two-transistor flip-flop equipped
with set and reset networks is shown in
Figure 1. The transistors in this circuit are
either saturated (presenting an impedance of
less than 10 ohms from collector to emitter), or
are cut off (presenting an impedance greater
than 100 kilohms from collector to emitter).
With the values of collector resistors generally employed, the voltage drop across the
transi tor in the saturated condition is of the
order of 0.1 volt. The collector current flowing when the transistor is cut off is between
0
ICBO L-4 ICB0 (ICBo <
C< ICBo). The cutoff collector current is limited to ICBO if the
base of the off"transistor is positive with
respect to the emitter; it is clos;e to OICB 0 if
the base of the transistor ij left floating.

The operation of a binary counter will be
described. Next, a procedure for determining
the circuit comoner.ts will be derived from
a few basic criteria. This is the fIrst level
of deign. The additional criteria for a
second level design will be discussed. Finally,
some procedures which have been tried in e
third level design will be discussed.

The flip-flop circuit is arranged so that if
one transistor, say T
is cut off, the negative
voltage at it; collector turns the opposite
transistor, T2, on. This wi-l be arbitrarily
called the "one" state. The other stable state,
zero, occurs when transistor T 2 .s off and T
Is on. The circuit can be triggered from the
"one" state to the 'zer" state by a positive

Operation of Binary Counter
The binary counter is a two-state device
which can be triggered alternately from one
state to the other by succe;sive pulses on a
singie input 1ine. The binary counter consistz
of two parts, a flip-flop circuit which acts

®
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pulse applied to the "reset" input, cutting off
transistor T2 . Similarly, the circuit may be
triggered from the "nero" state to the "one"
state by the application of a positive pulse to
the "set" input,
If the "set" and "reset" inputs of the circult in Figure 1 are tied together, the circuit
will operate as a binary counter. In this case
the positive input pulse goes to both transistor
bases, but can oily out "off" the conducting
transistor. This circuit is sensitive to the
relation of the size of the cross-coupling
capacitors, CC, end the shape and duration of
the trigger pulse. Wider variations in this
pulse may be tolerated, and the cross-coupling
cpa
may
be omitted, If the input pulse is
capacitors maye oe t
o The input
steered to the proper transistor. The input
circuit may be converted to a steering circuit
by connecting the dioda biasing resistors R 1,
and R
to the collectors of T, and T2
respectively.
The binary counter shown in Figure 2 has such
a steering circuit input.
In additio,
the
resistors RS have been returned to a positive
,oltage source, VBB. to insure cut-off of the
resistors . The steering circuit operates as
follows: Assume transistor T1 is cut off and
T2 is conducting. Point B is at ground. Diode
D i- biased slightly in the forward direction
through resistor RK2 since point F is slightly
negsA%-e with respect to point D. Diode DI is
biased V_ volts in the back direction through
resistor R
3ince the collector voltage of
T is -V, Itn. A positive pulse applied to
toe input proceeds through capacitor CR and
diode D2 to turn transistor T2 off and cause
the flip-flop to change state. The positive
pul ;c de!c' not go through diode D since that
diode remrins bi,sed in the back irection as
long as the input pulse Is less than V0 volts,
When the flip-flop chaiges state, capacitor C%
(point D) charges toward -VC through R ,
and the reistance of the signal source. Ts
voltage biases diode D2 in the back direction.
After the flip-flop tranaition, point C hcsins
to fail toward ground potential.
If the input
to toe binary counter was a narrow pulse from a
low impedance source, the counter is ready to
receive another pulse as soon as the diodes are
biased properly by the transitions just mentioned. A narrow pulse means a pulse that Is
of shorter duration than the sm of the trasitlon time of the flip-flop and the rebiasing
time of the gates.
In many appliontiona the input to the binary
counter is a square wave from a previous stage
as shown in Figure 2. In this case the time
constanta RTC and RTC also ploy a part in
determining t~e recovery time of the counter,
The waveforms da-ict uperation (Fig. 5) help
make thlc clear. When Transistor T is "off,"
the voltage at the input to the binary stage i
-V0 - The voltage at diods D, (point C) is also
-'C iftrans.stor T, I.-"off." When transistor

TT turns "on" at time X° the input is effectively
returned to ground. Capacitor CS instantaneously
draws current through RPK and R0 1 . Point C
rises sharply toward ground and then begins to
charge back to -Vc through Rl, BX and C .
Shortly thereafter, due to tie postive pulse
coupled through capacitor CRand diode D2 to
the base of transistor R2, he flip-flop Changes
state. Now transistor T1 is "on" and point C
again moves toward grounA. This transient at
coint C does not show on the waveform at C since
the input pulse is long compared to the transttion time of the flip-flop. Point C instead
appears to hold at ground potential until time
XI. The level drifts at the collectors snd the
bases of T and T as well as the recovery
transient J
+
) C of diode D at point D
are readily aparen.
§hen translator TT turns
"off" again at time X1 , point C is driven to
-VC and point D is driven to -2VC. Point C
recovers to ground with a time constant
(RKI + BaT)CS while point D recovers to -VC with
* BC9CE. When point D
a time constant (RI e
is driven to -2V 0 ; a negrotiv. pul se appears it
B, the collector of theloff transistor T . The
subscript, are reversed and the letters V.,
B, C and
and E and F are interchanged for
the next cycle of operation, X 2 - X4.
First Level Design of Binary Counter
In the first level of desigr of a binary
counter, one needs to consider only the following basic points:
I.
2.

5.

Output signal power reruired.
input signal power available.
Speed at which the stage must count.

The maximum speed at which a binary counter
will operate depends on the alpha cutoff frequency of the transistors used, in addition to
other factors to be discussed. In the type of
circuit herein mentioned a good "rule of thutb"
is that the maximum speed that a counter will
r,n reliably is a factor of ifi0 the alpha cutoff frequency of the transistor. To realize
this speed, cross-coupling capacitors must be
used.
For instance, in the case of the surface
barrier translstor, the maxiaum speed )' operation is about 300 kc without capacitors and
%bout 2 me with cross-coupling capacitors of the
proper value.
By employing emitter-follower coupling aid
'faster gating this factor can be increased to
about 115.
If complementFry symmetry circuits
and high speed gates are used, this, fActor c.n
be increased to about 1/5 or 1 f2. 5 .7
If one
chooses the maximum freuency of operation of
the blnary counter to be 1110 alpha cutoff, the
ninimum alpha cutoff of the translstor to be
used is specified. To decide exactly what
transistor to use one may also wish, to consider
sze,
and material (genr.aiur. or silicon).

na zMn,

Another good "rule of thumb" is that the output voltage obtained from a circuit of this type
is from 0.7 Vc to 0.8 VCC where VCCis the
collector supply voltage. Therefore when the
desired output voltage is specified the supply
voltage can also be immediately specified.

nR.

(13/

RC + RM)

(7) H_ = (P/S 3
R =

(8)

'

RCc

4) to allow for
gives a safety factor (S
insure saturated operadecrease in 3 and still
6-wtch as used in
tion for a grounded emitter
3
In the basic flip-flop
the basic flip-flop.
the size of the collector resistor, RC , is
TheminiUm RC is
limited by several factors.
limited by the maximum current ratng of the
transistor and/or the allowable power dissipation by the flip-flop. The maximum RC is
limited by the load L which must be driven from
the collector,

'

(P)

it=RREXT

% + RX

resistor and RH2
where R is a base biasing
T
is the Rxternal load resistance. AssumInV
that the maximum I. is desired, one can cornputeR C in the following marner.
The voltage, V,, at the collector of the "off"
'ibe
transistor

() V0 = "cc

'L

(

Substituting VC0 = .70.7
thegflloin&
1I
q.. ustiistined
neglecting
the following equation Is obtained.

(0

V

0VC

cc

cc

'terms
R
-

RL + RC
Cumpleting the solution for-R C in terms of R L
equation (5)

is

obtained

=1
.
2?

H_,- 0.50R
0.7

L

or

) REXT

TS

or

0 - 5S
P

It may be shown that the relationship
(1)

3R C = 1/S REn

The value of
is thus specified in terms of
the 1 of the transistor to be used, the safety
factor S and the external load to be driven.
If the load Is capacitive it is well to specify
R C such that
5
H
(9) RcC
Cwhere CL is the loading capacitance and f is
the maximum ircquency at which the circuit is
This will insure reasonably square
to operate.
output waveforms.
Sample c:,lculutions of- R, from e,-.
two transistor types follow:
o
p = 20,
For 2N128
= 4
HC = 5

-5 %ET
15
For 277 -"50,
R

.

1

REx T

(7)

for

s.

7
S=4
=

I R15

The resulta indicate that If all other factors
are equal, the use of the tran.'-tor with the
h!gher 3 will result in a larger RC (and therefore lower power dissipation for tse counter).
Uing equation (8), an expression for N
of the external load, the 1 of the
transistor and the safety factor can be

in

obtained.
- I)
(10) R2 = RECT (5/8
In the derivation of esuations (7) and (10)
it
was assumed that VC > > V , the nose tc emitter
voltage of the saturated Hnsistor, and hat
RB > > R, where R, i-; the input impedance of
the saturted transist.r.
The resistcr Ri Iichuaen Lu limit the effect

Sub :tituting for R from equation (P) Into
equation (5) the flloWig is obtainod:

(6B1

5FCT

.

c+Wosen such that

N
Subst
Wtuting for
obtained:
. 1/s RC E
=1H

iC

=

It should be
of ICBO in the o f" transator.
5 or more times larger tan " R R (
>
to
prevent loading cf the 'o. taLna.ster. Often
-stur;,ed to a positive volt-age +%
R
S -5
ratter
than to ground.
In this event +VBB is

B

Rte'loig1;1

RS

:;'
050

at the highest expected temperature.

T

i~s R.
+EX

=

T

"

4I
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For shortest recovery time of the binary,
However, a lower limit for
RK of about 5 C (RK > 5RC) is necessary to
limit feed-through and loading. A value often
used is RK = 10 RC .

RK should be Emall.

The cross-coupling capacitors CC should be
large enough to transfer enough charge to switch
the transistor from "off" to "on." They should
not be so large as to transfer appreciable
charge to the collector, of say, Ti, when T is
"on" end the reset diode, D2 , is pused. Teory
predicts that for the highest speed of operation
VCC should be greater than Q , the charge stored
in the base region of the "on transistor, exeluding charge due to sauuration.

JR.

coupling capacitors are omitted the transition
time of the flip-flop is approximately equal to
the time for the "off" transistor to turn on
with current drive through f. only.
This
switching time may be computed directly from
Ebers' and kell's equations or from some nomograph such as "Switching Time Nomographs" by
T. A. Prugh, Electronics, 31, No. 17, p. 72,
April 25, 1958. It is difficult to calculate
the transition time if the cross-coupling
capacitors are included. However, experimental
results show that the transition time for a
circuit with cross-coupling capacitors can be
less than 1f5 the transition time for the same
circuit without cross coupling capacitors.

It muy be shown that the charge required to
turn "off" a transistor is approximately

The input capacitors C and C should be as
small as possible to alloU shortest reec'cr)
time of the binary counter. However, for good
operation of the binary counter described here-

(

in, the input pulse must completely switch the
"on" transistor to "off." This requires that

+ K (S -1) 1,2 fto

- c,

I

if

C
through use of Ebers' and Moll's onpdlmissional transistor theory.
The charge QS is
the additional charge itored in the base region
due to saturation. The factor "K" depends on
the forward and reverse alphas and alpha cutoff frequencies. For the 21177 type transistors this factor is about 2.0 x 10-6 seconds.
The factor "S" is the safety factor previously
mentioned. For 8
1 the transistor is at the
edge of saturation and no charge is stored duo
to saturation. Experimental measurements have
determined that the theoretical values given
by equation (11) agree with the actual turnoff charge within 20% for Phe transistor types
2N207, 2N217, GT763, 2N128.4
One may choose
l.hz*Cc
11.JC
c
c
2
foR
c
nd gt euatin
b thefolowin
su atl
;nd get eouation (13) by the following substitutions:
(12)

0.

VC

I S - vlcR >

>>Ic* =C,

VCC= I.4Q-A

rVCCC C

= l

CC
2 sf o(the

(:f)C

=

-_

_to

fceoCRc
In practice the valuc of CC used is usually 2
to 5 times larger than the value of CC calcuThis allows for
ilated from equation (15).
external capacitve lcading of the collector.
If highest speed of operation is not of Imsportance the cross-coupling capacitors are -.necesary with the type of steering described
in this paper.
In the event that the ert:ss-

wnere V is the miImum iaput voltage to th
binary ounter and Q. is the charge required to
turn "off" tb' "on" transistor. In cases where
the turn-off charge and minimum input signal
;re known the values of CS and CR may be computed directly. If QT is not known then
C

= C

> 5QA

VI

will give usable valuo of CS a
. 2 circuilts which use cross-coupling capacitors it is
well to specify C = CR
C". Much larger
values of CS and
are sometimes used but one
must Insure that te time constants R C end
RK2C are small compared to the time itieen
input pulses.

.

For room temperature operation
and at collector current levels high compared to_1IcBO ,

e.g. I* > 1 ma. for 2N77 type transistors,

practically any liode. will suffice, e.g.
1N99, 1IN5, 11156. For operation at high

temperature or at collector current I,. comparable to AIAto the back impedance of tde diodes
Othcrmust be high (greater than 10 megohms).
wise voltage leakage to the transistor bases
from points C and D will offset the effect of
positive bins voltage and cause the circuit
fail.
Summary of Basic Design
Given the basic criteria of
I.

Output Signal Power Required, V.,
REr) CL

2.

Input SLigral Available,

5. M'txinum Counting Speed

V1

PHILIP DEJR..

1i

to design a two-transistor binary counter as
shown in Figure 2 one proceeds as follows:
1. Select a transistor with faCO
2.

10 f.
1-

Choose VCC • 1-4 VC

5. Compute RC from
. RC 5

L

L RE
T

30

choosing S = 4 and.or insure that
i

RC
SL

0 f

4. Compute %
RB

(.

5. Choose RK
6.

Choose R

from
1) REx T
1a RC
= 5 RB

> I
R for worst 1.
7. Choose V
03U
expectedB;
CBO B
8. Compute CC from
CC

3
Afa,°RC

Compute CS9.
= C

from

C a= C = 3C if cross-couPling capacitor:arg used. Compute C3 = C

6

if
_
fco C
cross-coupling capacitors are not used.
Inn:ure 'that
C =
S B

51K1S = RK2%R

i

rIf

10. Choose high back impedance germanAum
diodes or silicon diodes for higher
1
I*)
temperature or low current (3o
Choose any germanim diodg
operation.
(s 0
1 *) and
for high current.
room temperature operagn.
C
Additions for Second Level Design
,be second level of design is that of a clrcult to work in a field system, such as a aorputer in which marginal checking ad -nit
A- the second 1evel
replcement are allowed.
of desIom other factors enter, such as:
4. Total power consumption
5. Circuit tolerances (margin)
erarins
6 Cru
tolera
s
a
(envprotrenta

7. Total number of components
&. Cost. per unit
often in large systems,

although impedance

levels may be fixed, the supply voltages and
current levels may be flexible. In such cases
a generalized commn-emitter NOE circuit may
be considered.
This circuit may then bR
Two
designed for minimum power disslpation.
NOR circuits connected properly form a binary
counter, if steering circuits are also
supplied.
The circuit tolerances of a binary counter
must be known if the circuit is to be used in
a lax-gc system. This covers items such as:
will the circuit fail to operate if the input
voltage decreases 20%; if the supply voltage
drops 10%; if the collector resistors are diffcrent by 30%?."
One arrives at the concept
of margins and marginal checking to evaluate
circuits. The curves in Figure 4 show one conThe plots are allowed percept of margins.
centage decreases of input voltage before
failure occurs vs. counting fre,,uency. The
curve labelled "A" is for a typO of directcoupled binary counter. The curve labelled
"B" is for an optimized emitter-followercoupled binary counter. Either of the circuits
will operate if the input voltage is above the
lInes shown.
Consider the case of operation at 10MC.
This is practically the upper frequency limit
of circuit A. A 1% decrease in the input stgnal from the nominal 100% input level would
cause this circuit to fail. Circuit B, on the
other hand, will operate if the signal decreases 15% from its nominal input value at
IOMC.
However, at IMC the situation has
changed. At this point the circuit A will
oper,,te if the input voltage is decreased 50%
from the nominal value while circuit B must
receive a signal within 30% of its nominal
value to operate properly. For IOMC operation
it is clear which circuit would be used for
reliable operation. For IMC operation there is
a choice.
In marginal checking, the problem is to find
a so-called "handle" to vary which will cause
circuits which are near failure, or "marginal,"
to
In the case of the binary counter a
goodfail.
"handle"
in many oases proves to
be the
If a circuit is
positive voltage supply, 4VSB.
near failure because of hIg5 I
due to temperature or age, lowering the poshitve voltage will
cause the circuit to fall. If the circuit is
near failure due to a decrease in B, increasing the pos!tIve voltage above the design
Upper
value will cause the circuit to fail.
and lower limits before failure may be set in
both
The design value of the positive voltage, in
particular, must be deter=ar.ed by the highest
expected temperature of operation nd the cx-

"l-l.P
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circuit has been designed and thorAfter
oughly the
tested in a breadboard model, it is
necessary to specify a rigorous acceptance or
rejection test for the field models. Analysis
of the circuit must be so complete that offvalue, weak, or defective components can be
identfiled merely by observing a single output
waveform. This should be possible even if
the circuit is not malfunctioning at the time
of the observation. The circuit may then be
rejected before potting or final sealing, or
at least restricted to uses in which its
weaknesses will not endanger future operation of the system. For instance, if it
were discovered that the IC1 O of the transIstors was higher than the'Resign value, the

However, if
pected I O at that temperature.
low temperature operation is also anticipated
the safety factor (S) must be chosen high
enough that the decrease in P with lower
temperature will not cause circuit failure.
Silicon transistors must almost certainly be
used if high temperature operation is desired,
e.g. 1500 C.
The number of component parts used in a
binary counter circuit is a compromise between
a conservative design using 8-10 traralstors
per stage with each tiansistor performing a
simple separate function (e.g. logical binary
counter) and a design using only 2 transistors.

Reliability may be higher for the more coniercircuit might still be used in low temperature
vative design, but, on the other hand, it may
applications if all its other characteristics
not be since long-term reliability varies ina ccet
alr
were acceptable.
versely with the number of active components.
If the circuit uses standard size components
Local experience has shown that the binary
the wavefocrs at several points may be monecounter design (without the cross-coupling
e
one deftebnrbinary counter
ntecs
Crd
the
INke)
(less
thanwell
operation
quency
very
for with
low fre-the
capacitors)
performs
tscribed
in this paper the waveforms at points
Withcss- ith
2ue207 oation (lansistor.
C and D (Fig. P and 5) give much information
2N4207 audio transistor. With cross-coupling
the circuit. For instance, the decay
csp~l~os
ulngsuracobsriertrans-about
"d
te
the
stepu wavFor indce
the
t
than
greater
with
performs
istors the circuit
the time
indicate
waveforms
step
the
of
times
emitter-followers
If
MC.
2
to
10% margins up hghe
RC_ and Y ,C. Thuese time constants
gaesconstants
ad
areadddseedsterin
compared to t~e input ?reauency show how close
see added and higher speed steering gates
the circuit is to its mLximum freziuency of
used, the circuit will operate up to 20 MC.
operation. The voltage levels at points C and
i0
MC or
Th Mis this a raximbe freiuency and
D indicate the collector voltage of the off
16 MC is thought to be a more practical limit,
The
transistor and 5hereby indicate the "
i.e., 10% or greater margins on input voltage
height of the positive spike can he usca a
and other design values. The binary counter
t n seaof
measur of the charge rqire
presented herein represents a good compromise
Measure of thetharge required to turn off i
among the various factors mentnnA. 7,,Ce
and diode
"on" transistor if the Input sign
are circuits which operate faster ani there
are circuits which thcoretteally would be more
directly measures the alpha cutoff frequency
reliable for random counting in that RC time
of the transistors in the binary counter. -The
constants would not be used, e.g. the
points C and D in a binary counter would then
logical binary counter.6,7
be good points to monitor for an acceptance
test.
The average cost of assembly of several
In the microminiaturized DOFL-2D binary
breadboard systems at DOFL has been 910 per
counter wafers now being s~udied only one outtransistor and associated components. ConThis point is the
put terminal is available.
aldoring the cost of the transistors, diodes,
output of one collector which would normally
resistors, and capacitors, the type of binary
drive the following stage. The resistors in
counter described herein has cost about *30
this wafer are carbon deposited strips, the
per stage in a breadboard version. If the
capacitors are silver fired areas, the diodes
cost per transistor remained unchanged the
are germanilum dots and the transistors are bits
logical binary counter would cost approxiof germanium mounted in holes in the 112 inch
mately t.00 per stage in a breadboard version.
by 1/2 inch by 1/50 inch ceramic plate (hence
Microminiaturized binary counter modules now
the name 2D). Checking the internal connections
under investigation nay eventually cost in
with a probe and an oscilloscope is difficult
the range of &-i.
If the wafers
'unless the probe is very small.
are potted or stacked, this becomes impossible.
Third Lev'3 Design
Three different approaches have been made to
find out about the individual circuits through
The third level of design is that of a
the use of the external connections only.
circuit to be used in a systez where unit
This situation
replucement is impossible.
First, resltance measuremcnt6 have beer
occurs in microminiaturlzatln.
made between all terminals taken two at a
tine. ".is method can identify some catasThe design requirements for a circuit to go
trophic fall-area and is good to detect "leakare
in a sealed system are more rigorous than for
pals." However, the test is a do test and
a circuit which can be replaced if defective.
someuhat limited in scope.

©
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Summary of Third Level Design

Secondly, a series of so-called "standard
tests" was set up, and run under the following
conditions:

The additional problem encountered in thirdlevel design, or the design of units for nonrelaceable enclosure in field equipment, is the
development of a rigid acceptance or rejection
test. This test must do more than give a yes,
no answer to the question, "Is the circuit
working now?" The test must determine whether
the 'argins of the circuit are large enough so
that the circuit will continue to operate for
a tinie longer than the projected life of the
piec.. of equipment. This may be shelf-like or
operational-life or both. Three methods have
been presented for use in such a test. The
fir!;t uses resistance matrix methods, the
second uses a series of "standard tests" and
the third uses a detailed waveform analysis.
The waveform analysis 3eems the sImplest to
use if enough information can be gotten from
It. However, this method also requires the
It may further
most complete circuit analysis.
renuire specijIly trained per onnel nr speoial
equioment to implement the tests.

= -1.5 volts
-V
+V
= +1.5 volts
InPt signal 1.5 volts p-p
Square wave from source as in Figure 4
R T = 1 K at a frequency of 1 ko
Room temperature (300)
Circuit unloaded except by oscilloscope
The following tests were performed:
(1) Output voltage was measured; waveshape
noted.
(2) Positive voltage decreased to zero or
until circuit fails to operate correctly,
Output voltage at VBB = 0 or plus bias
voltage when failure occurs was measured.
(3) Upper and lower limits on input voltage
before failure was measured.
(4) The collector voltage was lowered until
the circuit failed. Operation at -3
vuit. wee also checked (yes or no)
(5) Maximum resistive load and maximum
capacitive load before failure was
measured.
(6) Upper f-equency limit was determined,
Also, resistor RH was varied from
100
to 10 K aid the upper frequency limit was noted at each value
of RT .
(7) Circuits were labelled and wj ,aomalies
noted.

Conclusions
Tie binary counter is now being studied
from the standpoint of a third-level design.
Atteapts will be made to refine the technique.
Other circuits will also be studied from this
standpoint. The appli-:atlon o a thorough
design procedure, as exemplified by the threelevel dcsign, will result in more reliable
electronic systems for both military and commerclal uses.

The expected results of the standard tests
can be computed from the circuit design. These
results are then compared with the results obtalned from a breadboard model. Any difference
are corrected by improved theory and re-desag'".
Next, the results from the 2D wafers are com-pared with the breadboard circuit results.
Any differences will be due to off-value, we;,k
or defective components. In some cases the
values cf the components in the circuit (2D)
can be determined and if they are too far off,
the information can be fed back to the makers
of the 2D wafers.
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Pi~ROES2 IN THE W

PROGRAM

Vincont J. Kublin
5
S..S. Arwy 1inal ReAnLrah and Development Laboratory
Fort Monmoath, New Jersey

-

Ary Signal Corps progress toward miniature electronic equipments exploting
the transistor and printed circuits, will be reviewed. Nicro-riniaturization
objectives will be quantitatively developed. The criteria which guided the
establishment of the Arm's definitive Micro-Yodule program will be presented.
The specific functional objectives of the Azr l-cro-!oodule program in terms of
audio, IF, RF and computer circuits will be presented. The range of Army tactical environments from portable and ground equipments thwu missile and satellite
environments will be discussed as nicro-nodule requirements. Reliability
attributes and requirmemnts of nicro-nod-iles will be analyzed. Recently developed
Micro-lhniatuxe techniques adaptable to Ncro-Nodules will be reviewed. Individual component capabilities and solid state circuits available at present and
anticipated in the near future will be presented. Effect of 11cro-,loduLes on
Army Electronic Equipments will be discussed. Overall advantages to the Army in
terms of increased tactical capaWilities, (namely size reduction, reliability
increase, cost reduction, and maintenance reduction) thru broad use of MicroModules will be given.
Extensive effort has been applied in the f l 3
of ricrcmiiaturizt~n In the east t~o years[..!.' I
eini some examples of effective microminiaturization ran ', cited to show that progress is beirn
made. But this growth of our microminiaturization c-r&4,Il ties has 'heen random and unccordinn
lacking unity in the goals being sought
ted ....
and In the methodology employed. Prior to the
advent of the transistor and printed circuits,
the zendth of accomplishment in practical miniaturization capability -:as typified by the Army's
Handy Tolk!g. The den-ity of the rzrt- packed
into this chassis is about 8000 parts/cu. ft.
(FiF. la). A very substantial further miniaturization and simplification of manufacture of
military electronics, resulted from the use of
transistors and solder dipped printed wirin,'

availawith
reduction ....
to sizeapproaches
new
so
a presently
new plateau,
construction
ble limit
to speak, beyond which te see only .imall incremental improvements toward the more compact
requirements demanded for-Army electronics.
The Army micro-module program offers a practical, feasible arproach which will permit the
attainment of packazing densities of 500,000
parts/cu. ft. The key to this system is simple..
..all the elements (the resistors, capacitOrs,
inductors, transistors and so on) have similar
physical size and shape so that they can be very
efficiently stacked rith each other. An a gragate of stacked elements is appropriately interconnected with riser wires, is encapsulated and
This
non-repairable
a monolithic
becomes
a circuit
performs body.
a aScrc-module
body called
function and in effect becomes a sub-assembly of
a completed equipment. The mdcro-module system
will be capable of performing a full range of
electronic circuit functions involving a
to 2 watt maximum power dissipation per module,
an initial upper frequency limit of 70 mc with
progressive capability to 150 mc and maximum
switching rate of 10 me.

.basic
41
*digital

4..

Srecific micro-modules will be designed and
constructed to demonstrate and to provide for
adeauate evaluation of a full range of basic
audio, I-F, RF, digital computer, and oscillator
circuit capability.

(b)
Figure 1. - Army's Handy Talkie (a) and Helmet
Radio (b).

We have divided the Army eouipment Into five
categories each of which we associate with a
unique set of environmental requirements. These

These tools have been applied to the Army's
Helmet Radio, (Fig. lb) an extremely compact
receiver-transmitter with an orderly disciplined
layout, making much better utilization of space,
Here we have improved our miniaturization capability about 6 fold, from the 8000 parts/au. ft.
for the handwired set over 50,000 parts/cu. ft.
for the printed circuit design.

requirements are spelled out quantatively as the
goals of the full micro-module program (Fig. 2).
for
The spectrum of temperature reouirements
0
these equipments, ranges from -55 C to 85°C for
ground portable0 devices, projectiles and satellites up to C 0C for vehicular and missle0
applications. The range from 850C to 125 C is
our goal for the first tro year phase of the
program. Vibration recuirerents range from the
standard 10 to 55 cycles for the found and vehi-

We recognize horever that wn nre reaching a
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A typical example of the effect of micromodules on Army Electronic equipments can be
illustrated by the electronics contained in a
They consist of disks five
satellite. (Fig. 3)
inches in diameter and three-cuarters of an inch

-'

,O-"
06100m

KU3LIN

0

Ibattery

0
16.0

1.0

1

Figure 2. - Categories of Army equipment, and
environmental requirements for each category.
cular equipments to 10 to 2000 cycles up to 20
The
g's for the other equipment categories.
ability of Army equipments to work in their extreme air pressure environments is defined by the
following requirements:
Portable and vehicular
equipments must operate without malfunction of
any kind at altitudes up to 10,000 ft.
Missile
and projectile altItude extremes have been set
at 150,000 ft.
The satellite electronics
environment has been set down as dead vacuum for
all practical purposes.

a cylinder 8-1/20 long. Also
supply fill
on the extreme right is the micro-module
equivalent which is 1/l0 the size. The size
differential is really si,.nficant, and should he

considered from two points of view:
(1) In terms of the reduction in the number
of pounds of dead weight and fuel required to
propel the smaller package into space, or
(2)
If the total size and weight is not
changed how much more electronics could be
The added electronic
crammed into the satellite.
circuitry could serve a variety cf functions such
as increased instrumentations.

-

I

All micro-modules rill be required to with-

stand 50g, 8 millisecond shocks as a minimum.
In a-ditlon the projectile and satellite modules
'-ill be required to withstand 15,000 g's of 8
millisecond duration as well as a spin of 20,000
rpm.

ST
M

Othnr standard tests ach as high and low
temperature and long term storage, moisture and
tewperature cycling and salt tests complete the
list
of Army tactical environments to which the
micro-modules will be subjected.
Reliability goals have been expressed in terms
of mean time to failure for a 50 part module.
Basically, the 50 part moduls reliability requirement is for 15,000 hours or about 21 months mean
time to failure within the temperature range -554
0
to 85 C and under the various Service envoirosments
just discussed. Probably a more familiar way to
interpret this initial goal is an average part
failure rate of about one tenth ef 1%/1O0 hours,
it is believed that this goal can be reached
because of the following inherent reliability
advantages of mlcro-modules:
First there is the basic simplicity in circuit
next, Is the fact that the
part construction;
4
circuits and - cro-eleents are simultaneously
Third, is the compledesigned for compatibility.
te freedom to explore new materials, configuration
processes and assurance measures, without being
limited 1y conventional state of the art. Fourth,
the high degree of automation toward which micromodules have been tailored means greater uniformity and more reproducible reliability. Fifth,
relialility risks due to improper electrical and
mechanical application of parts would be eliminated. And finally, the rigid one piece construetion offers extreme ruggedness.

Figure 3. -Present aid proposed micro-module
version ot Vanguard satellite equipment.
Our micro-module program will increase tHe
by reducing
Army's tactical oapabilities first
the massiveness of our new electronics by a
factor of ten; second by gaining greater performance dependability of micro-module circuitry
due to superior shock and vibration resistance of
there tiny aggaregates; third by '-educing the
It
economic burden of our ,rowing electronics.
is expected that up to 50% cost reduction will be
:-ealized in the construction of finished equipments in large quantity production using this
concept. The fourth tactical advantage, reducd
maintenance, perhaps can be best expressed this
ways If ve had this concept in full effect today,
we could keep our current eoulpments in combat
readiness '- .h only 1/5 of the present technical
m-npoxer and maintenance nonies.
(4)Now
N
I.ould like to review the progress to
date on the mdcro-module program in regard to !he
wafers, resistors, capacitors, inductors and
crystals, scheduled for Intial micro-element
design. Major eff ): t is directed towards ex-

V!N1~ J. KUBLIN
riser wires are welded directly to the wafers.
ploiting existing State-of-the-art to the miaroThe inherent advantages of using the unotched
module cocept through appropriate design rewafers are greater soldering surfaca, more adaptpackaging,
able to welding techniques, and3increased clearance between risers, which are rectangular in
First lot us look Pttthe micro-element wafer.
crogs section.
(Fig. 4) The Curren~t design has 12 notches and
is .3" x .3" sq. x .010" thick. ".herever possiShown at Vie top of Fig. 6 is a commercial
ble, the substrate wafer will be funotioning
precision metal film resiatcr element evaporated
part of the micro-element. In certain applicaon the glass isustrate which is epproxitstely
tions, It will be used as a support for the
40 mile thick. It has been out out of its overelement. Of the many substrate materials inall protective envelope. Directly below is the
vestigated, alumina and glass show the most
.3 x .3 inch minro part shape. The active
imediate promise.
resistor area of the element shown on top is
approximately .08 square inches. At the present
LI!AM
tine, only nichrome and tin oxide film resistors
on .- ass substrates will he considered. Since
JIM
the resistor covers an area vrhere a (,reat deal of
.500
experience exists In indiustry, an appreciable
of the effort has been spent in attempt150=
INUX .045portion
to determine ruitatla subcontract sources.
INDEX.041ine
negotiating iith several resistor
RCA is nola
manufacturers for thie purchaise of~ e~ther a
..
nichrome or tin oxide element on the' .3 x .3 x
A45
wafer. Thie completed wafer will then be
*10-mil
evaluated for conformance to specification reculremants. Resistors of ohmic value ranging
from 1,C00 ohims to '15P.000 ohmz hvc bcon =3de
Ott
fiin nichroma fiies evaporated an .3 x .3 x 10.150.*.,
mil E-lase nod were founi1 to hf~ve excellent TICand
X50
characteristics.
Istability

Figure 4. -Standard substrata wafer for micromodule program.
The methods of assembly of the micro-elementE
io the micro-module, 1-hether it is ivsed as a
support or as a f'unctioning wavfer in the module,
are being investigated. pigp. 5) One possible
solu: ion is the use of conventional riser wires

which are soldered to each of'the wafer notches.
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Anotl'er asssem 'ly method unlar Investigiationl Is
the use of wafers wilthout notches, where the
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us now review the capacitor progress.

MCIIA"AtLot

"'.TANITOR
"cT -O TIC CAPACITOR

Commercial metal-fim resistor compared in size with basic micro-part.

.oitors
is The car

categor'all into three basic.

- IICI' MODLLEASSEBLY1) Precision

wafer components for micro-

3) GeneralyPupos
3

l-toyi

VINCENT J. XUBLIN

*

Shown in Fig. 7 is a t3-Pical micro-element
Capaultor. The substrate is actually the
dielectric for the capacitor, 13yusing different materials as the dielectric the charateristies of the units can range from precision
temperature coefficient types to general purpose,
high carecitance, by-pass, and coupling units.
Capacitance values as high as 1,000 mmf for the
Precision types can be olhtained on the single
wafer. By making use of the extremely high
dielectric constant materials -!e are able to
achieve capacitance values as high as .2 mfd
par v7wfer. Mrcr0 element capacitors Yith
dielectric constants varying from 15 to 6,000
are beinp purchased by FCA.

I~SILVIA (0

o\.
Figure 7.

OTHER
CONDUCTIVE
FILN)

Lj

-

Toroids have initially been chosen for the
inductor since they permit achievement of
higher inductances and less stay magnetic fields
compathd to other known configurations. rig. 13
shows a toroid coil mounted on a micro capacitor
element comprising a tuned circuit.

X

Figure 8.

-Tuned-circuit

micro-element.

Capacitor microelement.

In aditin tothebasi
cerm~ wafr cacitor an evaluation is being made of the multi-la~ed
capacitor. In this case, a number of layers
of dielectric and electrodes erp deposited on a
ceramic substrate. The dielectric will vary from
approximately 15 to 8,000 again covering the1
precision and general purpose applications.
Purchase orders have been pl-aoed for a Quantity
of these multi-layer capacitors,
Work on an entiroly different system Of ProducinR thin film capacitors is being actively
pursiied. The film consists of titirte
particles
in the matrix Of SiO 2 (fused quart structuxe)
producing dielectric constants from 4 to 80.
The useful thickness of the film is approxiimtely
.8 mile w'ith an 0 temperature coefficient and
with Q's approaching a thousand and yielding a
capacitance of 6C0 mini per mrcro element,
-,lectrolytic capacitors will be used to cover
th.e capacitor range from 0.2 to several microfarrads. Tihe solid tantalum caracitor is ideally
911itea for this npplication. A sintered slue
approximately 20 nil1s thick :-as
been prodliced
and adapted to the micro-element design yielding
a capaecitance of approxiruataly 10 mfd. Another
material, coluihiu, is also being evalm.ated
for use in electrolytic capacitors. The sinrtered slug used in the construction of the solid
unit n'ay possilly be used as th-e basic rdcroejeruent part.
NoN let us lock t't
thieDrogress on inductors.

8ince, in this confi:',uration, the coil
oharnteristics are almost completely controlled
by the core mac1',in
this case ferrite,
major effort has been expended on 'motrol of
mtra
rpris
:ork to date ham resulted in a ferrite
mtqial whose temperature coefficient of
permeability can be controlled from -200 to
5,000 ppm/CC with a tolerance of j 56 ppsV 0 C.
Coils having the required inductance and Q have
been made on a .2"1 0D toroid.
The final item that I will review Is the
')uartz Crystal.
Otxirtz crystal unitsp used for frenuen7
coto
plctinaecpbe
f',i,
e
dcdntrola~ctona
o
are cmaable of 'eiothere
ducedion of toe co-modtle n th othe
prin
- h
'ir-ouePorm
Presently ,-. are concerned ith the status
of crystal units in the 7 to 70 mc range. On
stesbmna
fFe
adsd
tplf

Figure 9. -Comparison of size ci'cased conventicnal aid micro-module crystals.

VDCUr T3K' DLfI
ture holder which is

now used.

On the right side is shown a 8 mc crystal
Iroun!ed in a plastic holder to demonstrate one
form for a MM crystal. Fina fabrication
would contAmplate a ceramic holder 1/16 the
Size of the unit on the left.
Present plans oall for fundamental crystals
from 7 to 20 me and overtone units from 20 to
The tentative po'7er ratings are 5 -v
70 mo.
and 1 mw for the respective types.

"1. Conference on Modular Electronic Packagin&
ABUA, Huntsville, Alabama, P3-24 July 1958.
2. Professional Group on Production-Techniques Sysposium, New York City, 6 June 1958.
3. Army Signal Corps Presentation on the
Micro-Module Program, Washington, D. C.
3 June 1958.
4 . First Quarterly ProGress Report
Contract DA36-039-SC-75968.

TWO-DIMENSIONAL TRANSISTOR PACKAOING
Jay W. Lathrop*, Jamns R. Nall and Robert J. Anstoad
Diamond Ordnance Faze laboratories,

Washington 25, D. C.

Miniaturization techniques were first successfully applied to circuit wiring and
to passive components.
The relatively large size of semiconductor components became the limiting factor in further reducing over-all circuit volume.
To overcome
the problem of the large transistor package, several techniques have been developed
at DOFL for working with caseless trainsistors.
These techniques allow the active
element of the transistors to be incorporated as an integral part of a two-dimensional ceramic printed circuit plate. Foremost of these is the extension of photolithographic techniques, first developed for the fabrication of transistors, to the
case where the transistor can be effectively masked and placed in a two-dimensional
printed circuit plate so that the leads may be vacuum deposited to connect the base
and emitter contacts to the printed wiring.
In addition, two methods of encapsulating alloy-type transistors have been developed, one non-hermetic and the other hermetic.
In the non-hermetically sealed technique, a low-frequency transistor is
sealed in a two-dimensional printed circuit structure by inserting the transistor,
collector side down, into a machined depression in which a small hole has been sandblasted through the ceramic.
itgheating, the collector material is caused to flow
through the hole to form a contact.
Connections to the printed wiring are made with
a conductive epoxy silver cement.
In the second technique, the transistor is hermetically sealed, emitter and base
side down, in a ceramic similar to the one above.
The hermetic seal is effected by
metalizing the ceramic around the depression and emitter and base holes, sealing
high melting point solder over the base and emitter connection holes, and then seal-

ing a metal plate over the machined depression which receives the transistor. The
metal cover plate makes ohmic connection with the collector of the transistor.
These sealed units have been exposed to various environments with no change in transistor characteristics.

Modern weapons systems require electronic cir-

working with caselese transistors.

cuitry which is able to perform extremely complex
However, the increased emphasis on
functions.
computer type circuitry for such applications as
guidance, fuzing and fire control has not been
accompanied by any increase in the space available
and in fact, because of new operational demands
on the systems, there is often less space. The
achievement of such complex circuitry in a limited
volume has been made possible through transistorHowever, for many appliization of equipments.
cations, the transistor, a miniature component in
itself, is rapidly becoming the limiting factor
in further reducing circuit size. This situation
has occurred largely because of improved methods
of printing resistors and the development of barIt is becoming apparent
im titanate capacitors.
that the device designer must now consider the
ultimate spatial utilization of his device as well

As the operational frequency range of transistore is extended, the dimezmione must necessarily
One of the most exaL'ing operations inshrink.
volved in fabricating high frequency transistors
is the attachment of leads to the small active
A photolithographic technique has been deareas.
veloped which permits connections to be made to
these areas and at the same time allows the transister to become an integral part of a printed circuit. In this technique, parts of the transistor
are selectively masked with an insulating film,
over which connections may be vacuum deposited.
The principle is illustrated schematically in Figure 1.
The presensitized coating (resist) is all
organic and is applied in liquid form and allowed

as its electrical characteristics,

to dry.

The case of the smallest hearing aid type tran-

Hiah Freouency Transistors

When dr,

it 30 exposed to ultra-violet

radiation through a suitable pattern or mask.
Pertions of thq coating which are not exposed to the

sistor occupies a volume of 1700 x 10-6 in) and

ultra-violet will be removed by the developing

if lead connections are considered this is increased still
further. Compared to a 10K printed
resistor with a volume of 0.8 x 10-6 in3 and
O.OlAtf bar4u titanate capacitor with a volume
of 60 x 10
in3, it seems truly gigantic. However, the active volume of a high frequency transister, defined conservatively as the volume of
the sem ionducting material, is only about
15 x
10 in'. If the transistor is to become
comparable in size with the other components, its
case must be discarded and its leads printed twodimensionally. This paper will describe several
techniques which have been developed at DOFL for

process, revealing the o:.*iginal substrate.
Leads
may now be depoeited which contact the device only
at these points where tho resist has been removed.*

*ProsenL address:

Texas Inst .m-rnts Inc.

An example of the use of this process is found
in making the connections from a diffused base tRm
transistor to the wiring on a ceramic printed. circuit board.
The transistor (which itself is made
by photolithographic techniques) is shown in Fig-

**For details of coating and fabrication techniques, see DOFL TR-608, "The Use of Photolithographic Techniques in Transistor Fabrication (U)",
J. R. Nall, J. W. LAthrop, I June 1958.
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CERAMIC
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Exposure and development of a p hoto resist pattern.

litdemiter ontct, .00" ~
8111
b3~e 2s.
sue2a he baeadeitrcnat
-0"X
0.0311 each, are on a pedestal which was etched
from the gerL4aniUM die. The die, 0.045"' x:0.045"x
0.010"1, is soldered to a base plate which becomes
the collector contact. Photo resist is applied to
the transistor surface and exposed so as to bare
only two rectangular areas directly over the metallic baresa showin in Figure 2b. hote that the resist forms a protective coating over the active
areaR of the transistor. W~hile obvicusly not a
hermetic seal, field effect measuremllents on germanium surfaces exposed to various ambient. indicate that this coating does give soms added shortterm stability to the device. The transistor with
the resist coating is next inserted into a hole in

PRINTED
WIRING

the ceramic board and the apace between the transistor and board filled in with an epoxy resin as
sown in Figurze 2c. The epoxy neeod have no apecisl
properties as far as the electrical operation of
the device is concerned since it does not come in
contact with any of the active areas. Mechanically, the resin serves to attach the transistor ftrmly to the printed board and at the same time fori
IIbridge upon which the leads will be deposited.
Epon 828 has served satisfactorily.
The final step in the sequence is the actual
deposition of the leads. For large areas the
leads can be screened on, but for dimensions like
those discussed here, vacuum deposition is much
mci-s satisfactory. Meschanical maeking is used to
confine the deposited area during deposition.

ONASED PETRAREA
BASE PLATE

AND

ASE
EMITTERS

"

RESISTBAEADEITR4

F MAMIU
Ze EILAVVEOCROSS-SETINAL

VIEW0P I6.ITV5

I.RSACE

Figure 3.
PV-.1

OfAD

ftitter.

Leads Vacuum Deposited to Base and
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ing through and forming a ball on the other side
This masking need not be exactl it is only necesThe conical shape of the hole

4-

t

sary that the two areas on the transistor not be
shorted and that they be elgctrijaly connected
to their respective printed leads on the board.
Cne half Of the completed unit is shown schema-

of the ceramic.
mini4ises spreading of the indium and the photosensitive lacquer coating of the transistor provents shorts from occurring if sprading does oa-

graph of a unit with evaporated leads,

filling the space between the die and the ceramic
and also covering the exposed semicondutor surface but not the emitter or base tab. After the
epoxy has set up, the excess indium on the emitter
is removed so that it is level with the epoxy surThe indium from the collector which has
face.
formed a contact on the other side of the ceramic
may be connected to the printed wiring. Connections from the emitter and base tab to the printed
wiring on the ceramic surface are made with a coductive epoxy silver cement.*

tiCally in Figure 2d.

Figure 3 is a photomicro-

Low Frequency, Non-Henmtcall

§S.aled Trgd

The dimensions of a typical low-frequency grmanium alloy transistor are shown in Figure 4,

-A
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A

J-.

cur.

Epoxy is now placed around the transistor,
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GERMANIUM
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Figure

DIMENSIONS IN MILS

.ARD

5.

TYPICAL LOW-FREQUENCY GERMANIUM ALLOY TRANSISTOR.

Figure 4.
LoW Freuency. HormeticaJll-Sealed Transistor
The emitter and base connections are made on one
side of the die while the collector is made on the
other. The grooves around the emitter and collector are made by electrolytically etching the device. This is standard semiconductor practice,
following alloying, to remove any material shorting the junctions and to give a low surface reconbination velocity. Figure 5 shows how this type
of unit may be incorporated into a printed circuit.
A ceramic board, 0.020" thick, which has the printed wiring and resistors on it, is machined to give

The type of construction described above serves
to incorporate the transistor in a printed oircuit
but does not in any way serve to protect the dePresumably, the entire cir.
vice from ambient@.
cuit would have to be encapsulated under these
It is possible, however, by same modconditions.
ification of the processing to provide only the
transistor with a hermetic enclosure and at the
some time retain the two-dimensional printed circuit structure.

a level rectangular depression approximately as

deep as the thickness of the transistor die and

slightly larger in area.

At the point in the de-

pression where the collector will fall, a hole
with tapered sides is sandblasted through the ceramic. The transistor is now coated with a photosensitive lacquer and allowed to dry. The lacquer
is applied so as to form a thin protective coating
for the transistor in order to prevent shorts during the following steps. The transistor is then
inserted into the depression collector side down.
Since the conical hole is smaller than the indium
collector, the transistor will not lie flat in the
The transistor and cerbottom of the depression.
to
amic circuit board are raised in temperature

above-the melting point of indium and pressure is

applied to the top side of the die. This forces
the molten indium of the collector to completely
passthe tapered hole, with some indium even
fill

The method of construction is shown in Figure

6. A rectangular depression is machined in the
ceramic printed circuit board approximately two
to three times as deep as the thickness of the
transistor die and slightly larger in area. Two
holes with tapered sides are sandblasted through
the ceramic in t1e recessed area a shown.
The ceramic is metalized and coated with an indium solder around each hole on the one side and
around the periphery of the depression on the
other. The ceramic is metalied: (1) around the

tBendrlE, eConductive
T. J. Kilduff and A.
Applications", Electrical
Adhesive for Electronic
Manufacturing, June 1958, pp. I8 - 152.

*
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bas and emitter holes in a circular pattern fifty
Milein diameter, (2) around the periphery of the
reotangu ar reeession in a strip 30 mile wide.
Thes indium solders have different melting points

the former, indm-ailwsr, has a melting point in
the order of 230"CJ the latter, indium-tin, 117'C.
The process of metalising the ceramic is essentially that given by Nolte and Spurck* and inwaves firing coatings of molybdenum and manganese
at 1350*C in wet hydrogen. The moly-manganese
mixture fomus a chemical bond to the ceramic under
these conditions, insuring a true hermetic seal,
Nickel ode is then coated over this mtalized
surface and reduced to give a layer of nickel. In
order to faciJitate wetting by the indium solders,
a layer of gold is deposited over the entire metal
surface by imersing the ceramic board in a gold
displacement bath.

6o

OATED N!CKELCOVE

Vi
LqOIUME.ITTR/'-

HIGHMELTINGPOINT
INDIUM OLDER\

between the die and the ceramic and also covering
the exposed semiconductor surface except for the
raised collector contact. After the epoxy has set
up, part of the collector is removed to the level
of the epoxy surface and the cover plate is soldered on. The melting point of this solder, as
mentioned, is 1171C. In soldering the cover plate
to the metalized ceramic in an inert atmosphere, a
solder connection is also made between the plate
and the collector. Thus, the transistor is conpletely sealed in an inert atmosphere in a ceramic
package only 0.020 inches thick. Examples of this
type of construction are shown in Figures 7 and 8.

~

INDIUM
COLLECTOR

-- -- ----

IDIUM EMITTER

as before. This forces the indium into the two
holes end at the saMe time causes the ball to wet
Epoxy is now placed
the ohmic bass connection.
around the recessed transistor, fillin the space

PLAIT

TO BEREMOVED
eERMANKJM---

R. ERT J. ANSTE&D

OHMIC
BASECONNECTION
Wl~j.
.INDIUM
BALL
ET WITH INDIUM
7

.

1

CERAMICMETALIZED ANDINDIUMCOATED

Figure 6. Cross Sectional View of Components
for Hexatically Sealed Package.

;a/

After the transistor has been coated with the

0

photosensitive lacquer, the bass tab is removed
and an ohmc cennection made to the base; tin
This ohmic connection may be
solder, for examp3l.

INCHE

coated with indium to insure good wtability dur-

ing subsequent processing. Previous to inserting
the transistor into the ceramic, the ceramic is
metalized and coated with indium as mentioned
above. When the high melting point indium solder
is applied to the mtalized surface around the
base and emitter holes, it fills the lower portion
of the hole cavities while at the same time wetting
the gold around the holes. Since this solder
melts at 230DC, it will not be disturbed during
subsequent operations where solders having lower
melting points are used. A ball of indium is
placed in one of the holes and the transistor
placed over it in the depression so that the C---t-.
ter falls in the empty hole and the base contacts
the indium hell in the other. The ceramic and
transistor are raised in temoerature above the
melting point of indium and pressure is applied

Figure 7. Top and Bottom View of Unfinished
and Finished Heretically Sealed Package.
Left - Top and bottom view of ceramic prior
to insertion of transistor and final sealing.
The ceramic is metalized around the periphery of
the recession In the top view and around the base
and emitter holes in the bottom view.
Right - Top and bottom view of the finished
hermetically sealed assembly. The collector side
of the transistor has been sealed with the nickel
plate as shown in the top view, while the base and
emitter contacts have been sealed by the solder
which has wet the metalized ceramic and partially
filled the hole cavities.

H. J. Nolte and R. F. Spurck, Television &iginering, p. 14, November 1950.
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* 'sThese units have been exposed to an a.
par for thirty minutes and to an atmosphere of
95% humidity and 7"C for a period of sixteen
hours with no change in transistor characterisMETAL PLATE

INDIUM

EP )XY

TRANSISTOR

tics.

INDIUM
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Figure 8. Cross Sectional View of HermeticaU Y
Sealed Transistor Package.
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types
(<0.00partly
in.) oonductive
of various and
in thin
iS Kirnlm.
mad of secat
discussed
as film
onductive,
They aa
an vaes
in Athesurvey
United
mnt ecmotiLs, resistors and capaoitors rpectively.
non-conductive for 1ntarwon
Some work on masaetio L -m is also des ribed.
or by
Por reststors, oides or alloys or mtal produced either chesd.eL.al
stability and properties discused.
evaporation, are considered,
of eluminiza or tantalmn am satisfactory for hJ41
For opacitors, smdi fil
values of capacitance vheze a fast resonse In not esential; ceramic or plastic
are being produced in copolymers of
Plastic fils
films are beat where it is.
thernel chssa teristios.
aty"ene with eelant

in

I.

org n' and Inarganic techniques and requirement.
The problem of o nin
units a
considered in detail.
the finished 'solid oiruit'

fnMOTIal

(a)

The asemioonduotor aiode and transistor ham
made it possible to make very Smll units.
The
associated passive elements such an resistors,
capacitors, inductors, etc. are considerahly
larger than is required. in view of the Sml

wattage dissipation, low impedance and oN
voltage operation which are charaoteriAstio of
the transiatorised circuit.
A oon

shape for omponents is

For i ductive film - a thickneo

of

(Above this eddy ouvnt
200 - 3W L
losses can be appreciable.)
2.

SMETRATS OR B

MASEPALM

The three classes of material which can be

used azm:(a) Tnorzanic materials (ceramics, glasses,
etc.)

cylindric-

al, but this is limited in the de re to which it
can be s dnaturised, and the associated leads
alreamy present problems of reliablity.
Tn
ay typical tubular component most of the
available volume is taken up by materal which
plays no part in the electrical perfo an .
hThn
Examples of this are shown in Figure i.
used in power dissipating circuits with valves
or power transistors, the resistor A5S itself
provides a high thezml capacity end thus evens
As, howewer, the heat is
out any hot Spots.
dissipated by a ombination of conduction

(b)
etc.)

lastic materials (P.T.P.E. - Teflon

-

(c) Semiconductor materials (silicon,
germanium, etc.)
Ceramics are probably the asliplst to use as
it is possible to deposit silver or other oompoaitions by chemical means or by evaporation. By
the choice of a suitable permittivity material,
high value capacitors may be obtained by metalboth sides of the base.
lsing

through the leads and radiation from the surface,
a high surface axea together with robust leads
In this respect the cylindrical
is desirable.
shpe of both body and leads is far from idfl,

possessing a low surface area to volume ratio -

Plastics do not make good bases; although
they have excellent electrioal properties, their
low resistance to heat preoludes their use in

"fired-on" processes, while their high vapour

In each
only the sphere has a lower ratio.
case an increase in power loading could be mad
by opening out the cylinder and its leads into
flat strips.
This oan result in an increase
in the mttags loading, or the size for a given

pressure and occluded gazes make them difficult
to use in vacuum systems.

rating can be made very much

attractive as by suitable alloying and doping,

slle:.

The requirements for thin films are
suggested to be as followsv:-

The use of a shaet of Soemconducting
material - such an Silicon - as a base is very
the active elements can be produced directly on
to the Substrate instead of beLng ded
separately as is required when using other
materials.

(a)
For resistance films of 200-500
ohms per square - a thickness of a few
hundredA.

3.

(b) For high value oapacitative fJu
> 0.1 up - a thickness of 0.0001 inch.

the application of -ioro-miniaturimation to
simple sub-units such an those nsed in oeutors.

APPLICATIKS

P ICRO-UMATMIM

UNITS

At present it is only possible to foresee

L
HENRYa
0. U
of transistors an a dimos
Buhsub-umits arm required in large quantities
hig fequnces reinvolved there ar
oeae-akadditto consider'.

rbes

These su-onite consist essentially of
switch'im: circuits a- use in wade of semi
A tpical
oonatoar d4odem an cirouit elements.
iraedt is shw In Figure 2 - an arithmetical
stage fbr a data processing oomutor.
4.

ME PIPMMW~ Cr

fl515~Zv

7fl

Resaiators of platinu /Seldeploy deposited
an to glass have been dowlaped 1' at the Roya
Red-r sta.smet ad are now in pros~ctioV2)5
slle.1nt temperature coefficients and.
they have
An alloy of 80 per cant gold
am very stable.
cent
platinum gives a resistivity of
and 20 per
60 adao-os. In a thicimess of =f0 I with a
temerature coefficient of 0.025 per cent, whle
an alloy of 60/4 go latinum has a resistivity
of '75 adrabm&-oo. in the sam thickn~ess and its
temerature coefficient is theni 0.06 per cent.
The method of maufacture is as follows,
A flat, glass disc is coated with the alloy and
After dogreaaing, a thin, uniform film
Sims.
of precios metal rosinate in applied to the
The coated diso is fired
surface 1W spinrnn.
to bunoff organic matter and a film of photoA pattern of 2J..
somsitive glue is spun on.
iesistiwn elements is obtained by emposure to
ulOWa iolot Light through a negative made from
After drvelopuent
a previously prepared mster.
in water, the unamzced portions are removed by
The idth and pitch of the pattern
etching.
am calculated to give the right value of
The developed pattern in hardened
resistancue.
-------ad the unexposed. portion or .mihE rujm
etched away.
Is removed and silver
__e grm patter
electrodes are applied by a aflk-Boreen process.
The disc is then fired to bond the silver
electrodes to the resistive elements to provide
Th1e elemets
a reliabl, noise-free Joint.
are protected lith oilioone lacquer .ath
7i~ing
single oits are out from the disc.
leads to the electrodes ith 30000 solder
comp3etoo the making of the resistor.
Ths final value of resistance is adj-nted
by otting through the requisite number of
By suitable design of the master
trisaizg bars.
The
ans accuracy of 0.1 per cent is obtaiinablel.
ocpaestages in the process of manufacture
aesow in Figure 3.
go far th~is process has only been m;liad
to mking actual resistors but by scaling it
down It am be adopted to making the complete
The resolution that can be obtained
circuit.
b7 the pboyyohania1 prOCess ie well
dagnstratedwhal it is applied to the Making

nly 0.05 inch square.

evaporation at thisalomketiantrciv
proposition.
Tyia rprisof tealya
used in resistors arethcnm
50
80
90

eisac
300
210
180

O

n"
N.

*2.
-38
-27

Early experiments have shaui that Ni/Cr in a
vry prcaing alloy for deposited resistors. The
"floy in deposited oa to a glass substrate in a
vacuum of 10r~m. H&. Aix alufina caucib2.0 in a
heated strip is used as a source but a mor
convenient source is mae from a conicsl spiral of
tungsten wire coated with an eluidna-water pans
heated to 1 75000 by mans of an electric current
Any craks which develop
while under vacuum.
can be painted over with the paste mixture. Such
3curoes am be used up to ton times before the
a~dna has absorbed so smuch NI/Cr that it
isintegrates.
in general, the higher the temperature of the
source, the higher is the percentage of nickel in
A temperature of 16C000 will result
the elloy.
in an elloy of 80 per ceat Nidkm2/20 per cent
Chrome which is close to that of the original.
Tt is easential to heat the substrate before
in
evaporation, as fsilure to do so results
0
A tenmperature of 350 C has been
unstable fl ms.
found aatiafaotory, although higher temperatures
would. have been used If the glass substrate could
ligL=e 4 shows the resistance
withstand it.
:u1--M'Lce uf thickDeOW
change age~iart -eruti-atThree WVCr films were
varying from 50 to 100 1.
evaporated on to glass substrates, one 180,
another of 210 and the third 300 ohm/so.lar
The source tempraturv e aj60000 and the substrate
The lower
was held at 35000 for half an hour.
limit before instability is about 50 &, giving an
A
ohms/square value of 300. (See Figure 5.)
teqperature coefficient of ±t 50 ppa/deg. C is very
A value of 300 chms/squsare is
satisfactory.
reason~able as it afllows a 50,000 ohm resistor to
be mae from a 1 in. length of 0.010 in. aide
line (as would be obtalaed from photo-etuhing a
deposited film into thin strips).
Various mthcds of controlling the thickness

of deposit have been tried - tho most satisfactory

A glas
has been that of the monitored square.
slide has silver electrodas between which the
alloy is deposited at the amI time as the work.
Contirnuous monitoring by aLbridge allows evaporation to be stopped by shuttering when the required
valus is reached, althotigh mom allowance is
esisential to take up differences during the final
These variations In baking time
baking process.
are shown~ in Figure 6, where it will be seen
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that on four aifferent sapleas the resistivity
was different after half an hour in a vacum oven.
The Vnwel tendeney ws for an increase followed
by a fell to the final cold value, but from these
exapleas it is obviouly diffiult to pri
the finalTa
aie.
llnt temperature/
Becaue of Its e
resistance proper
, this allay i being
carefully studied
, even In the microWIaLaturised sub-units, a hig order of
stability will be required once the Initial
novelty of being able to make them at all has
passed. However, the resistivity as given is
not entirely aatisfactory because to make very
al units would entail (am stated above) a
line width of not more than 0.010 in. which,
although practicable, in thin film form
requires scrupulous care in pzcssing with a
probable high reject rate in production.
An alloy of chrmium 20 per cent, iron
per cent and nickel
74 per cent (xasm alloy) looks interesting
Early experimnts in evaporation of this alloy
gave a resistivity 0 of 400 ohmu/aqwure, sr
evaporation at 165 0C on to a ould, glass
substrate produced a film with Sood adhesion
aul apparently good stability.
Work on this
material continues, but at the same time alloys
with much higher resistielties are being sought,

3 per cent, aluminium

Practical resistors have been made in the
way described and values up to i mgohm have been
obtained by photo-mechanical processing. A
circuit using Ni/Cr resistors and nickel electrodes is shoa in Figure 7.
5.
THE P EPARhI OF CAPACITATIVE PUa

In a proposed atandard (6) dun of 0.31 lb
square. about i as. square could be ensidred an
the wrking area, of hih 5 m. ase
could be
allowed as a UaxjU
for one oompanmt.
aht
If a
permittivity matil Mch a
baim titanate is used, a K of 1CO can be
expecte ; using this forsa-la it would be possible
to make a capacitor of 0.25 p within the "lotted
area.
Care would be neoessar to enswe that
its wll known ferrcelaetrio properties anr it
low Curie point do not interfere with its
operation aa a capacitor, but for use with
transistors ith their inherent low operating
temperature this Is quite possible.
b
Experimental oapao:Ltors hav"* b%
producing an cxide film on tntalm . " lu
mixture of phosphoric acid end anyl alcohol. Th
After
dielectrio thiamess was about 1200 L
drying, a layer of zinc oxide as evaporated on
to its surlface aid a counter e.leotrode of silver
followed.
Manganese dioidsA is more usual than
zinc oxide, but the latter- is easier to evaporate.
These oxide coatings inor ase the benakdowa
volta& but the exact mechanisn of i'-s action is
debatable.
A sample capacitor matls by this method had a
capacitance of 0.1 pF for 0.6 sq. o. with a power
factor better than i per cent, whi is pod
enough to warrant further work on this aystm in particular, investigating the effects of
different thicknesses o? zinc -Me laersma
breakdown.
A multi-layer capacitor cans
be
d
by utilising both sides of the tantalma an& in
this way a capacitance of several mdorofarads is
obtainable.
Silicon monoxide has also
been examined.

Dielectrics for capacitors can be made in
the form of strips or fis
as thin as 0.00025
in. (in glass) or 0.005 to 0.010 in. (in
ceramics) but it is probably more convenient to
evaporate them on to a metallic substrate ihioh
forms one electrode with a farther metal evaporated layer to provide the other. Repetition
of this process can build up a stacked film
capacitor of high value of the type required in
low impedance circuits where capaoitors of
values exceeding 1000 pP are more frequently used
than those of lower values, and a miorofarad or
more is onionly used.

Silicon and silica in the ratio of 1 : 2 we
mixed together and fired in a quartz tubp at a
temperature of 11000 in a vacuum of 10-in. Ag.
The silicon monoxide was evaporated from a
molybdenum boat, this was followed by en ovapozation of zinc oxide for the sm reason em In
There was no appreciable
tantalum f Is.
differenoe betwsen the use of hot or cold substrates and good, unoracked film were obtained
ever,
up to thicknesses as great as 0.02 in.
the power factor of these film was ver high, at
beat being between 40 and 50 per cent which askes
such materials of little interest for this work.

Single thickness film of high permittivity
are attractive and, if only a few molecules in
thickness, high value capacitors could be
realised.
A useful fon la for capacitance is:

In ame circuits, a rapid discharge time of
less than a microsecond is required.
This is
uot possible with eleotrolytic capacitors and ast
be
considered
a limiting factor.
(Wether
tantalum
oxide ascapacitors
work by reason of 'oni
or electronic conduction is debatable.
If the
latter, they will have rapid discharge times.)

"1,000 miro-microfarads per square
oentimetre in area per micron in
thickness."
This formula results in a value which is k.proxImately 10 per cent too high,

Apart from those mentioned, there ar many
materials which an be evaporated for use as
Among these can be lsted
capacitor dielectrics.

HIwY

a.

MAMIRWD
a, aokig

the follomiag:esus fluoride
Calciua fluoride
Calcium ailioga
3nZi aulphide
Lead wead ide

__)

teuper~urte, wich will be

increased to 10000 when such problem as residual

Oadmium aulphide
Some Of theme are w ll kown as lens
blooming apital, an x.o suJphide has been used

With a
deteotors.
em 8.2 at 10120/g and
measured lcoaLLy as about 9 at 106O/., it is
extnively in infra-

P"emittL Lty z"epOrted,

7

onsidered to be worth exanining.
To obtain high stability and low coefficient
Of temperature will be Just as big a problem as
with resistors, and very thin files will not be
This mans
practicable if they an unstable.
that as no compromise is possible between high
caacitance and stability, this latter must be
In oonsequence, it
mad the dominant factor.
is moat important to develop a multi-layer film
capacitor as it in essential to achieve values

in exoess of 0.1 gP and preferably of at least
WILUB

6.

PLASM

ated
;fte
been
that

Although inorganic materials can be evapormor readily, plastics have already been
and their progress has
in very thin fi1
sufficiently fast to Justify the belief
they may be used in mioro-diniaturination

techniques althouw1 they will probably be used
an components to be added separately.
work by The Bell Telephone
Pollowi

an oellulose/aoetate/butyrato,
Labratorles
thin film hare been mule in the United Kingdom
from high renleoular weight polystyrene and

of this with poly- a-methyltyreh (3)
copolymers
to a carrier of polyThese film ame cast on (Mylar
or Jelinex) from a
ethyleEe-terepbtbalate
suboequently
being
carrier
the
qolvent soluticn,
been mtllised,
atripped after the film has
for the making of
deatallised Mar slit
So far very thin filJm
natallised capacitors.
or 5
have not been made - about 0.0005 in.
as a good
coro= being used to gain emPrienOe,
deal of wknow how* is necessary for these
on
It is the necessity of handlingcast
Processes.
to use
a substrate that makes it essential
extruded films of this thickness Vould
fljm
A cast
be far too thin and fragile to handle.
be
film limits the material to one which can
reason
dissolved fairly readily mim! this is the
toat an otherwise ideal material - polyethyleneis
termphthalate - is unsuitable and polystyrren
2
have,!
materials
The cellulose in the tropiosb'
preferred.
history of poor weathering

with
they are poor electrically and, compared
inferior in

high moleoular eiiht polystyrene,
it is
As developed,
0
beat resistOuos.
be reacded
anticipated initially that 70 C w:lL

solvent removal, eto. have been owroom. (The
softening point of the bulic material in in excess
of 12000.)
Capacitors have been made from these film
but early models have been mad from multi-layer
As the final units will almost
wound toils.
certainly be required in the form of single sheet
"oastel.lated" intallised ospacitors, work has

now been direoted into making this ypo only and
already the thin film bs been stripped from its

substrate after natallising.

Dametallins

and

slltting procesaes are being developed.

The gain in oaaioitanoe/volum ratio is
caloulated as 5 : 1 over oonventional metallised
It is unfortunate that
paper capacitors.
polyntyree has a permnittivity of only 2.5 but
this is the price paid for an almost perfect
]bperments have been made
dielectric material.
with high permittivity fillers and it has been
found possible to achieve a permittivity of five
while still in very thin film ( 0.001 in.) cost

from solvent solutions.
A novel mthod of makilr

ge value

ospacitors is by using differential solvents.
On to a substrate of polyester film a layer of
It is
polystyrene is oast and dried an usual.
metallised and another insulating layer of
As the
cellulose nitrate is cast on top.
metallised layer is not a barrier for the styrene
solvent, a material dissolving in a different

solvent is needed.

So far, cellulose nitrate

has been used experimentally and although this
be cast
is by no means a gDod dielectric, it can
from solvents which do not attack the polystyrene.
By building up multi-layers, say ten, it is
possible to strip off the substrate as the dielectrios are strong enough in the form of

By this technique
linaa to support themselves.
capacitors of
to producevolume.
it should be possible per
unit
very high capacitance

As the range of plastic dielectrics is
constantly being extended there may be improved
materials suitable for making thin fils with
together
higher permittivity and heat resistance
Prom the so-called
with freedom from pinholes.
inorganic polymers such as boron and phosphorus
a substrate
nitri&d it may be possible to produce
but with
suitable for use in evaporating plants,
improved moulding, shaping and machining
In this respect, the military
properties.
may
demand for high temperature dielectrics
result in materials suitable for this new
technique, but so far in the United Kingdom
have been
experimental materials of this type
usage.
far too brittle for serious

to hold
On the whole, plautics do not seem

except as an
much promise for these technlques
components
interim measure for use in separate
are made
until such time as all the components
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in situ on a substrate which itself forma an
integral
part of the sub-unit.
7.

T1 PPMARATI

cp UA =C FILMS

The choice between magnetio fils
of metal
or Of ferrite is in favour of the former becauae
they have superior pbysioal properties and they
are easier to evaporate as an alloy.
It is reported (3)that the following
comparison may be made between the oharaoteristion Of ferrite and metal magnetic files,difficult
Ferite
Metl film
FerriteMetal

Speed of
Spedto
Drive Power
Repetition
rate

Physical size

1United
I U,
bw MA into 50
ohms (valve)
500 ka/s

by, o

Ad o

wil be o

mortnerous.

Printed circuits, envisaged over ten years
ago, azw only just colmn into service, and their
acceptance by military departents is by no mans
oertain in the United Kingdom even now.
There is
widespread suspicion that the printed circuit is
only a manufacturing device that offers nothing
There is
in reliability or serviceability.
ertAinnl3y som justification for the latter
belief beeause the printed wiring unit is very
to repair and requires new techniques
policy
servicemen.
th part of
ammilitary
sub-unit
with anotherThe
instead
on
of replacin

3 X 10 z

of repairing is not widely aocepted in the
Kingdom, particularly by the Royal Navy,
who take the view that because of limited storage

40 ,A into 5
ohms(transistor)

space it in essential to be able to replace every
smal oomponent part of electronic equipment used
on shipso
A further consideration is one of economios.

5 NW/7

In a recent technical article the statement was

Itilar

Similar

Both have rectangular hysteresis loops and are
suitable for use in memory planes,
Woat of the films consist of nicke2/iron in
the ratio of 8 : 2 evaporated on to a subatro.te
heated to 3000 in a magnetio field of about
Eddy current losses axe high for a
50 cerated.
thirnesa exceeding a micron or so, and interferwnce betweon opposite domain walls can occur
if the thickness falls as low as about 1 11 the
usual thickness is between 300 and 1000 *
Crucibles of silica are used, but a big problem
is in maintaining the purity of the deposited
film because, as is well known, iron is very
sensitive to minute traces of silicon.
Attempts are being made to deposit a conducting laver on top of the magaetio film with
an intervening layer of an insulant, but so far
great difficulty has been experienced with
pinholes.
To be able to produce a complete memory dovice by deposition would be a tremendous advance
over the painstaking method of ferrite-oore
threading practised at present, and tkere is the
additional advantae that the speed of Operation
is m Oh improved by keeping down the lengths of
conductor.
8.

be assumd that them same conditions will be
applied
- J udge
to
:ifmioro-adniaturised
past experienc in circuits
anthn
indeed, to

CONSTRUCTICT OF STB-UNITS

After many years experience it is still
difficult to obtain components which pass the
arduous spe(%fications set by Military and
Governvent dopartments, particularly under
It must
conditions of shock and vibration.

made that it is possible to pack lO semiconductor circuit eleients in a volu e of one
cubic inch.
Assuming the cost of each element
to be a dollar=, then a throw-away unit valued
at U00 dollars is quite uneonomic.
It may
be poossible to build in a reliability factor far
greater than any to date, but this is very
In the meantime, it must be assumed
difficult.
that the individual parts may fail and so either
the sub-unit must be cheap enough to be thrown
away or simple enough to repair. If rmde along
the lines disoussed, using high stability
components, it is unlikely that this latter
alternative can be achieved, which means that
efforts must be made to obtain far greater
reliability.
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Figure 1. - Comparison between active and nonactive volume of typical components.
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Laurel H, Mawxell,

David N'. Freifelderf and Philip J. Franklin

alsnond Ordnance Fuze Laboratories, Washington 25, D. C.
2

" icroriniature ceramic capacitors having a capacitance of about 1 .fd/in
and losses of 3 to 5% have been made from a very thin layser of material consisting predominately of barium titanate. The units were made by: (1) casting
a thin film by a doctor-blade technique, (2) sintering a plate cut from this
film, (3) reducing in hydrogen to make the plate semdconduntng, (4) reoxidizing
the surfaces while firing-on the silver electrodes to farm an insulating dielectric, and (5) cutting the plate into 0.1-inch squares.
Fabrication conditions were chosen to create the best comprotise among the several desired
properties, i.e. low loss, Ihigh capacitance, and high percentage of usable
units.
The leakage resistance of the units was found to be voltage dependent
and at voltages of about two volts and below was of the order of several
megohmas at higher voltages it dropped rapidly to the kilohm range.
The loss
showed a sharp increase above two volts.
The capi.uitance was moderatoly
temperature-end-voltage dependent although the curves showed no sharp peaks.
Other electrical characteristics and suggested inprovements are also described.

7

iNTRODUCTION
Iacrohniature electronic circuit packages
require physically snal capacitors having
capacitance values in the range of their
larger counterpart s.
In a capacitor of snll
volume,
the capacitance nay be made large either
by reducing the thicloaess of the unit or by
employing as the dielectric a material of
extremely high dielectric constant.
Clearly,
the maximum capacitance would result if both
of these methods were used simultaneously,
that is, if a very thin film were forned from
a high-dielectric-constant material.
Barium titanate (aTiO,)
is a ferroelectric aterial
having an Ixtremey
dielectric constant, Ca. 10- a 2

high dilcti

cepretant,

cu. 1ar0-e

The dielectric constant is, unfortunately,
temperature dependent, exibiting at the Curie
point (12C*C) nore than a tenfold increase
over its value at 25*C.
Various additives,
such as strontiiu
titanato, can be use-I to
lower the Cnrie temprature to as low as-200°C(2

)

even though it has a high dielectric constant,
is useless as a dielectric because it is very
conductive. However, if the reduced material
is fired briefly in air, a very thin film of
unreduced titanato should be formed on its
surfaces since the missing oxygen atms responsible for the lattice defects uould be
The body of the
replaced in the structure.
be a conductor and would conunit would still
sequently act like a small series resistance.
Two electrodes placed on the surface films
The entire unit
would complete the capacitor.
would be relatively thick compared to the
thickness of the actual capacitive layer. A
nodel of such a unit can be found in Figure 1.
R, reprcsents the series resistance due to the
resistivity of the inner semiconductor and
reitac
due
o tthe
due to
R represents the parallel resistance
rgsistivity of the reoaxdizod files.

SILVER--\

and thus rcloU:ato the strong tempera:turedependence to a position outside thi range of
nonral operating te.Mpratures.
are earth
oxides also have a rfa ked effect on the dielectric properties
.
arium titanate has

dielectric loss of 2 to 3%which Is slightly

higher than that of most other materials in use
althLough losses ca, ' dirdInishod by special
firing techniques
4.
When heated at hirh teMeratures in a reducing atnosphiem, the TiU ion in the aTiO3

p
REDUCED MAEIA

z

R
C
INSULATING

Rp

FILMS

3+

is reduced to T1
by removal of an oxygen
atom.
This reduced titanate has a very high
dielectric constant and is a semiconductor due
to the loosely bound
3actrons resu.lting from
3+
the lattice defects fu.
-is,
the 1
+
io. can be thought oi as a Ti1 ion plus an
electron. Under the influence of an electric
field, this electron can move along the

Figures 2.-Physical and electrical models of
layerized high-dielectrionatant capacitors.
a
the losses of the layerized capacitors would
be of three types
(1) intrinsic or polari-

lattice from. ore reduccd ion to an adjacent
unreduced site rcsulting in the latter beccr-g a reduced site.
The reduced materlal,

zation loss which is due to the nature of the
dipolar structure of the film and is independent of the film thickness, (2) parallel
loss which is due to the leakage resistance of

*present address: University of Chicago, Graduate School.

the flm and increases -ith decreasiaL thickness
of the film, and (3) series loss which results

ate Shool
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from the resistivity of the inner aeniconductor
and from the resistance of the electrodes them.selves.
i.electric ccnstant,k,is nornwl.y calculated
for a parallel plate capacitor using the formula
X tC/ 0.225 A, where t is the thickness in
inches, C is the capacitance in mieromicro
farads, and A is the area in square inches. For
true dielectric consant, the actual thickn~ess
of the insulating layer is used for t. When the
site of capacitive action and the associated
thickness are not knc'.in exactly, an effective
dielectric constant is often obtained by using
the total thickness of the unit for t.Effoctive
dielectric constant is not used in +his work.
In 19hi6, the -HerleeCorporation Wreported work on Utra-high-dialectric-constant"
materials. A ceramic having a BaTi03 base was
reduced in city gas which contains carbon
monoxide to obtain. units reported to have an
effective dielectr-ic constant of 125,000 toA
175,000 and a loss of appranimately fifty percent. These units were not reoxddized and
their high dielectric constAnts are characteristic of materials containing conducting
particles.

Wentworth in 19147 produced h'igh-diolectricconstant but lossy natoricle by a carbon monad dA iv-duction. of flaT0. ceramics containing
other tiLtanatos, zirc.'2.~s, and antimony
oxi~des (7).
Other units, siilar to those to be described in this report, hav been made by
Onondaga Pottery Company 1.) who reduced theo
titanate ,rith carbon monoxi~de and reoxddized
it when fiing-on
ahsilver electrodes in air,
Ropand Butler (9)uin carbon as a reucng
aentanp
'i
sive sn
nlcrds deeopedn
agenit andcfi
eivr
as
aerdaelod
production of a casorcial unit (10, having a
capacitance of about four ricrofarads pTmri
square inch. Rcocnt work by floup and kilby(ll)
3e~inea
usin
ar wafle--srfacd
hyrocn
usn
yrogulen nt it aae
surflce hpihen
haacrstned inrunits artha. silhge
capaitace
uit aea.during
pr
Thcse camiercial units are, however, not
avallable in the sizes and shapes required for
the wsork in process st MGeD..wa ~Cance Fuz
L9aratories CDOFL), Therefore, it was neces-TalI.-C
sary to fabricato usable units and study the
effects of processing variables on the propertics of the units.
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The resin solution consisted of:

Glyceroj ester of hydrogenated
resins
15
On~
1bthyl abictatc
15
Cm
Ethyl cellulose
6
GM
tmy~nphthaeJ~nea
5.2
nl
Fatty acid csters of' hexitol
a)die1.0
ml.
Di.ethyl oxalate
1.8 T4.
Toluene
65.2
ml
A portion of the mil~led material was poured
onto a plate MI~g. 2A) having edges raised 0.024

4i
Figure 2.-Apparatus for casting and drying thin
ceramic films: (a) plate, (b) doctor bld, end
(c) removal knifs.
inch above theI flat Surface. A straight-cricod
blad, (nig. 213) was draimn along the raised cdCges
of the plate forming wet film of the desired
thiickness. Kot watcr Passing through copper
tubing attached to the bottom of the plate
heated it from below swrhile an infra-red lamp
eght inches above the plate heated it from
above. After fiftoon rinutec, the lamp wa~s renovod and cold !rotor iras ruan throughi the coppcr
tu
eovbybning.
Me
efimrahin
ooblae (Fig.2c
a eoe
ypsin
hnbae'i.C
beti-een it and tho plate. Tis dried fil2r uas
flexi~ble sheet 0.012 inch in thickness and
*.as cut into 7/16-inch squares. 3quares of
larger size wrer impractical due to crcking
sintering, a result of non-uniform
sihrinkage.
The various cercrdtc powder mixtures that wocre
prepared arc listed in Table 1.
poion f onutos
ffruain
opsto
TbeI
Formulation
Composition
tBa~iO.3
8

1.

C.aZrO3

Formulating of specinens

Thin-film snecinens uore prepared by a
doctor-blade technique as follows. Cora'nic
?0.fders were combined to make a :-.ixture having
a. total weight of fifty Crams and then were
ncled trithi thc materials listed belov and
Cround overnight in a ball mill.
Liatyl Oellesolve

Toluene
2ecsin solution

10%0

3
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Table III

Firing procedure

The 7/16-inch squares were fired thre
to sinter, second to reduce, and
times; first
third to apply electrodes and recxidize the
surfaces of the bodies.
A. Sintering. - The 7/16-inch squares
were stacked between platinm separators and
a small amount of 100-mesh ZrO2 powder was
sprinkled between the platinum and ceroic to
Stacks were fired in a0
prevent sticking.
platinum wound furnace for 1 hour at 135C C.

Effect of reducing in wet vs. dry hydrogen on
the capacitance per unit area and dissipation
factor of layerized reduced titanate capacitoria)

Hydrogen

Loss,
%

Capacitance/area,
pfd/in

y

0.484

Reducing. - The seplos were placed on

0.50

2.5

ZrO2 bats and reduced in a dry hydrogen
atosphere. To determine optimum. time and
temperature for the reduction process,sanplo3
of formulation DA were fired at each of four
temperatures for periods of 10 and 60 rinutes.
'csaulte of electrical mazurements on these
spcinons after procesainE are given in Table
II.
Tbst specimens .zero fired for ton
ninutos at 1200C, cooled in about five
minutes tcbela 3000C and then remioved from the
furnace.
Tio specimens looked black or blueIn Table III, samples
black at this stage.
fired in dry hydrogen are compared eleetrically with sanples fircd in hydrogen wetted
by bubbling thxou.i[ irater.

0.54
0.55

2.3
2.6

0.094
0.099
0.098
0.12
C.10

9.1
11.4
9.3
11.3
9.6

3.

Table UI
Effect of various reducing times and temperatuxes on the capacitance per unit area and the
dissipation fa tnr of layerized reduced titanate capacitorsa)
Reduction
temperature,
0C
1100

i

O0

1300

1400

(a)Foruation RA
°
Sintered 60 minutes at 1350 C.
Reduced 10 minutes at 12000 C.
Electrodes fired 2 minutes at 8000 C.
C. Electrode application and reoxidation
of surfaces. --Gold or silver electrodes we used n
Gold electrodes were vacuim desamples.
posited in place writhout resorting to glowSilver electrodes were
discharge cleaning.
apolied either by brushing or by screening a
tlhin layer of silver paint onto the ceramic.
After aiplyinL the silver paint to each side
of tha ceramic, it was dried for a few minutes
at IJ*C until it was not tacky and the units
Uere then placed on 20-mesh ZrO2 Lcains on a
small steatitc plate.
time,
In order to detcrmine optimum irig
both at 700* and 500*C, in a furnace having an
air atmosphere, sixteen reduced 7/16-inch

Time,
mln.

Capacitance/area,

10

0.34
0.37

2.6
1.7

60

0.42

1.8

0.54

2.2

10

0.46

2.0

60

0.59
0.46

1.7
1.7

_O

0.59
0.51

2.0
2.0

allowed to slide onto a cool surface of insulating stabilized zirconia brick.

60

0.4-

1.7

3.

-0

0.41

2.8

After application of electrodes, the 7/16inch sqares formed by the doctor blade tech-

0.39

3.0

rique were cut to 0.1-inch squares by a method

0.40

3.4

.fd/i.

60
(a)For=riation BA.

Los;
%

Wet

s'

ver paint electrooes

f-red for 2 minutes at 800* C.

squares were fired at various tines fron 1.5
to 8 minutes. The results of electrical
neasurements on those specimens, after cutting
smaller size, as described in the
to still
next section, are given in Table TV and Table
V; the specific firing conditions in each
experiment are indicated in the footnotes of
each table. 11hon the sp-cirens were removed
from the firnace, the s.all fired squares wore

Cutting to size

analogous to that used to cut glass. Half of
it was ruled .ith
the unit waS suppcrted. l
a scribe having a tungsten carbide tip so that
the scratch w:as in line -rith the edge of the
support.
Press'-,e vas then exerted doxmward on thc unsvppor-ed half.
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Table IVTalV
Effect Of varying the f trig time at 700 *C. on
the capacitance per unit area ad the disia
tion fMror of layerized reduced titanate capacitors a ; silver paint electrodes.

Effect of varying the firing time at 800* C. 0n
the capacitance per unit area and the dissipation factor of layerized reduced titanate caps-

Sample

Sample
No.

Time,

Capacitaoce/area,
N. mn

Loss,

citorokal; silver paint electrodes.

f/nf%1

Time,
m.

Oapacitance/area,
pfd/in

1.5

2.6

18.5

2

2

2. 2

36.0

3

3

1.7
o .96

8.3
3.1
23.0
24.7

4
5

0.67
0.86
0.6
0.67
0.66

6

0.58

7

0.56

1

1.5

51.7

6

2. P
71.3

34.3

A.

A.21P118
8
9

2

1.6
2.3

101.9
1.9
2.0

12

2

13
14

4

1.5
0.88

150.01
160.86

17

-

Av.

2.9
2.9
.

10
11
12

0.50
0.51
0.46

2.9
2.4
2.4
2.2

0.49

2.5

14
15

0.35
0.34
0.383.

2.0
2.1

16
17

0.33
03

0013
42.6
2.7
2.7
10.4

i4.6

0. (-6Z

3.1
:.(b)

18.1
8.5
11.3
P3. 3

10.7
38.8

20

2

0.55
0.50

0.69
1.2

18

2-.6

9

Av 1.01
6

1 2 4 ()
37.
6 (b)

38.8

A,.
Av

M

Less,
%

4

Av.

12.
1 (b)

0.352.

18
19

4.25

0.28
0.28

2.0
2.0

20
21
22
23
24
25

8

0.222.
0.18
0.20
0.19
0.20
0.24

.3.6
2.9
2.8
2.8
2.7

0.20

2.9

5.82.

0.95

41.1

0.86

24.1

(a) Formulation BA, film specimenr, 0.1.-inch
squjares.
Xll samples reduced in dry hydrogen
for ten m~autes at 1200' C.

Tiusting
A corneorcia capacitance brides was used at
one-volt peak voltago anid at one kilocycle for

deter 11entions of capacitance and dissipation
-actor. T1horosulto of thseras remntq for
ea-cl -formulation can be found In Table VI.
There was no (10 bias across the '-nit exccrt
wheAn leakage resistanco and capacitance as
functions r'f do w.oltage urere rmaniued. To
nvazare leakcaLe rcoistanco, a da power supp~ly
was uonnected to the capacitor in series ilth1
an uiltra-sensitive n7icrowmreter.
The voltage
-across thle unit r= road on a vacuz tube volt:Intcr havinr an innu"t e'ajistxnce of 11 m.,C:o:-aeo
andl t-h rosistanmce was calculated from Ch-'s
-law.
A p)lot of lei :aCe resitanco vcrs,.s dc
,oltaGe for ti-o cpcirer made fromi forrm-

Av.

(a) Formulation BA, film specimens 0.1-inch
squares. AUi samples reduced in dry hydrogen
for 10 minutes at 1200' C.
(b) These values were not included in the

averages Rince these units would normally be
rejected for use in an actual circuit.

lation 2k can ba found in .77u. 3. Tho effect
of variation of voltage o-n the reinistance was
Cetentinod by nrnnsua-lng tlu resistance first
at one volt, then at a sICsoWhat higher - 'oltacc,
he
anatone volt, sad then at a voltaGe
Creator than t-he previous nricc.eu=.
This prooCCULe was continued to nine volts2 e ach time
rcturning to one volt after the increase. The
resUltsq of t]iosc mcazurcnents are Given in

3
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Table VI
Effect of additives on the capacitance and loss
of layerized reduced titanate capacitors at
1 kc.
Type

Additive

Capacitanc5/area,
gfd/in

Loss,
%

106.
0

BA

BB

BC

3D

None

CeA

8m203

"d2 03

0.48
0.59
0.50
0.54

4.1
2.4
2.5
2.3

1.1
1.0
1.1
0.9

3.6
3.2
7.6
3.2

0.82

2.7

0.76
0.87
1.)

2.9
2.8
3.0

.4
1.1
1i.i
1.0

4.5
7.0
4.5
11.6

0
U
2

-

I-(

LA
-j
101

103
0

BE

La2 0.

i.1

4.2

1.2

4.1

1.0
1.0

4.1
7.3

6

Effect of increasing voltage pretreatmente on
leakage resistance at one volt.

4000

4.

1,000

2

iLooo -

Type BC

.. 000D
IL

Resistance,
megouhm
10

Volts

Resistance,
megohm

-

*

02

1

10

3
9

SDoo

4.8
I
5.8

3
1
5
6.2

8
0.7

.o

7

0.03

7

0.6

1
8

0.03

0.01

1
8.2

5
0.5

1

0 .03

1

4

1

CAPACITANCE

."

3
6
0.06
1
0.06

3

10

APPLIED VOLTAGE, VOLTS

Table VII

Volts

8

Figure 3.-Resistance as a function of applied do
voltage for layertzed capacitors of type BA.

Sintering conditions -- 1 hour, 13500 C.
Reducine conditions -- 10 minutes, 15,100
C.
Reoxidation conditions -- 2 minutes, 800 C.

Type BA

4

2

I

,ooo

0
0

,

A

0£

WAS
,V-

5

6

1

,,t . VOLS

9

0.01

Figurs 4.-Capacitance and loss as a function of

1

0.2

dc volt-age for layerized capacitors or" type BD.
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Table U in the order in which they were deternined. When capacitance and loss as a function
of dc voltage wore measured, the power supply
and a large inductor in series were placed
across the unit. The purpose of the inductor
was to prevent the bridge from being loaded by
the bias supply. The results of these measurements on a unit of type D can be found in Flg.

REDUCE
O-

20o-

11.
The specimens were placed in an insulated
box for measurement of the effects of tenperature on the electrical parameters. A fan
circulated air over snail pieces of dry ice to
cool tl-e test chaber to about -h0C. To raise
the temp-=ture,waarm air obtained from a heater
contained in a separate conpartnent was circu-

lated through the box. The ambient temperature
of the test bax was controlled automatically
by a thermocouple attached to the heater control. The capacitors were mounted on a ceramnic
plate by means of a conducting plastic cement( TZ
and embedded in an epoy rosin to prevent condensed water vapor fron shorting the uni-ts.
The loads were attached -rithin the box to electrodes which stre connected externally to the
neasurir circuits. Ite results of the temperature study can be found in Figure 5 which

4o-

-O

*4 -e

0

2

?EPRfM.

Figure 6.-Percent charge
duced and unreduced type
function of temperature,
itance calculated from a

4

Go

0

too

*

of capacitance of ro33 capactors as a
percent change of ca8Pc0
reference point at 25 C.

tOnL

T

Ve

B-A

6o -

B

[RECORDER

11C

40 -

a

t

at

---

7.-lest circuit for continuous seesure'Ont
of do resistance as a function of time.

&o- '*..Figure
o..cC..-...

e
-,

/0

-

/
'4
60

.- 0-I
-0

4
-40

dana&ing
the instrument
rickup
wheneverlits
the
unit
was removed
fron thcbytest
circuit.
linted all measurnents to sli~tly less than

.

2

-0

I

0
0

5

to

I

I

0

6

41300

107 ohws.

I

ICapacitance

TEMPERATURE.
'C

Figure 5.-Ircent change of capacitance of all
formulations as a function of temperature, percent change of capacitance calculated from a
reference point at 250Ce
indicates percentage chax c of capacitance a
a function of temperature for all formulations,
agure 6 shows the sane measurements made on
both a reduced and an unreduced sample of
formulation 33.
asistance as a function nf Line at constant
do voltage was measured -ith an automatic
voltage recorder using the circuit shown in
Figure 7. The resistor R uas adjusted to bring
the indicator to the region of the scale where
the deflection .ras at a maxLrw., and tbcn was
asistors of kno-m.
not changed during a rnu.
value were substituted for the tcst unit to
calibrate the chart.
7
A 10 -oir -musis or was pnentanently connected
across the canacitor bcLnu tested to avoid

of tirethe(acing)
a function
vas
," determined as
aimiply
ly meastuing
capacitwice -sf a Given unit at Pi wocibed tines up to
hours.

Capacitance and loss of several capacitors
cut from the edges of the 7/16-inch squares are
shown in the upper half of Table VIII. After
abrading the edges of the capacitors, the sam
electrical properties are sholn in the lower
half of Table VIII.
Table VIII
Effect of abrading away the sides of edge pieces
from a 7/16-inch-square of a type BA layerized,
reduced titanote capacitor
Conittion of
capacitor
Before abrasion

Capacitance/area
Iifd/in

Loss,

1
2
3

0.60
0.88
0.92

18.8
30.6
34.5

1
2
3

0.55
0.49
0.51

2.6
2.6
6.6

Unit
No.

After abraslnr.
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To deternine whether the capacitanoe in a
volume or surface phemnon and to estimate
the thickness of the surface laer, one eleo-

trode and adjacent cddized surface were re-

moved by abrading with 600-mesh oarbcrundn on
a glass plate. An electrode was than put on
the exposed face both by vacunum deposition and

by painting on an air-dry silver paint. Elec-

trical measurements were then conducted on the
speoimens. Results are discussed below.
Several units were embedded in an epcy

resin and a cross section was out with a saw.
The surface was polished with fine emery and
examined under a fifty-power binocular microscope with redected light.

DISCUSSION
It was found that capaoitore with a high
capacitance-to-volume ratio could be produced
from ceramic formlations consisting pred2inately of aTi03 by sintering, reducing, and

die'ectrio properties. Apparently the conalotivity increases rapidly early in the re-

duotion atop so that further treatmesnt produces

no real Improvement.

It is i

mportant that the

reduced units be cooled in the bdroen atmsphere and not be permitted to core ir contact
with oxygen until near room temperature. If

these precautions ae not observed, mncon-

trolled reoxidation will occur.
Table III gives soe representative values
for the finished capacitms which were reduced

in both wet and dry hydrogen.

The lower capaci-

tance and higher loss of the wet-bydrogen-type
oaared with that of the dydrogen-type
suggests that the receddized layer of the
former type is thicker and that the series loss
his effect can be explained by
is
greater.
means
of the following well known reaction
between titanriu dioxde (CL0 2 ) and hydrogent
2TiO2 + H2 -9 T2

+ H

2
When a crystal of the oxide is exposed to hydro-

reciddising whie firing-on silver paint else-

gen, the entire crystal isnot converted to

trodes in air. Gold electrodes applied by
vacuum deposition did not produce capacitors

T1203 (which n.ay bO written TiO
gradually loses coxyen atoms a

Noither gold nor silver reacts chemically with

The rondiintivity of the reduced material L%2"

but instead yielded low-value resistors.

the ceramie. It is unlikely that the glass
particles in the silver paint had any effect,

5) but rather
passes through

such non-stoichiometric structures as TiO

creases with increasing renoval of oxygen. Although Ti0 2 does not exist as such in the crys-

since the paint normally produces low-resistane
bends, or that the organic hinder in the paint
had anr effect because it would be completely
ombusted. Therefore, the differences between
the capacitors bearing the two different types
of electrodes must have resulted from the fact
that the application of the silver electrodes
required heating of the material. It was
found that the reduced ceramic could be reoxidized throughout its volume by continuous heating in air for about 15 minutes at temperatures
suitable for electrode firing.
It was concluded that the process of fIin
the electrodes resulted in formation of a thin
film like the original unreduced ceramic, and
having a high dielectric constant, and that it
was this thin insulating film that became the
capacitor dielectric. It is of interest that
no previous theory has been found in the literature that explained the capacitive action of
reduced titanate capaLtors by means of such a
recadized layer. However, the presence of
such a film wan1d permit an explanation of the
properties of the capacitor, in particular the
frequency dependence, by raq
of the early
theories of J. C. Maxwell 13 and K.W.Wagnr ( 1)
which treated the capacitance of multilayered
dielectrics. When the units with gold elec-

tal lattice of barium titannte, the renoval of
oxygen atoms by the hyfurogen gaswith the resultant formation of water, is still the essence
of the reduction process. At high temperatures
the above reaction is knotn to be reversible
with equilibrium lying to the ri-ht. If water
is removed by constantly flushing the system
with fresh hydrogen, the reaction will go to
completion to the right. However, if the hydrogen is wet, the equlibrim is reached with loss
of the reduced titanate present, i.e. with less
oxygen removed from the lattice. This means
that the conductivity of the reduced material is
lower and increases the serics resistance and
hence the loss of the unit. Since there is no:
partially reoxidized,i.., incompletely reduced,
material on the surface, the reoxidation that
occue &UA
inL firinjg of the electrodes produces
a thicker insulating layer. This decreases the
capacitance as was observed. The increase in
parallel resistance due to the greater thicless
is, however, ovrehadowd hy the increase in
series resistance and the net loss would increase as observod.
Using the fonxrula fe: capacitance of a
parallel plate conderser, and assuming that the
dielectric cons ant OF the layer is several
thouas2. -athicloios fc- the reoxidized surface

trodes appliod by vacuum deposition were sub-

layer of about one tcth, to one h-alf mil is obtained. This is in afrocnent with the amount of
,aterial which uiut
h'oabraded away to remove
one of tne series capacitances.
However, exanination j rcflectcd li:ht
under a fifty-power
microscope sholts no filn of this thickness. It
is conceivable that the film cannot be seen by
reflected light. Iz, is also possible that the
film is thinner and the dielectric constant
lower than expected or that no well-defined layer
exists. That is, t:e la;.tr would gradually

sequently fired for 1.5 minutes at 700*C., high
capacitance and low loss resulted, as expected.
For the capacitor to have low series resistance, the inner layer of reduced titanate
should have high conductivity. Since the conductivity is a result of the reduction process,
there should be an optimum reduction time and
temperature. From Table II it can be seen that,
over a broad range of reduction temperatures and
times, there is no detectable differiwe in

IAMUL H.
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merge into the conducting body of the
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uit.

since the capacitance and also the loss due

MOMJZIN

unsaturated structuresm,

atmospheric

c~gon form

which in the presence o

polymers at room

to leakage resistance are a function of the thickness of the film and, therefore, of the Lime
during which the film is being formed, it was
necessary to determine the optimum firing time.
From° Table V it can be seen that two minutes at
8W0 C. gives high capacitance without excessive
loss. The magnitude of the loss of the poorer
units is of no real consequence since these units

Xhese polymers are quite involatemperature.
tile and at 700* C. they would tend to char
rather than burn away. The rei:u.t is that
probably the silver and the ceramic face would
be covered iith films of hiph polymeric carboCarbon has been used by -oup
naceous reidues.
It 3a
and ButlertJlt reduce the titanates.
clear thatin the presence of the carbon and

was chosen for a circuit. L hi.h percentage of
rejects is obtained with a firing time of 1-1/2
minutes with only a 20% increase in capacitance
above that obtained by firing for 2 minutes.
Therefore, on an economic basis, the two-minute
Table 1 infiring time is more advantageous.
ataeosTae can be
adv the
a
is
firing tmeat700
dicates that at 7000 C.* the capacitance can be

film is severely hampered. Table 1V indLcatea
that increasing the time to eight minutes still
does not improve the situation. However, it is
well known that the time required to remove
polymers by combustion at elevated temperatures
is often much longer. The question then is
why the turpentine does not seem to interfere
h
x
t80C
r
ie
h
nt
we

nore than three times as reat although this is
at the expense of higher loss. For example, of

when the units are fired at 800* C. Te exder C., most
planaton is,doubtless that at

would be rejected from the lot before a capacitor

the polymers films, formation of the reoxidized

the twenty units listed in Table V only six have
have
thesc six units
10% and
a lose of less " than
btaned
moe
eqal o tat
caacianc
narl
a capacitance more nearly equal to that obtained

undergo
of these high polymerster to
rather than thermal decomplete combustion
gradation. In any event,at 800* C. the reducirg
carbon and the polymer sludge are not present

it
u
capacitance
nut
is clcar that if a hig
desired, it could be made at the lower temperature although the material waste would be greater.
The hi h loss for all rejects examined has been

on the ceramic face and proper oxidation occurs.
From this discussion it can be seen that
reoxidation conditions are critical and may not
remain constant from one batch to another.

found to be due to decreased lcakage resistance.
Units having a loss of 25% or Greater invariably
had a resistance of less than 100 kilohms at
1-1/2 voltni that of the normAl units with lower
loss was usually on the order of several megohlm.

When difficulty is experienced, it is suggested
that the optimum firing conditions be
determined.
It was likely that each unit consisted of
two capacitors, since both sides of the plate

A very significant observation was made
Before any systematic
from these experiments.
experiments were performed to determine
optimum firing conditions, the units were always fired at 700* C. for 1-1/2 minutes. These
conditions were employed for -eversl months with
groat success although Table]Y indicates that
difficulty should have been experienced. In
order to understand this anomaly it should
be realized that a high temperature is refirst
qired for reoddation and thatwhen the unit

with the conductor between them (FIgure 1).
To verify this, one of the silver electrodea
of the surwas ground awayremoving as little
face as possible.
The aim was to eliminate
the insulatin layer. A gold electrode was
The cathen vacuum deposited onto this side.
pacitance was reneasured and was found to be
if
one of
be
expected
nearly doubled,as would
w
uivusred.
two equal capacitors in seiieb
Table VI shws the effect of various ad-

is placed in the furnaceit is at room temperature. It is to be expected that a thermal in(the ceramic) and a thermal reflector
sulator
(the silver) will not equilbriate with the
furnace very rapidly. In additon, the solvent
in the silver paste must evaporate and, n so
It was found that when
doingcool the sample.
d sample was placed in a fure
a ilverd redu
ifteen-seco
for a series of f
nace at 7sled
or no rexidation occurred,
exposures, little
as evidenced by no decrease in conductivity ,

ditives on the capacitance and lwu measured
The spread of values for supposedly
at 25" C.
still besufficiently
units is cannot
identical
effect
made to the great
that a statement
that one additive produces a substantially
greater increase than another. H evera valid
conclusion is that the capaoitanve can be increased considerably by addition of rare earth
creded to the oribinal mixture.
Since in some circuit applications, a capacitor as a d volta e across it, the effect

From this the conclusion arises that more than
fifteen seconds is required for the unit to
ihis
temperature.
attain the reoxidation
tuse was increased by the addition of excess
solvent to the silver pastec
of the proe
It was found that
ots
cedure that had been chanled at the time u
C. had
ceuld no longer e fabricated at 7ei

of this voltage on the unit must be determined.
Figure 3 indicates the effect of this voltage
on the leakage resistance.
nonare immediate
definitely observation is that the units The
ohmic.
The graph ive data on only t o satpl
There is much individual vaiation but the
dvty
of alternating flat and sharpl:;
Gener ino
It
deopping regions is characteristic of all.

been that the silver paste had been diluted with
turpentine. Although it has not yet been
proven, it is suggested that this step was the
source of the liffic-jlty. Turpentine contains
among other things significant amoiunts of

is thought that these drops are due to a succession of partial dielectric breakdowns or pinhole
formation in the insulating film.
It has been observed that the leakage of a
sarple depends to a great extent upon its elec-

are reoxidized in scries with each other, and
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trical history. Table VII indicates for two
different samplos that the resistance does not

he variation of capacitance with time with
no applied voltage (aging) was found to be 2-3 %

return to its low-voltage value after a.high
voltage has been applied; that is, the unit is
not only non-ouic but also not reversible.

per decade. This followed the typical exponential decroese with the most rapid decrease occurring df- mg the first few hours after the

the capacitance of one of the 0.1-inch-square
units was in az.vay dependent upon the part of
7/16-inch square from which it came. It was
found that edge pieces from the larger sqiare
were considerably more lousy than those in the
body of the square. It was found that often in
the silvering operation some of the silver
slipped around the edge and had shorted the
units. However, there were many cases in which
no silver on either side of the larger square
reached the edge and the loss of these edge
units was still excessive. In such cases the
high loss was usually acompanied by higher
capacitance than normal. It was found that if
the edge of the unit was abraded away, the los
and capacitance assumed the normal values. Table VIII shows the capacitance and loss of
th'-e svinh unite before end after abrasion. No
explanation has as yet been given for this
pheroenon. It is recommnded that for production purposes the edge pieces be made very narrow
and discarded.
Figure 4 illustrates the dependence of capacitance on voltage for a single typical unit.
The details of the curve vary from sample to
sawple but the sudden increase in loss and the
continual capacitance decrease arc characteristic. No explanation has been given yet for
the general shape nf the curve.
The temperature-capacitance characteristics of units contaLning various additives can
be seen in Figure 5 which shows the percentage
change of capacitance from the room-temperature
value as a function of temperature. The material with no additives, M, shows the least
variation. Of the additives, CeO produced the
least change. Although for most urposes a
perfectly flat cuave would be ideal, it ,hould
be noted that a controlled amount of temperature
dependence can be obtained by proper choice of
additives. Such elements may be useful in
special applications.
Figure 6 ndicates the percentage change of
capacitance as a function of temperature for the
formulation containing CeO2 . If the insulating
layer is unreduced titanate as has been proposed
then it would be expected that the ;r~es for
the unreduced and for the reduced and recxidizod
specimens would be identical. The close similarity indicates that the hypothesis 3r- probably
correct. T1he difference between the two curves
is possibly due to interfacial polarization.
Any usable capacitors must 'e relatively
stable with tine. The resistance of several
units was observed at cornstant voltage for as
long as eighteen hours. It was found that, up
to two-volts bias, thr :-akage resistance never
dropped below one megohn. For higher values, up
to 4.5 volts, the leakage resistance often droppad to as low as 200 kilobms.

terials used and of the phenomena .mclved in
the production techniques described above are
There is same evidence
being continued.
that the sintering operation may be unnecessary
and that sufficient sintering can occur during
the reduction process provided that the temperature is raised to approximately 31400 C. It
is also poseible that chemical recodation and
subsequent chemdca, deposition of eloctrodes
will produce units having greater uniformity.
Other additives rey.min to be tested, including
bismuth stannate which is known to flatten the
temperature-capacitance curve. It is known
also that titanium diexde can be rendered
semiconducting by addition of small tuantities
It is possible
of tri- and pentavalent oxides.
that the titanates can be siilarly affected by
The
antimonates, tungstates, and molybdate.
insulating film could then be formed by chemical removal of the accepter or donor atoms from
the surface of the plate. There is some evidence that the capacitance can be increased
substantially by roughening the surfaces of the
reduced unit before reoxidation, in so doing
increasing the effective surface area.

Sah variation does not seem to follow a regualar pattern and differs from one unit to another.
It was of interest to determine whether

temoerature of the unit was raised above the
Curie-ocint temperature.
Studies of the characteristics of the ma-

C0:ICLUSIC!JS
Zcro-iniature cecramic capacitors having a
capacitance of about l~fd/ine and losses of 3
to 5% have been made from a very thin layer of
natcrial consisting predominantly of BaTiO3 .
rere made by: (1) casting a thin
The unitd
film by a doctor-blade technique, (2) sinterlng
a plate cutL'rm this film, (3) reducing in
hydrogen to make the plate semi-cenducting, (4)
recocidizing the surfaces wlle firing-on the
silver electrodes to form an insulating ct-.
electric, and (5) cutting the plate into 0.1inch squares. The stop providing for surface
) was the most critical
roovdation (Step No.
and care in selecting the time and temperature
for t.is operation must be exercised.
of the strong vcltaLe dependence
lBcauaC
of the leakage resistance of these capacitors,
the recommended maxinum voltage rating is I
volts.
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A FAMILY OF STANDARD TRANSISTOR

SWITCHING

IRCUITS

Thomas A. Prugh
Diamond Ordnance Fuze Laboratories, Washington 25, D. C.
This paper describes the progress to date in designing a compatible set of
standard circuits for use in experimental breadboard systems. The circuits,
such as multivibrators, binar) counters and inverters, are simple building blocks
which can be interconnected to perform complex functions. The circuits, which
are shown in detail, are :'tat&,.e-&-u
i frequencies up to approximately
15 KC and temperatures up to 450 C. Design changes are presented for modifying the limits as may be required for a specific application. An electronic
timer is described which illustrates the use of the standard circuits to generate time intervals of 5, 10, or 15 seconds foUowing an initiating trigger.
Future effort will be directed toward adding additional circuits to the available types and obtaining more complete theoretical and experimental data an
present and newly added circuits.
(1) Inverter (IN)
INTRODUCTION
I
The Inverter circuit ) shown in Figure 1,
Standard circuits and modules are being
as its name implies, inverts the input sigincreasingly considered by the electronics
nal. For - 1.5 volts in, the output is 0;
industry. This interest is understandable
for 0 in, - 1.5 volts out. One inverter
when the amount of time spent in designing
stage can drive several other inverter
a given typq circuit over and over again is
stages or similar type loads.
added up. Also rrom the standpoint of mass
(2) Inverter LessLo&1 (INLL)
production a few widely applicable standard
circuits would permit low unit cost and high
A degenerate form of the Inverter is
reliability.
shown in Figure 2. The load resistor of
Tee microminiaturization program adds an
1 X ohm, normally found in the collector
additional incentive. As the circuits get
circuit, is omitted. This circuit is
smaller and are manufactured by printing or
used to couple a signal to a common
vacuum-deposition methods, the system deload resistor fed by several circuits.
signer will become primarily interested in
the functioning of logical blocks rather
(3) NOR
than the individual component part values.
(2
In order to achieve reliable building blocks,
The NOR circuit , 3) is similar to the
the circuit design can and should be conInverter except for the number of inputs.
sidered in detail only during the overall
The NOR shown in Figure 3 has two inputs.
design of the particular wafers or modules.
In principle, any number could be used.
These modules then are stocked as the smallIn practice, the two-input version is a
eat component to be handled in development
compromise between versatility and nonand production activities,
criticalness. The two-input NOR has many
In connection with research and development work of the Diamond Ordnance Fuze Laboratores, it has been found that the circuits
to be described are useful for rapid assembly
of working systems. The circuits are primarily of the low power level, information
handling type. Typical applications include
digital computing and timing operations. The
circuits are restricted to those uing the
transistor as an off-on or relay-type device.

similar logical properties to the twogrid pentode gating circuit. The logical
functicn performed by the NOR is shown
beside the schematic of Figure 3. When
neither A nor B is present an output
exists. The NOR is an elemental building
block. With one or more NOR circuits
all the logical functions including NOT,
AND, OR can be perfor.cd.
TABLE I

SPECIFIC CIRCUITS

LIST OF
The circuits are listed in Table I in the
order they will be discussed. The particular
circuit types were chosen, in part, because
they have been studied extensively. As a
result, detailed information is available or
calculable on the design, performance, and

limitations of the circuits.

Specific compo-

inent part values are shown in the schematics.
From the standpoint of presently used techniques of making r.ircminiature assemblies,
the resistor elements are the easiest to
hwidle. Accordingly the circuits are designed to use no inductors and as few
capacitors as possible.

0

CIRCUITS

Inverter

(IN)

Inverter Less Load
NOR

(INLL)

Flip-Flop

(NOR)

FF

Binary Counter

(BC and BCR)

Monostable Multivibrator
Free Running Multivibrator

(mV)
(FRMV)

Lamp Control
Pwer Switch

(LC)
(PS)
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(4)
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Flip-flop (FF)

A bistable circuit can be formed by connecting two Inverter cir?0ts together to form a

toggle or Fiip-Flop.

t

The schemaatic is shown

in Figure 4. Information can be coupled into
the Flip-Flop by connecting the collector of an
rKL circuit to one of the collectors of the
FF.
(5) Binary Counters (BC and BCR)
The Flip-Flop can be modified by the addition
of input pulse pteer4ng circuits to obtain a
Binary Counter 5, .)as shown in 7igure 5.
The added capacitors, diodes and resistors prcvide alternate feeding of the input pulses to
one trnTsistor, then to the other.
When initial conditions need to be set into
the Binary Counter, diodes coupled to the base
of each transistor can be added as shown in
Figure 6.
(6) Monostable Multivibraor (MV)

*

The Monostable Multivibrator(7) is used to
generate a gate or time delay following an
Initiating trigger pulse. The dcsign shown
in Figure 7 has the delay time adjusted by
choice of the coupling capacitor between the
two transistors. The start trigger is coupled
into the "normally-on" transistor by means of
a capacitor, resistor, and diode network.
(7) Free Running Multivibrator (Fpnv)
(8

) of
The Free Running !4utivibrator
Figure 8 is a source of two symmetrical square
The
frequency
waves of opposite polarities.
is set by the cross-coupling capacitors.
(8) Lamp Control (LC)
The Lamp Control circuit of Figure 9 is used
when visual indication is required of the
binary state of Flip-Fiops or Binary Counters.
A two-stage circuit is used because the lamps
have a drain of about 50 milliamperes. A
single transistor could not reliably give
enough current gain. Both this circuit and the
following Power Switch circuit are designed
to be driven by an output signal from one of
the previously described circuits.
(9) Power Switch (PS)
The Power Switch circuit of Fig-are 10 is
similar to the Lamp Control circuit except for
the output load. The Power Sitch circuit will
provide a heavy duty positive step in voltage
at its output. One use of the circuit is to
set or reset a numbu of DZS" Counter stages
sijujtaneouslY,

Elaboration of several points concerning
these circuits will now be maie under the fol-

lowing headings:

4.
5.
6.

Choice of transistor type
Transistor specifications
Choice of diodes
Choice of supply voltages
Upper frequency limit
Upper temperature limit

(1)

Choice of Transistor Type

1.
2.
5.

The specific circuits shown are designed for
pnr transistors. Simple changes in the polarities of capacitors, diodes, and power supplies
would permit the use of npn types. The pnp
alloy germanium types are the most nommon
transistors manufactured and are well suited
to the circuits. Typical transistors are the
2N77, 2105, and 2N207. The latter transistor
has been used extensively in making small
etched board modules. Higher frequency types
include the 2N159 and those of the series
2Nli2-2N14. The microalloy 2N593 is a type
of even higher frequency. For high-tempercture
operation, a silicon alloy type would be
necessary.
(2)

Transistor Specifications

Two parameters are of major importance to the
proper uperation of the circuits: common
emitter current gain (0) and collector cut-off
current (ICBO). The drop in 0 with decreasing
temperature sets the lower temperature limit
of circuit operation. The increase in I
with increasing temperature sets the upper
temperature limit for the circuits. Beta
values of 50 or greater are required for all
transistors except the output transistor in
the Lamp Control Circuit. This latter transistor was chosen to have a 0 greater than 100.
The 0 of the 2N207 drops to about 50% of its
room-temperature value at -400 C. The circuits
should perform properly down to this temperature although experimental tests have not
vcrified the fact. The circuits are designed
to operate with transistors having an I
s
value up to 50 pa. For the 2N207 tyEe,-i
value is reached at approximateiy 60 C.
(5)

Choice of Diodes

The diodes used in the Binary Counter are
non-critical in terms of the characteristics
of presently available diodes. Point contact
germanium diodes of minimuAm quality have been
The 1N90 is typical. It has a midnimum
use,.
forward current of 5 ma at 1 volt and a maximum reverse current of 500 ca at 50 volts.
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Junction diodes of equivalent dc characteristies should operate as well as point contact
types in the low-frequency circuits considered
so far. If the maximum upper operating temperature is desired for the circuits, the diode
should be chosen for ,minimumreverse current
at the upper temperature point.
Choice of Supply Voltages
The eircuitE are designed to operate from
two single cells, one for the negative source
and one for'the positive source. Either 1.3volt ercury cells or 1.5-volt dry cells
are satisfactory. Two-volt lead-acid cells
can be used if the Lamp Control Circuit has a
2-volt lamp (No. 48 or 49).
(5)

Upper Frequency Limit

The circuits have not been designed for optimum frequency' rosponse. Circuit simplicity
and reliable low-frequency operation were
stressed in these designs.
The Binary Counter,
using trnsistor
uuch as the .'('or 2N207,
has an upper input counting rate of approximately 15 kc. The input capacitors were
chosen for these transistors and would need to
be reduced in value to-permit higher counting
rates with higher frequency transistors. The
Lamp Control circuit is limited in speed by
the thermal response-time of the lamp. Observation of several switching cycles per second
is possible. Th other switching circuits
have a transtent respor-e-time of about 20
microceconds.

(6) Upper Temperature Limit
If 2N207 transistors and 1N90 diodes are erployed in the circuits with other component
parts as shown, the upper temperature limit
is approximately 450 C. It is stressed that
the particular design-values are not chosen to
give high-tcmperature performance.
TECHNIQUES FOR IMPROVING PERFORMANCE
The circuits presented 1" the schematics
have upper linits in frequency of tens of
kilocycles and in temperature of approximatey 450 C. The natural quest! ,n is how
to improve these limits, if necessary, for
a particular application.
The upper frequency limit car. be raised by
two approaches. The first is to keep the
previously described circuit topology and
and coruse higher frequency transist9
in the
f
respondlngly lower capacitcrs\
Binary Counter stages. Most of the circuit
speeds are limited by the transistors and
not by wiring capacitances. The upper speed
is roughly proportional to the alpha cutoff
frequency of the transi3tors.

The second aproach is to use a more complex c
rruit''
and more efficiently utilize
a particular transistor-type.
Speed-up or
commutating capacitors can be used to provide better coupling between stages. The
transistors can be operated in a non-saturating mode; thus reducing switching time appreciably. Complementary-symmetry operation
can be uaed to obtain positive drive in the
rise and fall times of a waveform.
In a anaogous manner, the upper temperature limit can be improved.
Keeping the game
circuits, transistors with lower i
currents can
sif
wilower Ikn
c
on
rents can be used (if available).
e silicon
alloy types will prove attractive as they
become more readily available at modest prices.
The base bias resistors and/or positive supply
voltage can be modified for higher temperature operation. More involved circuitry can
be used to boost the upper temperature limit.
A REFPSENTATIVE APPLICATION OF THE CIRlUITS
TO A SYSTEM
An example of the use of the standard circuits to construct a more involved system is
shown in Figure 11. The system is an electronic timer for generating 5, 10 or 15 second
intervals following the activation of a push
button.
One-second pulses are generated by dividing
down the 60 cpb line voltage through a sixstage binary divider (BCR-l through BCR-6)
with feedback to reduce the division ratio
from 64 to 60. The input power line voltage
is shaped to drive the binary counter by
feeding through the two inverter stages
(iN-1, 1N-2). The NOR block is a gate
described later on.
The basic counting register is another set
of binary counter stages (BCR-7 through BCR-10).
Three time-periods are providcd, i.e., 5, 10
and 15 seconds. Using the one-second pulses
4
as an input, the -stage binary counter has
sufficient capacity (16 counts) to count the
maximum time. The four stage counter is preset
to the proper count to permit reaching its maximum count at the desired time. The "SET TIME"
switch sets up the proper path for preset pulses
at the start of the time interval.
The time interval is initiated by pressing
the "START" push button. This flips BCR-12,
used as a flip-flop, to a position which causes
the NOR-I circuit to pass 60 cps pulses to the
6C:l dividEr cuian. This change in state of
BCR-12 Ulso triggers a monostable multivibrator
(MMV) of approximately 1 ma duration. This I
ms pulse is amplified in the power switch (PS)
and used to preset all the BCR stages to their

iit
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proper positions. The preset pulse is fed
through the "SET TIME" switch to the proper
terminals of the BCR stages in the counting
register to give the desired time interval,
For example, to g-nerate a 10-second intervE,
BCR-8 and BCH-9 are preset to their non-zero
positions. Since BCR-8 has a value of 2 counts,
and BCR-9 has a value of 4, a total of 6 counts
is subtracted from the total capacity of the
4 stages. Thus, 16 less 6. or 10, one-second
pulses are required to cycle the countcr to a
point where BCR-l1 is flipped.
The fifth stage (BCR-11) of the counting
register is used as a temporary memory to show
that the time interval is over.
This stage
flips at the end of the time interval and flips
back again 16 seconds later. This secend change
is used to reset BCR-12 and thus stop pulses
from passing through the NOR-l circuit. This
completes the cycle of the timer. Pressing
the START button initiates a new cycle.
Visual Indication of the counter operation is
provled by the lamp control circults (LC-1
through LC-5).
One is connected tu each of
the binary counter stages in the counting
register (BCR- 7 through B-ll).
The stages
LC-i through LC-4 indicate the instantaneous
binary count in the register. LC-5 oper:,ted
by BCR-il indicates the end of the time
interval.

amplifiers should be examined for possible
inclusion in the family of standard circuits.
However, before adding any new circuit to the
family, detailed theoretical and experimental
work should be carried out to assure a complete understanding of its capabilities and
limitations.
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a paper presented before the Symposium on
Microminiaturization of Electronic Assemblios, Diamond Ordnance Fuse Laboratories,
Oct. 1, 1958.

(4) Hunter, L. P., 2p. cit., p.15-58.
(5) Hunter, L. P.,

(7) Hunter, L. P.,
Two directions for additional work appear
attractive. First, an investigation should
be made of circuits which may use the transi3tor in a more efficient fashion tha-n present
circuits. Second, linear circuits such as

2P. cit., p. 15-40.

(6) Emile, P., "Design of a Two-Transistor
Binary Counter", a paper presented
before the Symposium on Microminiaturization of Electronic Assemblies,
Diamond Ordnance Fuze Laboratories,
Oct. 1, 1958.

(8)

op.

cit., p. 15-4.

Emile, P., DOFL Report No. TR-487,
"Design Considerations for Two Types
of Transistorized Multivibrator
Circuits", 1 Nov. 1957.
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THE ROZZ OF SUUCONDUCTORS IN THE AWf

XICROWUIZ PROGUA

Irving J. Rose

U. 8. Arm

Si~nal Research and Developsent laboratory, Fort Monmuth, N. J.

AB9TRACT: The technical requirements for the Micromodule Program, as it is
applied to semiconductors, are described in detail. Five major groups were
established to characterize electric parameter requirements for transistors, and
six major groups for diodes and rectifiers. The types of transistors to be
modularized include low power audio and switchinL, very high frequency at 12.5 Mc
to 30 Mc, and 70 Mc, and a power oscillator with one-watt power output at 70 Me.
The diodes include rectifier-detector, computer, regulator (zener), reference, AFC
&. FM modulator, and reactance tuning types. Similarity to commercial types is
shown. The entire program Is geared to the current state of the sit in semicukductors.
Various approaches to repsakaging semiconductors with hermetic seals are shown
and described.
The transistor program is initially limited to geranium types; howver, silicon
will be used in later phases.
Silicon is used almost oxlusively in the diode
portion.
Work now in progress Is described.
TABLE IX
TECHNICAL REQ3DW
S FOR 1ICRODIODES

INTROUUTION:
Semiconductors play an impressive and
significant role in the Army Miercroduls Program.
Because of the inherent advantages in sie and
power requirements of these devices, the initial
effort was geared to the use of transistors and
diodes as active elements.

2MR
Fl

hAp

U

Typical Typa

Gl

Low Frequency RectifierDetector
Fast Sw Computer
Silicon Junction
Regulator

into wafer form factors, the dimensions of

G2

Heference

IN430

which have been tentatively set as .30U x .30W x

HI

Reactance Modulator

V39

H2

AFC and FM
Reactance Tuning

V56
V27E
V58E

The present program aims at the re-

F2

packaging of existing transistor and diode types

TECHNICAL REQNUIRO

S:

The technical requirements or objective
specifications for these devices are shown in
Tables I and IIi
TABLE I
TECHNICAL REURMITS FOR )ICROTRANSISTUS
Arou
A

ation

Ty94-af

A

Audio

2N140

B

Switching

2N404

C

12.5 to 30 Me IF

2X384

1)

70 Mc IF

2N700

70 Mc 1 watt

(Under
Development)

*E

*Group 3 represents the upper limit.

1

iN643
1N665

1N667

.030 inches.
For the purpose of defining the characteristic requirements for parameters and circuit
ucage, the miorotransistors and microdiodes, as
they will hereafter be called, are separated
into distinct groups. At present, there are
five major groups for mirotransistors, and six
rajor groups for microdiodes.

1227

The above technical requirements are for the
IPS Program. All work is geared to current state
of the art, and little
or no reeareh and
phase of
development is permitted. The initial
the microtransistor program is directed toward
germndiu devices, but silicon microtransistors
will certainly be incorporated into the program
m
later on. Except for one germaniu group, the
miorodiode program is an all-elicon program.
The initial work is directed toward ambient
temperatures of -6500 to +850C , and Junction
temperatures of +loo0C for the germnaium microWith the advent of silicon into the
elements.
program, these t-.rratures will be raised to
+2256C ambient and +2000C Junction temperature.
In addition to testinq electrical parameters,
extensive life
tests will be conducted at high
storage temperatures, and tests for mechanical
ruggedness and operation under different n-.
viromontal conditions will be carried out.

These tests will be performed cay a devices
whioh have passed hermetio seal teats.

IRVING J. ROS
For parameter characterisation, only one
miwodiode or microtransistor per wafer is contemplated; however, it is anticipated that multiple
mountings per wafer can be accomplished.
The wafer material or substrate haa not been
definitely selected. It may be necesary to
utilize different substrate material. for each of
the groups previously mentioned. Substrate materisle now under test include alumina and glase,
beryllium oxide, and synthetic ceramics such as
Myoale.
SNCONDUCTOR MICBMUOULE PROfl0M:
program is
The semiconductor mioromodule
divided into three phases In term of samples.
These are designated preliminary, prototype, and
final samples.
Pr-1JMn= Sples. The preliminary
samples (see Figure 1) are constructed in the
following manners Electrically tested and satisfactory pellet assemblies are used. The connector wires are reinforced with & silicone resin,
and .003 Inch nickel leads are welded to the
base tab and existing clipped eitter and collector leads. After suitable bakeout, the pellets
and base tabs are glued in place on the wafer
substrate with an epoa resin. The collector
lead is threaded through a hole in the side of
the wafer, and the base lead is soldered to its
terminal. The collector is then soldered to its
terminal. The assembly of the two wafers is
accomplished by using an epoq resin for the
adhesive. These "in plastic" samples (see
Figure 2) will not be evaluated in life tests,
but will be used as tools by circuit designers
at empting to translate circuits pertaining to
specific equipment subassemblies into the micromodule concept. To aoccmplish this breadboarding,
sufficient quantities of the different groups
will be assembled,
Prott&ej
anpl. Prototype samples (see
Figure 3) will s
at true hermetic sealing. The
pellet assembly (which has been tested electrically, or life tested at high storage temperature for increased reliability) is positioned in
the wafer, and the base tab is held by solder to
one corner. Comneotion to the emitter and oollector is made by using drilled irerts
to
acccaodate solder. The use of a dielectric
coating aver the pellet assembly is being considered to shield it from the solder poured into
the conneotor holes. The base lead, which is
normally attached to a side terminal of one wafer,
could be brought through the top wafer to reduce
capacitance if necessary .
The main seal uses a solder ring (see Figure
4), and may be made by using hot techniques involving simple heating, cold techniques Involving molecular bonding of metals, resistance
heating, or R? heating. Since the transistor
elements are sensitive to fluxes, no fluxes will
be used in my of the sealing approaches. With
the use of a cold swaging seal using indium
solders, additional mechanical strength can be

achieved b injecting a plastic having the same
thermal expansion coefficient into the apace
between the waetrs, but external to the sel.
If resistance heating is used, the unused
portion of the wafer will serve for electrical
contacts, and direct heating wil melt the
solder. An alternative approach is to have mam
holes in the wafer to achieve contact resistance
soulering.
In connecticn with these methods, work is
in progress on ceraic-to-metal and metal-tometal bonding using various metallizing cmOther possibilities for hermetic sealing
include a molded-in contact point for either
emitter or collector connection, or deformation
of an indium or solder-flled insert makng
contact with a resin-oated shaved dot. An
alternative procedure is to fill the hole with
solder, making contact to the shaved dot. The
third approach is to utilize a metal shell insor for solder filling. Still another method
is to use copper tubing soldered to the main
seal and brought through holes in one of the
wafers. The metal-to-coeramio bond has been
evaluated and found to be hermetic (see Figure
FikAl $onplea. The final samples will undoubtedly be developments of prototype samples,
NICRODIODE PROGrAMs
The microdiode program is also in three
phases. The preliminary samples phase consists
of reounting available diodes in wafers. Glass
silicon diode envelopes are fractured, and a .001
inch diameter copper lead is welded to the aluminum stud. For germanium diodes, a small hole is
out into the glass envelope, and an epox resin
is placed at the wire-to-germanim surface for
mechanical rigidity.
Prototype samples of hermetically sealed
microdiodes will be worked on by suboontractorsj
therefore, no information is available regarding
techniques other than those used in the tranecetor effort.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECCONmDATIONSt
The semiconductor micromodule program shows
great promise for achieving workable devices in a
new form factor. Consideration should be given
to utilizing the hermetically sealed semiconductor
wafer configuration or package as searate or discrete devices outside of a stacked micronodule.
This would require the attachment of terminal
leads.
The successful completion of the repackaging
phase of the program will reproaent a major advance in semiconductor electronics.

IRVINO J. ROSS
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A minimum effort has been expended on the developnent of .nniaLur'zed detonators.
Work has not progressed rapidly in this field becau:te Jefin" Le re-utrements, which

are now essential before develop'ent of a spec~fic initiator can be startn', were
lacking.
tinder the project ,,Sunporting Hese -rch for Fuzes" a series of detonators having
a diameter of 0.147 inch is being developed. These detonators were to be developed
with the thought in mind to save space or rrov'e! a 4ay for the fuze desilner to
produce a more versatile fuze utilizin-, essenlShly the sam:e space.
In the miniature (.147-inch diameter) detonator series development has been completed on the carbon bridle detonators of wire lead and "button' lead types. Further
developments in this miniature detonator series w-il include snark gap and wire
bridge type detonators.
In the paper entitled "JIclosive Trains for
Miniature Slectric Initiators", discussion was
centered around the physical limits of propagation of the detonation wave of explos!ve trains.
It car be stated that, from the point of view of
the initiator design, these lower limits of
design have not yet been reached, especially the
limits on diameter. This is true principally
because the requirements for the smaller
initiators have not been made known. At prsent,
the smallest electric detonators developed by

Electric
Detonator
T60
T61
T62
T63

Function Time
Functionin7 Level
Requirement
Capacitor Discharge
less than,
icrofarad Volts
rgs microseconds
.0022
.004
.021
.0022
.004
.021

300 1000
100 300
65
1.50
300 1000
1 e0
300
65

450

5
50
5
50

the Ordnance Corps is a family of four 0.147inch diameter detonators. These detonators, for
lack of specific requirements, were not
developed for any one particular fuze application but were designed, based on the host judgment of what the initiator designr thought the
fuze designer mi-ht require in the way of a
smaller detonator.
These 0.147-inch diameter detonators, which
are designated as the T6G, T61, T62 and T63
electric detonators (Ref 1, 2 and 3) all utilize
the so-called "carbon bride" as the transducer
of electrical energy into a form of energy
required for the initiation of primary high
explosives.
The explosive train of the T60 and T62
detonators consists of a spot, intermediate and
base charges of colloidal lead azide, lead azide
and RDX, respectively. The explosivt train of
the T61 and T63 detonators is identical to that
of the T60 and T62 except the colloidal lead
azide used as the spot charge is replaced with
milled lead styphnate. This change renders the
detonator somewhat more sensitive but increased
their functioning time.
All four detonators are housed in stainless
steel cups approximately 0.006 inch thick. The
T60 and T61 detonators are wire lead types
utilizing a Bakelite plug to hold the wires,
whereas the T62 and T63 detonators have the socalled "button" type contact. The length of
these detonators, excluding the wire and button
contacts is 0.342 - .010 inch. The resistance

;ach of these detonators is capable of Initiatin , an RDX lead high order across an air gap of
0.090 inch.
Detailed information on the development of
the T60 and T61 electric detonators can be
found In Ref 4.
As mentioned above, each of the detonators
Just discussed is assembled with a carbon brid.e.
Durin, the past 10 years considerable amount of
work has been conducted in studyin- the
mechanism through which such a bridge initiates
an exnlosive material. As a result of work
conducted principally through contracts of
Ref 5, a much better understanding of the carbon
bridge has been made available.
It is b.elleved that the mechanism of the
bridle as applied in initiating, explosives is
two-fold depending principally upon the
ct;aracteristics of the functionin- energy;
more specifically, on the magnitude of the
voltae used. At relatively low voltages, the
bridge reacts similarly to a carbon resistor
in that It dissipates the electrical energy nto
heat energy in accordance with Joules low, rRt.
At relativelv hig!h voltages, however, it is
postulated that conductive paths throulh the
bridge are heated to such an extent that the
negative temperature coefficient of resistivity
of graphite becomes apparent. As a result
the bridze becomes hotter and hotter finally
resultin in the production of an ionized path
with subseiuent arcing. The production of the

of the bridge circuits ranges from 1,000 to

arc coincides with t' a initiation of the

10,000 ohms. The functioning claracteristics
of these detonators are as follows:

explosives. Details of this work is included in
reports of the contractq of Ref 5.

DONALD E. SEEM

limited
pastconducted
two years,
Dari n has
the
the
study amount
of
in a
of work
been
These bridges are
"printed circuit" bridges.

The
electrical
energy.
by
either mechanical
of these
detonacharges
intermediate
anld base or
The
systems.
tors are commnon to both i-itiatlnj

made in a manner similar to those used to lay
down resisLors in the conventional printed circuit practice. Results of preliminary work Indicates that such bridges can be used In the design
of electric initiators. Through the use of such
techniques and materials presently available,
it is visualized that a bridge of an initiator
can be developed with almost any resistance
characteristics (both static and dynamic) to
match any power source with any desired
sensitivity level.
In line with the work being conducted
towards miniaturization of fuze components,
there is no overwhelming reason why we cannot
expect to utilize printed circuit techniques in
the anplication of fuze explosive components.
Of course, due to the hazardous nature of
explosive materials (especially when assembled
itsa fuze component), certain precautions will
have to be taken.
Some work has already been conducted in
providing multi-purpose detonators. While this
may iot reduce the size of rresent day fuzes,
it will enable the fuze designer to produce a
more versatile fuze of the same size. Two such
detonators, under development, are the T29 and
T48. These detonators can be initiated directly

maximiin diameters of the T29 and T48 detonators
are O.241 and 0.192 inch. respectively. Further
consideration for the desiln of multi-purpose
detonators, including delay components, is
under consideration.
REFERENCES
Ordnance Curps Drawing FTP-94405 dated
1.
2 May 1957, "Detonators, Slectric, T60 and T61,
A3sembly and Details".
2. Ordnance Corps Drawing FXP-94405A dated
2 may 1957, "Detonators, Electric T60 and T61,
List of Specifications and
List of Parts.
Standard".
3.
Ordnance Corps Sketch PX-98-1507 dated
15 November 1957, Detonators, Electric, Button
Type (.147 dia). Contour Drawings.
4. R. E. Tresona and D. E. Seeger, "Development of 6lectric Detonators T60 and T61",
Picatinny Arsenal Technical Reoort - in
preparation.
5. Picatinny Arsenal contracts with The
Franklin Institute, Laboratories for Research
and Uvelopment, Nos. DAI-36-D34-5O1-ORD-(P)29; DAI-36-031,-ORD-2142; DA-36-034-501-ORD-73
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ANTENNA MINIATURIZATION
John A. Seeger, Robert L. Hawson, Andrew W. Walters
Naval Ordnance Laboratory, Corona, California
The reduction of the resonant length of linear antennas by various loading
methods is described. It is shown how folding may be used to improve the impedance
and bandwidth characteristics of loaded antennas. Methods of reducing the size of
slot antenna systems are also considered.
40

One of the more important problems confronting
the designer of antennas for military applications
is that of finding sufficient space for efficient
radiating and receiving systems. The problem is
particularly acute aboard ship, on aircraft, andI
One phase in the solution of this
on missiles.
problem is the investigation of methods of reducing the physical size of an antenna system without seriously degrading the electrical character-
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Let itsfirst consider methods of miniaturization
of the dipole (or monopole) type of antenna. The
classical methods of reducing the length of litear
antennas has been either inductive or capacitive
loading. Capacitive loading is accomplished by
placing a conducting surface at the extremity of
the radiating element. When a large degree of
loading is desired, the resulting configuration is
generally so ungainly that its use is limited to a
few special applications. Inductively loaded anseries with the radiating elements. Inductive
loading o°1 5he monnpole was investigated experimentally.
Several test monopoles between
0.065), and 0.171N were loaded to resonate at
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ANTNNA .IGHIST, IN WAVELENGTHS
Figure 2. Resistance 2t resonance vs antenna
height for series of inductively-loaded monopoles.

An unloaded monopole, .228N high was used as a
standard of comparison. The unloaded monopole and
one .072A in length are shown in Figure 1, Measurements show that as the antenna is successively
shortened, the radiation and bandwidth are reduced.
In Figure 2, Curve A shows the radiation resistance
of the antenna as a function of the antenna height
in wavelengths. Also shown is the resistance of
shortened unloaded antennas and, for comparison,
the radiation resistance of similar capacitively
loaded monopoles(I3ot~ed from data published by
. It can be seen that for
Raymond and Webb
heights less than O.16X, the loaded antenna, besides being resonant, has more than twice the resistance of Its unloaded counterpart.

Figure 1.
monopole.

Standard monopole and 0.072V test

There will be power dissipated in the windings
of the inductor. This power loss, along with the
decrease of bandwidth and resonant radiation resistance, limits the extent to which inductive
loading can be employed in shortening the antenna.

JOHN A.

SEEGER, ROBERT L. HAMSON AND ANDREW W. WALTERS
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has a radiation resistance of 47 ohms at 11 mc,
although its height is less than .10'A. This type
L- -LO____-
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of antenna has application aboard ship and at air
stations where large vertical structures are prohLb~tive. For example, the main mast of a destroy.
er could be used as part of such a system, producing an antenna system resonating at about 1 mC.
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ANTE[NNAH MONT, IN WAVZLgNGTNS
Figure 3. Relative power dissipated in loading
coil vs antenna height for series of inductively-.
loaded monopoles.
The position of the coil affects to some degree
power dissipation and radiation resistance. It
was found that coil losses were minimum when the
dibtanee from the top of the antenna to the lowest
terminal of the inductor is about one-third the
total height of the antenna. The amount of power
dissipated in the loading coils of the shortened
antennas was determined by comparison of their
power radiated with that of the unloaded standard.
The results are shown in Figure 3. The .065'X
loaded antenna radiates about 807 of the power fed
it, which is satisfactory for most practical applications.

......////1 I

Figure 4.
monopole.

Inductively loaded, single-folded

0

The impedance and bandwidth of an antenna may be
increased by folding, i.e., placing one or more
elements in parallel With the driven element.
Figure 4 shows t3l iagram of an inductively loaded,
folded monopole
. By varying the ratio of Df/D.,
the diameter of the folded element to the driven
element, a range of radiation resistances is available. For example, the resonant resistance of an

C
-----

-2L.,Av
m

ntenna .072'X long , wh ich w as tested , had a rangem
of resonant radiation resistance of from 20 to
several hundred ohms.

Dd

The capacitively loaded monopole, although requiring more space, has the advantages of no coil
lose and better bandwidth. Figure 5 shows a typ-1
teal capacitively loaded, folded monopole. E. W ,./#
Seeley has reported that it is possible to build
efficient antennas of this type with a length of
only .03), with a resonant resith nce of 50 ohms
and half-power bandwidth of 8% ". A practical
form of the capacitively loaded monopole at low
frequencies is the guy wire-loaded, folded monopole pictured in Figure 6. The antenna pictured
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Capacitively loaded, folded monopole.
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Height - 8.66 ft

MITAKWC
CONDUCT"

Diameter of grounded coniuctor - 1.0 in
Diameter of feed conductor - 0.156 in
Resonant frequency with 3 guy wires - 14.15 mc
Resonant frequency with 6 guy wires - 11.82 mc
Resonant frequency with 6 guy wires
and skirt Joining guy vires 8.5 ft
down from the top - 9.2 me

ISAOeMTI*
MATERIA

SrYROPOAM

__
[71,71777_

MODEL I

SISIAN D

Figure 7. A standard monopole and two ferromagnetically loaded monopoles.

Figure 6. Guy-wire-loaded, folded antenna.

rn addition to inductive or capacitive loading,
It is also possible to decrease the resonant length
of an T2enna by surrounding it with a dielectric
.heath
. This, too, will reduce the radiation
resistance by an amount proportional to the degree
of loading. There will also be power loss.. due
to the dielectric.
Ferromagnetic materials may be similarly used.
Figure 7 shows experirytal monopoles used to test
ferromagnetic loading
. Models 1 and 2 in this
figure were loaded with a cylinder of ferromagnetic
material around the metal radiator. Model 2 also
had ferromagnetic blocks stacked around the base
which provided additional loading. The effects of
loading are shown in Figure 8. It can be seen that
the resonant frequency is lowered by 107 and 207 in
the two models and that radiation resistance is
slightly lowered. Ferromagnetic loading has been
found to be particularly effective used with loop
antennas.
The slot antenna has application in flush mounted systems of missiles and aircraft. Here reduetion in size is very important. The reduction of
slot antenna systems can be approached in two ways:
I) shortening the slot length by loading, and
2) reduction of the cross-section or volume of the
transmission line or cavity associated with the slot.
Let us first consider reducing the slot length.
The simple slot is operated at resonance where it
is physically one-half wavelength. Methods of reducing the length of the slot antedna and making
compensating changes in the electrical characteristics are suggested by considering methods which
have been used with linear antennas.

MODEL f

Standard
a

Model 1_.
_

a

0

It
a a
oo

/
/
a

u 1,
'
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r

/
Frequency (me)/
i-A

V4

Figure 8. Resistance and reactance vs frequency
for two ferromagnetlcally loaded monopoles and an
unloaded standard monopole.
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A method which has be.!n used to load the slot is
to deform the slot to a dumbell shape shown in
Figure 9. The length L for a particular frequency
is shortened as a the diameter of the end circles
is increased and b the t;apdistance is decreased.
A dielectric cover used in practical applications
also loads the slot and shortens its electrical
length. The amount of iihortening depends on the
dielectric constant and the thickness of the cover.
Similarly ferrites may be used to load end shorten
the length of the slot.

N

1/32"
Coaxial Feed
(a)

1/321"

.......

(b)

(c)

Figure 10.
L

Wf

Slot configurations.

so

Figure 9. Dumbell shaped slot.
Folding may be accomplished by clitting a slot
parallel to the driven slot and connecting them at
the ends. Folding will, in general, decrease the
radiation resistance and can be uaed for matching
purposes. Experimental investigations have been
Fade at NOLC to determine the possibilities of
ioaJg and folding methods applied to slot entenna.A
slot was cut in a sheet of copper-clad,
Teflon-impregnated fiberglass, Figure 10a. This
was mounted in a copper ground plane and fed at the
center with a 50 ohm transmission line. Impedance
measurements were made to determine resonant frequency and radiation resistance. The 90% and 50%
power bandwidths were found by means of the Smith
Chart. The simple slot was resonant at .4 wavelength due to the loading of the dielectric. The
50% and 90% power bandwidths were 32% and 12% respectively. The slot was deformed to the dumbell
shape keeping the physical length the same,
Figure lOb. The resonent length was reduced to
about .24 wavelength which is a reduction of over
50% from the 1/2 wavelength of an unloaded slot;
however, the 90 power bandwidth was reduced to
5% and the radiation resistance increased to
2000 ohms, too high for good matching. Next,
folding was tried, Figure 10.
For a folding
slot of the same width as the driven slot, the
i07 and 90% power bandwidths were increased to
60. and 14%, i.e., greater than the simple slot.
Resonant resistance was 300 ohms and 30 ohms at
first and second resonances. Variation of the
ratio W /Wd, the folded slot width to the driven
slot width, gives a range of values for the rediation resistance as shown in Figure 11, making
efficient matching possible. Varying the ratio
W /W has relatively little effect on the bandwfdt9 or resonant length of the slot. Loading
and folding does not seem to have ton great an
effect on the radiation pattern. A check was made
on the polarization. The maximum E field was perpendicular to the loaded folded slot, with the
cross polarization down 30 db.
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Resonant resistance vs folded slot

The slot antenna being somewhat comparable to an
elongated loop wuuld seem to offer good possibilitties for ferrite loading. Some experimental investigation has l ejn carried out at NOLC using ferrites
to load slots
. The commercially available 11?1-8
and IRN-9 feiritt; were used. Strips were cut to
be inserted in the slot.
The slot was fed at the
center and impodances plotted by the standing wave
method. The loading reduced Lhe resonant length
of the slot by 39% ar-d 437. for the ferrites used.
Radiation resistance increased from 320a to 495Q
and 545Q/. Bandwidth was reduced from 9.4
to
3.9% and 3.3.

30HTfA. SEEER, ROBERT L. HAOISN AND ANDREW W. 'iALTEFS
As was stated before, a slot antenna system may
be reduced in size by decreasing the volume or
cross-section of the associated cavity or transmission line-used in practical applications. The
cavity does not need to be resonant at the same
frequency as the slot, -so this does not restrie
the size of the cavity. However, the cavity presents a parallel reactance to that of the slot,
the value of which depends on the cavity dimensions. Therefore, a reduction in cavity size
could affect the resonant length of the slot. It
has been reported that this effect is negligible
if t:hecavity is about X deep. If the cavity
depth is reduced to less than this the slot will
be loaded so as to increase its resonant length.

There are two ways which have proved satisfactory in miniaturization of the transmission line
sertion; these are use of TEN line and the use of
ridge waveguide. It has been shown that the
series inclined slot can be used in TEK guide and
the associated volume reduction as compared wi
the standard TE -ode guide is as much as 100%.
Figure 12 shows% ridge section using X-band waveguide at C-band with the resonant length plotted
as a function of the slot offset. The maximum
reduction in volume of the cavity has been 10 for
this configuration.
In suummury, it can be stated that it is possible
to considerably reduce the resonant length of

linear antennas without seriously degrading their
electrical characteristics by various loading and
methods used in conjunction with folding. An
example given, a capacitively loaded, folded
msonopole, had a length of only .03 wavelength
with satisfactory electrical characteristics.

0.580

The length of the slot antenna may be shortened

0
./0linear
SlotWidth. 1/3Z
.wr

antennas and a cavity behind a slot may be
reduced in size, but for depths less than ,, it
ill load thc slot so at to increase the resonant
wavelength. Use of TE line or ridge waveguide
permits a reduction in volume of the feed line.
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SURVEY OF EQUIP-1ENT AMPAM

TO MICWMIIATUE CIRCUIT

TCHNOWOY

John E. Sensi*
Diamond Ordnanoe Fuze Laboratories, dashington 25, D. C.
LkccaUje of the small physical size and delloate nature of the component parts
in nicrOminiature cL.cuit assemblies, special problem wil arise in processing
and orienting each element in the circuit during assombly operations. Elemonts
to be considered in'lude dielectrio base plis, conductors, resistors, capacitors,
transistors, diodes, inductors, and protective coatings.
This paper presents several modes of handling each of the above elements. The
equipmont described is either currently being usod for fabricating microminiature
electronic circuit units or is currently being used for fabricating larger
assemblies but appears to be adaptable to microminiature assemblies. Both hand
and automatia equipment are considered.
INTRODUTION
In recent times Uhi-e is an increasing demand
for greater versatility in military electronic
devices and hence for more comple; cirtry
with an accompanying greater bulktl I(. Microminiature circuits permit the use of electronic
assemblies that otherwise would be too large to
incorporate in missiles and satellites. Circuit
assemblies having component densities of over
two thousand components per cubic inch are considered micr mnintlirp for the purposes of this
paper.f
It is encouraging to hear of the strides
which are being made in the microminiaturization
of electronic assemblies by hand methdas in the
laboratories. This is a necessary first step,
but in order to fully realize the military and
civilian potential of microminiaturized devices,
optimum means of producing these devices in
large quantities are necessary. For max ,mum
caving of space, each component or tne circuit
is plaIe
n a m dule without any individual
casing
,4) ,5' or other protective element
and is dependent on the protection afforded by
the final circuit package. Each element of the
circuit is, therefore, small in physical size
and extremely delicate in nature. Due to the
small dimensions of each element, extreme precision must be employed in placing each component in its proper position in the circuit since
only a minute misalignment of any element may
cause an improper contact with the rest of the
circuit elements. At the present time, microminiature modules are being assembled by tedious
hand methods. By mechanization, these u'zits can
be produced more efficiently and with increased
reliability(6 ) since the error due to the human
clement would be minimized. In this paper,
equipment adaptable to the assembling of microminiature circuit assemblies will be discussed.
Several types of elements that must be
handled in the fabrication of a microminiature
electronic circuit are as follows:
1. Dielectric base plates
2. Ccnductor,
3. Resistors
4. Capacitors
5. Tranistors and diodes
6. Inductors
7. Protective coatings

Each element will be discussed ap to type,
general physical characteristics, status of the
art in handling the component and equipment
that could be adapted to handling the component
in production. Figure 1 illustrates a microminiature circuit assembly and also the individual components used in the circuit.
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Figure I. Lower right, a microminiature electronic module which will permit a component
density of 2800 components per cubic inch;
upper left, the base-plate wafer with conductors and resistors printed on it; lower
left, top to bottom, a transistor, a diode,
and a capacitor - for insertion in the holes
in the base plate.
1. Dielectric base plates
In a sense the base plate is the nucleus of
a microminiature electronic unit; it is essentially the matrix. The base plate is a thin
wafer cf dielectric material and upon it are
attached a13 "he components of the circuit.

*Present address: Glass Research Center,
Pittsburgh Pate Glass Company.

In

an effort to miniaturize, the physical dimensions of the base plate are kept so small that
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it in itself is fragile, but the finished unit
becomes rugged because of the addition of a
protective coating and the arrangement of the
components on the base plate. A. the Diamond
Ordnance Fuze Laboratories, an electrical grade
of steatite is uned for this wafer which is
usually twenty thousandths of an inch thick and
either one-half iuch square or one-quarter inch
square. Holes are placed In the wafer to receive the transistors and diodes, and cavities
The fragile wafers
are made for capacitors.
are at present handled by hand methods with the
In
aid of tweezers and micromanipulators.
mechanizing the asbembly-operation of microminiature electronic circuits, one of the most
formidable problems is the handling ant, indexing of these wafers without damage during the
successive operations involved in producing a
finished unit. The operation to be performed
on the wafer is an important factor in the
selection of a mechanism for conveying and
positioning the wafers. Because of this,
detailed descriptions of handling and holding
devices for the wafers will be given i- ihsections which deal with the attachment of the
particular components to the circuit, rather
than in this section.
hoff of the hbpdling are, however,
Certain phases
baic
basic and can be applied generally to all
operations, for exampe, the feeding of the
wafer to the conveyor before processing and the
removal of the wafer from the conveyor after
processing.
The conveying device for all
operations could be either some type of endless
buL or an indexing rotary rnble. ftg. 2 J.s an

INDEXING BLOCK
RUBBER PAD

particularly adaptable in t-hat a relatively low
vacuum applied to a small area wiLl be able to
support the weight of the plate.
LINE-VACUUM
DING.
',
SPRING
FOR HOLO
IN RAISEDACUUM
FINGER
POITRIN RASDFINGER
PT

\,
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CAM FOR
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Figure 3. Vacuum-finger-type mechanism for
feeding dielectric wafers from a stack to a
conveuyr.
A vacuum arm may auL be practical as a takemechanism for a wet printed wafer because
the vacuum finger would smear the wet pattern
on the top of the plate. A device which would
appear suitable for the removal of the wafer
from the conveyor Is an arr with a tveezer-type
end, Figure 4. This arm would pick up the
wafers by their edges and place them on the
conveyor that will carry them to the next operation.

-- CARRIER NEST
INDEXING CONES,
SOLENOID

t\-VACUUM LINE
Figure 2. Carrier assembly for conveying and
indexing wafers, showing sprinb that holds
indexing block in raised position.

illustration of a conveyor carrier assembly that
could be used with either of these conveying
devicect. The wafer is dropped into the carrier
nest and is hence oriented with the indexing
cones that orient the printing head with the
wafer. The wafers can be picked up from a
stack and placed on the conveyor carrier
If
by as. arm with a vacium finger (Figure 3).
there is any particular desired orientation for
the wafers, they should be put in the stack
oriented. Vacuum could also be used to hold the
wafer o the conveyor before, during, and after
the particular operation. Because the wafer is
very light in weight, the vacuum technique is
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Figure 4. Tweezer-type-arm for feeding or
removing wafers to or from a conveyor.
A straight pusher-type of take-off mecharism,
where a finger pushes the wafer off the conveyor
and onto some horizontally moving receiving device, can also be employed. Another type of
take-off mechanism can he used where the carrier
is made so that at the take-off position a member of the carrier assembly raises the wafer
vertically; a fork-like finger can then pick up
the wafer and transfer it to a position over a
stcond conveyor where the -wafer is displaced onto the conveyor by a pusher in the fork arm
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mechanism, Figure 5.

patterns on dielectric plates at rates of six

n PUSHER

thousand plates per hour. The dimensions of the
plates currently printed on this machine are one
inch wide, one and one-quarter inch long and one

tenth of an inch thick.

This machine appears to

be adaptable to printing the microminiature
wafer.
The printing head of this machine wculd
be maintained essentially as is. Th.e stack feed
with the pusher on the bottom of the stack is
not desirable for thin wafers because the bottom
MOiVING
PUSHER

Figure 5.

Fork-type a m for transferring

printed wafer.
2.

C'ne 2tor

In a microminiature electronic circuit with
component densities in excess of two thousand
per cubic inch, the conductors, except for
terminal leads, arc usually of the deposited
metal type.
The conductor patterns can be deposited on a dielectric material by screen
printing, spraying, or vacuum deposition.
Terminal leads are attached to the unit by soldering
or by conductive cements.
Hand operated equipmnent is currently being
used for screen printing conductive patterns onto dielectric circuits. Screen printing has
been carried out for many years(d
. Automatic
machinery for screen printing is currently available for large plates and appears to be adapLaba
to small waferB.
Here the problem is no4 so
much in the printing operation itself as in the
feeding, conveying, indexing, holding and takeoff of the fragile wafer.
An example of an automatic high-speed screen
printing machine is shown in Figure 6. This
machine is capable of printing conductive

wafer would be carrying the weight of the stack
and this, coupled with the force of the pusher
necessary to push the wafer onto the conveyor,
would probably break the wafer. A stack feed

could be used where the wafers are r-emoved from

the top of the stack and the level of the top of
the stack is maintained by a rod which is driven
upward a distance equal to the thicknes of one
wafer for each cycle of the machine, see Figure
7.
The wafers can be taken from the top of the
stack by either a tweezer-type arm or a vacuumtype arm similar to the ones described earlier
in the section on base plates.
Power to
operate this arm can be obtained by linkJng to

WA/ERWAFER~

I

CLUTCH

L

Figure 7.
Stack feed with mechanism for maintaining top wafer at constant level.

rIgure u. Icp view of screen printing machine
showing (rif--,t to Left): feed, onveying, printing head, and take-off mechanisms.

the same mechanism that drives the pusher in
the present machine. Vacuum instead of springloaded levers can be used tc hold the wafers
during the printing operation.
Although a
pusher-type take-off could possibly still
be
used, a fork-type or tweezer-type arm, as
previously described, appears to have excellent
adaptability to this take-off operation. The
plates taken off the machine would probably be
placed on trays or a conveyor belt instead of
the racks shown in Figure 6. This machine
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definitely appears to be adaptable to microminiature applications,
In the redesign of a screen printing machine,
such as the one shown in Figure 6, an indexing
rotary table, instead of an endless belt conveyor, should be considered, because it probably
will be necessary to have more complex carriers
then those presently employed end a rotary
table requires only a few carriers. In order to
eliminate the requirement that each carrier be
indexed precisely with respect to the printing
head of the machine, and to provide for precise
indexing of the pattern on the wafer, the printlog head and conveyor could be modified. Figure
8 illustrates schmtially a possible modification. The portion of the printing heed that
carries the patterned screen can be made to
float, that is, to have some movement in the
plane of the wafer surface, angularly and in two
directions perpendicular to each other. The
patterned screen frame can then have two members
with tapered holes which will mate with tapered
pins that are a part of the carrier unit, and
are precisely located with reference to the
wafer indexing mechanism. This modification
woul/ optimizc the indexing accuracy of the
machine, which, in its current form, produces
ninety-four percent acceptable plates.

be continuously fed and indexed behind masks
containing the desired patterns. The wafers
would be shielded from the unwanted metal vapor
both before and after the deposition of the
metallic pattern. Vacuum deposition appears to
be adaptable to microminiature applications.
Conductor patterns can be placed on dielec.
tric wafers by spraying techniquca. A mask containing the desired pattern is placed over the
wafer and a spray of silver paint is directed
A silver pattern similar to the
over the mask.
one on the mask is left on the plate. Spraying
is not as widely used as screen printing. The
masking problem becomes somewhat difficult in
the spraying process and hence the pattern
definition is sometimes not sharp. Smearing of
the mask with the wet paint also contributes to
poor pattern definition. This is a problem in
the larger patterns, and will become an even
greater problem in the microminiature applications. It appears that where silver patterns
are to be applied a screen printing process will
generally be employed.
Wire is used for terminal leads as shown in
Figure I. The wire is approximately twel"e
thousandths of an inch in diameter. The wires
are now placed in the circuit assembly by hand
operations. They are attached to the circuit
either b6 soldering or with a conductive
cement(iS). Soldering presents problems in the
small wafers: the heat applied to components,
and resistors, can mddify
transistors
such aselectrical
characteristics, and the
their
thermal shock on the thin wafers, due to local
applications of intense heat required for solderIng, may cause the wafer to crack.
In production, wire could be fed from spools,
through dies, cut to size, and attached to the
circuit with conductive cement. The wire is
placed in slots in the wafer as shown in Figure
.aend the coductive cement is applied. The
viscosity of the cement is such that it holds
the leads to the circuit until the cement is
cured.

Figure 8. Floating head showing freedom of
motion in the printing plane, angularly, and
in two directions perpendicular to each other.

5- Resitors
Methods which have been employed to apply
printed resistors to circuits are as follows:

Conductors are also deposited on dieetric
8
A
,9
wafers by vacuum deposition methods(
and
evaporated,
be
to
metal
the
boat containing
then deposited on a dielectric, is heated in a
high vacuum chamber. The metal molecules are
deposited on the dielectric in a pattern governed by the mask wh.ch is placed on the dielectric
At the present time, vacuum deposition
wafer.
is generally a batch-type process. Several
boat containing
and the
properly
evaporated
are placed in i a
to be wafers
the metal masked
vacuut jar, the ear is evacuated, the met a
source is heated, the metal Is vaporized, and

1. Screen printing
2. Injection molding
5. Pen
4. Vacuum evaporation
5. Tape
The same screen printer as that shown in
Figure 6, and described earlier for applying
conductive patterns on dielectric materials,
could be used for printing resistors simply by
using an appropriate pattern and a resistor ink
formulation, rather than silver paint. Hand
screening methods are presently being used in
the laboratory production of printed resistors

hence deposited on the wafers. The vacuum is
released, the jar is raised and the patterned
wafers are removed. This batch propess could be
made continuOus by placing a supply of blank
wafers in the bell jar and, by the use of
remotely controlled mechanisms, the wafers could

for micromisiature ciruts.
Screen-printing
but
o. resistors has proven to be satisfactory
the method is not as versatile as scme others
which allow greater control nthe depth of each
resistor.
The injection molding method for resistor
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printing is based on the Pressure filling of an
appropriate matrix with resistor ink and trasfering the ink from the matrix to the surface
A schematic
of the dielectric, plate(l l).
diagram of this process is seen in Figure 9.

AIR PRESSURE

--

but with not so much pressure that it will distort the shapes of the cavities in the matrix.
When the matrix is in contact with the plate,
to the ink reservoirs
air pressure is applied
so that ink flows into the cavities in the
matrix. The pressure is applied for the length
the matrix cavities.
time required to fill
The part of the machine cycle during which
ink is made variable
the
to
pressure is applied
by using a solenoid valve and a oam-actuated

,of

MOLD

DIELECTRIC

WAFER

Figure 9. Schematic diagram of water-Jacketedinjection molding printer showing delivery of
ink from three reservoirs to a three-cavity
mold.
The value of the printed resistors is controlled
by varying the resistor ink formulation used,
and by varying Lhe dimensions of the matrixcavities which in turn define the length, width,
and depth dimensions of the resistor. Figure 10
shows an injection molding-type machine for
printing resistors. This machine is designed so
that it can simultaneously print up to twelve
resistors on a dielectric plate, each having, if
necessary, a different formulation of resistor
ink.
At the feed position of the machine, cans
open the spring loaded levers which hold the
dielectric plates indexed with respect to two
perpendicular edges on the conveyor carrier. At
present each blank plate is manually placed in
the carrier nest. The conveyor carries the
plate to the printing positi.on. The printing
head of the machine floats, i.e. it can move
parallel to and perpendicular to the conveyor
and it can.also move angularly. When the plate
is indexed in the printing position, the printing head is lowered by two positive displacement
cams, one on each side of the machine. When the
printing head approaches the conveyor carrier,
two cone-shaped holes engage two cone-prongs on
the carrier assembly. Since the cones on the
carrier assembly have been precIsely located
wILh respect to the edges used to index the dielectric plates, the matrix is precisely indexed
with the dielectric plate. The matrix, which is
usually made of a resilient material, makes contact with the dielectric plate with enough
pressure so that the resistor ink will not secp

Figure 10. View of injection molding-type
resistor printing machine showing (top to
bottom): ink reservoirs, floating head, conand positive displacement
veylng mecharisnm,
cam for raising and lowering printing head.
switch to control the air pressure. When the
filling time is up, the pressure is releabed
from the ink reservoir and the printing head is
raised by the positive dlspl ement cams. The
printed plate then eventually advances to the
take-off position where cans again release the
pressure of the spring loaded levers on the
edges of the plates permitting them to be removed from the carrier nests. This machine is
designed so that there can be variations In the
pressure of the priating ink, the temperature of
the printing ink, t.iepressure of the matrix,
the speed of the ma.hine during the prIntIng
phase of the cycle, and the speed of the machine
dwinng the transfer jAasc of cycle.
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With the microminiature wafer, control of the
pressure between the matrix and the wafer may
become critical because too much pressure may
break the wafer and y t sufficient pressure is
required to obtain a seal between the matrix and
the wafer surface. This machine can print two
plates at a time and appears to be readily
adaptable to mdcrominiature circuit applicaticn-.
As in the screen printer, the primary problems
arise in the handling of the base plates. Here,
also, the pre)icusly described feed mechanisms
of tweezer-type or vacuum-type transfer arms can
be used to place the wafer on the conveyor
carrier nests from the top of a stack like that
shown in Figure 6. The motion for actuating the
transfer arms can be obtained by linking to the
up-and-down motion of the printing head. Carrier
nests similar to the ones described in the baseplate section of this paper may be employed,
Vacuum can be used to hold the wafer during the
printing cperation. Take-off mechanisms similar
to the ones suggested previously in this paper
can be used. Here also an indexing rotary table
could be used very effectively,
The pen method is ano1 he . process by which
The mcchcn'sm,
resistors can be printed
as illustrated in Figure ll, is essentially a
tube containing resistor Ink. The tuce nas a
The ink is
hypodermic-needle-like outlet.
forced out of the outlet by air pressure. The
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each different resistor to be printed. Therefore, the wafer must be conveyed cnd indexed to
as many pen stations on a machine as there .re
reststors on the plate. This method permits
control of the length, width and depth of the
resistor. The speed at which the pen passes
over the plate, the temperature of the ink and
the pressure applied on the Ink Pan all be controlled. This method has been used for large
It
plates and has worked quite satisfactorily.
requires a separate printing operation for each
resistor but appears to be adaptable 'o microminiature applications.
Thin-film resistors produced by vacuum
evaporation techtilques can also be used in
In the
mlcromindature circuit assemblies.
vacuum depeitlon of resistive materials, as
with conductive materials, batch processes are
presently used but, as stated previously in
this paper, a continuous-type production operation could oe obtained.
Another type resistor that can find applicacircuit assemblies is
tions in icromi at
the tape resistor(13). The resistor ink Is
placod on a thin asbestos tape by a continuous
spray process and the resultant resistor tape
is then cut to the desired dimensions and
placed on the circuit plate. This procca has
been used in the production of large printed
circuit assemblies with satisfuctory results
and could be applied to the alcromlniature
applications by adapting similar machinery.

4. Capacitors

WAFER

Figure II. SchematIc diagram of wterjacketed pen-type printer showIng delivery
a. .rk to a moving plate,
tIp of the needle is passed across the surface
of the Ilelectric plate leaving a rIbbon-like
layer of wet resistor irk on the plate. In
this process, a pen assembly is required for

An exaLmple of a typical capacitor(14) used
in microminiature circuits is the one shown in
the lower left hand corner of Figure 1. It is
a wafer one tenth of an inch square and one
hundredth of an inch thick and has a capacitance
of one hundredth of a microfarad. Silver electrodes are screened on each side of the wafer.
These wafers are attached mechanically and
electrically to the circuit with conductive
cement.
In the DOFL units, a cavity for receiving the small capacitors is placed in the wafer
with a cavitron after the conductor pattern
The capacitor
has been fired on the wafer.
could also be attached to the circuit by
soldering, but in that case thermal shock may
be a problem and, since the capacitor is
placed in a cavity in the wafer, a conductor
would have to be applied in the cavity and
contact mad with the rest of the circuit,
These small capacitors could bc placed in
tme circuit with a machine having similar feed,
conveying, Indexing and take-off mechanisms as
discussed previously in this paper. With the
wafer indexed in the machine, a mechanical arm
could move precisely over the area where the
capacitor is to be attached and apply conductire cement to the area. Then a vacuum typefrom a stack
arm
could pick
This and
in the circuit.
place a itcapacitor
precisely
insertion of the capacitors could be done by a
two-station only machine or by two stations of
a machine which also inserted transistors,
diodes and inductive components.
Another approach to the capacitor insertion
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probem is to use a body with high dielectric
constant as the base plate and let it serve as
the dielectric of the capacitor. This would
eliminate the capacitor insertion problem and
require only the printing of the electrodes
which would be done during the conductor print-

operation.

ing, operation.

miniaturizing them, thore does not exist at the

5.

Transistors and Diodes

6.

Inductors

Inductive components tend to be large and,
although considerable progress has been made in
present time an inductive component that meets
the size requirements of the microminiature
circuit assemblies being considered in this
Attepts by some laboratories to propaper.
duce micronipiaturo inductive components have
not as yet produced satisfactory components.
.Sall inductive coils have been developed by
of accomplishment
hcarzrg aids and
the manufacturers
in although
microthey
represent groat

Transistors and diodes, as seen in Figure 1,
are similar in physical size and nature and,
terefore, they will be discussed here as one
type of component.
The microminiaturo transistors used are produced by applying photolithographic and
vacuum deposition techniques to a germanium
wrafer forty-five thousandths of an inch
square and ton thousandths of an inch thick.
A more detailed description of the fabrication
of these trmisl$m
is available in the
literature
J,
cs t

miniaturization they occupy greater volumes
than entire micro-miniature circuit assemblies.
The approach tacen at the present time, in
order to realize optimum space savings, is to
substitute R-C circuits for inductive circuits
wherever possible.
A paper will be presented

presently being produced by hand methods 3n
the laboratory (16), but can be mass produced
by implementing photolithographic and vacuum

this symposium
ted
aspects of this appro
coils can be printed 1),

deposition techniques for large scale production.
The finished taL-rsore and diodes, as
soon in Figure 1, consist of the processed
They are soldered to a thin
germanium wafer.
metal base plate in order to facilitate the
insertion of the component in the circuit
assembly.
The transistor is placed in a hole
in the dielcctric base plate and the tdn
metal base plato which s;w been soldered to
the transistor overlaps the hole edges and
locates the transistor so that the surface
of the transistor-contacts are in the plane
Voids in the hole
of the base-plate surface.
in the ceramic wafer between the transistor
and the wafer arc filled with a sitable resin prior to dcpositing leads conecting
the transistor vrith the rest of the circuit.
Contact between the transistor and the rest of
the circuit is made by vacuum Cepoiting
aluminum leads from the contact on the transister to the proper points on .he conductor
pattern on the ceramic wafer.
In a mechanized assembly operation, the
base wafer would first be indexed on a conveyor and, by the use of vacuum finger-type
arms, the transistor or diode would be placed
In the proper hole in the base wafer. Conductive cement would be used to make contacts
between the baseplate of the transistor and
the circuit. After the conductive cement had
cured, a supply of the semi-finished electronic
assemblies would be placed in the chamber of
the vacuum deposition machine so that, by remote controlled arms, each assembly would be
placed in position behind a =ask and the
necessary leads vacuun deposited to each
assembly. As the successive components are
placed on the base wafer, the assembly may
become awkward to handle. In some instances,
it may be desirable to time the placing of one
of the ccponents so that it can be used for
orienting the assembly in, a succeeding

'17ch
).2lconsider
some
In some cases,
but they require con-

siderable surface area of the base plate and
only a very liritod rang, of values from one
tenth to one ;-cro1crxy can be achieved. Lj
the limited number of cases where printed coils
can be used, the same printing methods described earlier for printing conductors or resistors can be applied.

7.

Protective coatings

Protective coatings are an essential part of
This is esany printed circuit assebly.
pecially so of a fragile microminiature circuit
assembly for operational military applications
irhich must undergo extreme envirormental and
Units are protected
.handling conditions.
aCainst moisture, heat, pressure, shock and
vibration, arcing between components, and lo,9?)
periods of storage under adverse conditions
Each microminiature circuit can be protected
individually, or where the individual circuit
is a stage of a lar-or assembly, the entire
unit can be protected.
iethods which are generally used for
applyirg protective coatings to electronic
circuit assemblies are as follows:
1. Screen printing
2. Spraying
3. Dipping
4. Potting
he same screen printing equipment that is
tfcd for printing conductors and resisters car
be used for applying protective coatings.
Screen printing is generally used when certain
portions of t-he circuit are to be electrically
assembly
insulated prior to completing te
operations.
A plastic protective coating can also be
sprayed on either the finlshed unit or at some
intermediate stage during the fabrication of the
electronic assenbly.
Protective coatings can be applied to a unit

JOHN E. SBEUSI
by dipping the entire unit in an appropriate
coating material. Care must be taken that the

r

coating material can be applied and cured at a
temperature sufficiently low that it will have
no ill effects on the components in the circuit
In selecting a dip-coating material it is also
desirable that it jell at room temperature so
that it will. not run off prior to curing. In
production, the coating can be applied to each
unit by using an endless bolt conveyer to which
the units will be fed and the conveyor will
convey the units through the dipping and curing
oneration. The conveyor can be made to index
05cr a pot containing coatirg material at
proper temperature. The pot then would raise
to imerse the unit and lower at a dcsired
rate to produce a satisfactory coating.
PottIng is a process that will be ecpeoially
useful in protcting larger its
such as
stacks of small assemblies 0
. The stacks

can be placed in reuseable molds or in casings

that will stay with the unit. The potting
material can then be poured into the mold or
casing as it is conveyed by resin dispensing
equiiptnt. Descriptions of equipment and
tochninueu for applying cast$ revs are
available in the literature
;"" ".
COOCLSI02W
There is little doubt that many problems
must be solved in mechanizing the fabrication
of microminiature electronic assemblios, but
none of the problem appear to be insunmountable. In general, most of the operations have
been employed successfully in applications
dealing with larger units. The methods and
equipment must be extended to cover the microminiature assembly.
Caution should be exorcised in deciding the
degree of mechanizati jat is econondcally
desirable to achieve
A certain amount of
mechanization itil be essential to the production of largo quantities of electronic
assemblies. However, since microminiature
technologr is so n and there is almost dayto-day change in the type of components used,
machine developments should not be under4saen
where the equipment camnot be nmortizedL24I In
,al cases equipment should be designed so that
it can be adapted to meet new requirements.
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A STD

OF TH ELECTRONIC PARTS & ASSDZBLI

OF THE HAWK, LACROSSE I, & NIN HERCUL

MSSILES

Alvin Steinberg
Reliability Branch, Research & Developamt Division
Arsw Rocket & Guided Missile Agency, Redstone Arsenal, Alabama
The HAWK, LLCMSSE, and MIKE HERCULES missiles represent the latest in ArMy
Ordnance. Each contains omplex electronic packages requiring high reliability.
In order to enhance the missiles survival during severe operating enviroments

and to reduce the size and weight of the missiles' payload, present state-ofthe-art miniature parts are being used.
This study
a. The
b. The
c. The
d. The

will compare in the above missiles:
relative number of miniature electronic parts
use of printed wiring
use of machine assembly
efficiency in the use of available space.

My subject deals with the present day selection and application of electronic parts in

guided missile systems.

In particular, the

missile electronics of the HAWK, NIKE IRME S,
and LACROSSE I systems will be reviewed. Although this material does not cover radical
innovations in the field of miniaturisation, the
program ohaina has seen fit to include this
paper on the program. Perhaps an understandinr
of present applications would enable those of you
in design work to get an added feel for ailitary
requirements.

)
-

Introduction:
Greater demands in accuracy and reliability of
missiles are changing the appearance of the
mianile electronic package.
Our first
generation
of systems, the NUME AJAX and CORPORAL, used JAN
or ommieroial parts with conventional World War
I wiring in typical black boxes.
In the present

day systems, NIlE

EM~LE,

HAWK,
LACOSSE, and

DART, a transition is evident by the admixture of
soe printed wiring boards, encapsulated subassemblies, and a wide use of non-standard parts.
The next generation ay use guidance packages of
throw-away micro-miniature assemblies where space
restrictions are iposed by waveguaides and
hydraulic systems, rather than by electronic and
eleotro-mchanical assemblies.
Problem Area:
Slide 1:

CORPORAL

To define our problem in packaging electronics,

consider the CORPORAL. A CORPORAL battalion is

The CORPORAL system is not to be written off

authorised some 320 vehicles of equipment TO&E
6-545D. Both operators end maintenance technicians are highly skilled and well trained for
their mission. Obviously, the use of microminiature parts, modular packaging amenable to
machine assembly, and a revision of operation and
maintenance cncepts to allow more replacement
and less repair would reduce the complexity of
present operations.

because of outdated packaging. Readiness dates
prevented the designers from incorporating new
techniques during R&D. The CORPORAL III system
has modern ground equipment and would correct the
outdated features in the ground equipment an noted
by this slide.
Furthermore, in field test firings,
the CORPORAL IIA has demonstrated a higher relistbility than any other Arm missile system.
This
reliability has been the result of many factors
including a product improvement program whereby
over half the missile electronic circuits as noted
in slide one, were converted to configuration as
shown in the following slide.

Slide one shows a typical CORPORAL wiring and
layout. Note the lack of heat sinks, the absence
of support ribs in the chassis, and the mass of
wiring.

0
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Resistors.

Compsition

Wirewond
Deposited Carbon
Total
Induotorat
AF Reactors

e4
U
373
868
3

3

AF Toroids

Others
Total

I
53

This total count is over 1520 electronic parts
exolusivve of cables and connectors.

r

The parts are laid out within the cylindrical
seotion of the missile for ready accessibility.

Batteries, dynamotors, ad large heavy hardware
are mounted along the longitudinal axis whereas
the circuit parts are neatly mounted on ourvilinear laminates in periphery and parallel to the
missli
k1n. Raytheon was dir ctel to pro-ide
for repair by part replaoment and a more aocessible layout for the electronic parts would be hard
to visua-lme. The following slide shows the
nature of the assembly of the cylindrical platters.

Slide 2s

CORPOAL

A picoture of our prc,::; jan be portrayed by a
look at our present day developments. The HAW
missile-borne eleotrxd~ca is packaged prinoipal..
within two units, the seeker and the autopilot.
Ny parts have been made non-standard by additional environmental requirementsz that is, by
further selection processes at the plant.
The HM missile electronics part breakdown s

approxinatelyz
Capacitors,

Cerami
mica

4
46
35

Tantalum
Paper
Gl.s
Electrolytio
Titanium DioMide

156
73

3
8

Total
Tubes,

367
2.46

Crystals and Crystal Diodes,

81

Transformers:

55

Slide 3: HAWK

AIN KIMOM
The eleotranlo part density in the HAWK
missile

is In the vicinity of 2,000 per cubic foot. The

present day uada using printed wiring boards is
around 50,000.

The K= HCULES missile guidance package has

-ndergone a recent packaging redesign. The new
package is a "nduAi one with eubasseeb2±ee more

J

rOedi3Ly accessible and is oogmonly oalled "the

mshrom

ildance" package.

The HI J35 missile electronic parts count is
approximately:
Capacitors:
Mica
Paper

25

97
8
7

Tantalm
Glass
Ceramic
Others

15
17

Total

169

Resistors

Composition
Wirewound
Deposited Carbon

107
12
120

Variable

31
Total

270

'a.cuum T.bes:

40

Crystals and Crystal Diodes:

80

RF Induatrs:

18

Audio Coils and Transformers:

15

Other Part.:

10

This total count is

Slide 4t A HERCULES Module

approximate2y 602 parts.

Actually, for a tactical operation, the parts
count for the HERCULES iht
bq considered less
than the 600 items assembled. Over half the parts

are mounted in printed wiring boards and therefore
would not be subject to individual replacement.
The Western Eleotric process for assuring good
solder joints to printed wiring boards requires a
3 cynle thermal shock after soldering. Field
replacement of an item to the board where soldering is involved is not planned. The high failure
items, vacuum tubes, are mounted on the cast
frame that house the printed board assembly and
are replaceable if need be, although even this
item is considered better replaced at 5th echelon.
There are 22 printed wiring boards in the
H RCULES guidance package.
Reliability tests
showed no general necessity for encapsulation,
therefore, only one subassembly is sealed in epoxy
resin and a second unit in silastic rubber. The
majority of the coils, however, have been encapsulated for better configuration with respect to
asembly in the modules and for environmental
protection.

Slide 53

©

Mock-up of HRCUIZS "Mhrocm"
Instrument Side
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LACR03S:
The LAChOSSE I missile guidance package in contrat
to HAWK, provides all presuty available
techniques of assembly. The five missile eleotronic Ord ? assemblies contain 20 potted suba~aembliee and use 18 printed wiring laminated
boards.
The IACIOS8B electronic parts count for the
missile is as followse
Capacitorst
Mica
Glass
Paper
Tantalm
Ceramic
Variable

102
32

40
2

3
Total

Resistors:
Wirewound
Composition
Deposited Carbon
Variable

3.74
23
207
53
1

Total

296

Inductors, AF,

1.

Inductors, RF:

109

Diodes & Crystalss
Tubess

30
47

Relqs,

10

Miscellaneous:

26

_

Slide 6s

A LACROSSE Chassis Wiring

The total count then is apprIoxitely 697. The
Loll owing slide shows the layrout.
The LACRQSSE guidance package is subdivided
into five ohanssis, replaceable by an operator when
failure is evident as indicated by an automatio
tester. Piece part repair within the five chassis
is accomplished by back-up Ordnance Corps maintenance technicians. Parts density in the LACROSSE
I missile is of the order of 1,000 per cubic foot.
Many RF cavities contribute to the relative low
part density.
In comparison, the three missiles compare
thusly:
Missile Electronic Parts
HAWK
i
rJE LA1O SE
Total Parts
.
_20
602
_'
697_
Non-tanterd
Y5
2%
o
Type MaintenancePart &
Replacement
Part
Module
Potted Assy
Until early this year, the maintenance philosopby promulgated by the Ordnance Corps for missile
systems was based on AR 750-5, that is, the
traditional five echelons. By interpretation,
field repair meant test equipment for fault
isolation to the piece part and repair by part
replacement.

.
.
MULk

Slide 7:

Top View of IACR0SE Chassis
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This maintenanco philosophy has been modified,
and repair is now permitted by replacement of
modules. AccordinglT, the SEREANT, NIKE ZES, &
LACRMSE MM I systems will be packaged in modular
form and a reduction in field repair and maintenancs skills is evident in their TOE's.
The use of non-standard parts is of great
concern in the industrial phase of a missile
program. Each part peculiarly stocked as a replacement part adds an additional burden on the
supply system. Furthermore, if the part is a new
development which may be inadequately tested, It
is also a threat to reliability, Many of the
parts in the system discussed have been made nonstandard by the addition o:' specifications for
environmental extremes of temperature and shock
not contained in the Mil SeW of the comparable
part.

By the reliability formula, or the produce rule,
the overwhelming number of missile-borne electronic
parts makes the guidance package the most suspect
for in-flight failures.
When initiating this study, I expected to find
a relatienhip between reliability and missile
electronic part selection and assembly. However,
no trend was evident. In field test firings the
missile with the greatest part-count has shown the
greatest reliability. Factors other than complexity moat be more influential in field operations.
The electronic package in one guided missile is
only 2% of the total weight of the missile and 2%
of the volume. Miniaturization of components in
servo or hydraulic systems would pay off greater
dividends in space savings than in the electronic
area.

A part selected by enviromental testing does
not necessarily have a greatt- resistance to
failure than one not so selectod. However,

Miniaturization efforts on electronic parts and
assemblies will be the trend for our fZture systems.
The criteria of reliability and ruggedness point

function unless constructed under extreme conditions of quality control and t1,s begins with
incoming inspection of electronic parts. Reliability takes precedence over standardization.

better performance. Although the HAWK, HERCULES,
and lACr.iSE I may derive no benefit from the
miniaturization efforts described at this
8smpquitw, our missile donigncrm are wvcious to
incorporate new features in the next generation

complex missiles can hardly be expected to

toward miniaturization as a possible solution for

of systems now in the planning stage.

THE STAULIT OF 3ICO1NDUCTORS IN MICROELECT2ROIC ASSDCSI=
J. Maxwell Stinchfield and Ower L. Meyer
Diamond Ordnance Fuse laboratories, Washington 25, D. C.
As progress is made in the direction of microelectronic circuit development, the
problems of etabilisation and protection of the coponents and especially the semiconductors assume a major role. The several processing steps leading toward the cmpleted and stabilised unit and the determination of the extent of the semiconductor
stability are considered. A description is given of the use of the *Field Effect"
technique for rapid observation of stability. The measuremnt and analysis of the
effects of some semiconductor surface treatments are described.
Introdution

The need for stable and dependable electronic
hev ned forstabl and
epeordable aeleoi

These are controlled by electrically (or chemicaly) shifting the surface potential (difference in

devices in fuzing and other ordnance assemblies is

ptnilbtentebl

neiradteor

self-evident. For stability in microminiaturization, careful consideration should be given to the
components of the assembly. The close physical
association of the many components each with exacting electrical and material requirements makes
necessary a detailed understanding of the properties of these components. This is especially true

potential betwen the bulk interior and the surface) and by forming layers with small mabers of
recombination centers. Surface recombination yelocity and surface conductivity are inter-related
in such a complicated fasion that it appears
brst to obtain rct~r experimental confirmation of the theory",
before diacuusine

of the semiconductor coponents of the assembly.

it.

These are by their very nature sensitive to a disturbance of their properties by slight oontaminating influences. In their preparation the semiconductor material is sone purified to the highest
purity attainable and is then deliberately containinated. This controlled contamination (doping)
introduced during the process of growing a single
crystal produces the desired degree of imperfection which determines the electrical properties of
the device to be fabricated from the material,

the general shape of the conductivity curve as a
function of surface potential is a U-shaped curve
and the reconbination velocity versus surface potential is an inverted U-shape curve. Exprimentally the recombination curve (to the extent to
which it has been verified to date) is a superposition of several curves of this last described
simple inverted U-shape curve. Despite the great
complexity of reconmbination theory required to explain the behavior of the semiconductor, it is

The control of these and other imperfections are
essential for a good semiconductor device,

It

wiLL be suffic ient to say here that

possible to observe patterns of behavior that are
quite reproducible within a certain range of experimental or ambient conditions.
Some of these
are illustrated by the experiments to be described
following the initial
discussion of the surface
conditions.

In a transistor fabricated from such material,
the circuit designer looks for high and stable alpa,
lo01and stable saturation current and high
and stable breakdown voltage and other properties
sufficient for the application.
The device designer 'knows that the desired stable electrical
characteristics can be obtained only by starting
with a properly prepared material.
For example,
the recombination lifetime of the current carriers
in the prepared material must be appropriate to
the particular device to be fabricated.
Recombination lifetime is not fundamentally a material
property but varies rather with the Vod of preparation (imperfections grown in the crystal and
surface imperfections) and the impurity. Even
when the device has been prepared from a good stable single-crystal material, the inherent imperfaction of the surface, affecting the recombinaton
lifetime, exerts a strong influence cc the characteristics of the device.

The scope of this paper will be limited to a
description of the processing steps which might be
used tn obtain a good stable semiconductor surface,
the surface properties observed, and the technique
of measurement.
This is followed by experimental
data illustrating the behavior observed on a number of samples of n-type germanium with various
surface treatments.
Surface Recambination Velocity
The symbol S will be used in the following
discussion to denote surface reccbination velocity in cm/sec.
This is of the same significance
an velocity of carrier flow as used to calculate
the current density flow in the usual sense where,

J

-

qn s

charge on one carrier (1.6 x 10 -

19

Assumin a well prepared bulk material, we will
be concerned here principally wLth the stability
of the semiconductor surface.

q -

Desired Surface Properties and Their

a - average velocity of carrier flow in cm/sec.

coulombs)

n - number of carriers/&

At the surface of the semiconductor device it
is desired to have a 9m11 surface recombination
velocity S and a small surface conductivity G.

- resultinz density of current flow in am3
perem/cg

©
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~J.

L. IMER
STINCHF=~ AM2The
UME
effect

For a thin slab of germanium, theXMLEL
carrier lifetime t ordinarily obtained by observing the deoy
of a photoconductive current after an Inatantanecue flash of light is,
-

I

Usuall,
TB, the buIk lifetime is lrge
enough to be neglected in coparison with
t'[,
lifetime. The surface
the surface reombinattcg
V
recombination velocity
for a thin slab (with
all dimensions large cmfipared to the thickness
and -tath the thlicknoss snall conpared to the
diffusion lenCth constant of -1o material) is
S - x/2 T
given by,
where X is the thicknes of the slab. Figure 1
shows this relation for the experimental germanium
samples, with dotted cavee indicating the change
for a plus or minus 20 ,ercent change in the 10
rll thickness.

of 3, the surface recombJnatioti velocity, on the beta or alpha c-b as it is often
called, is illustrated for an assumed case in Figure 2. Variations in 3 up to 200 produce relativeIY smal beta variations. However, a beta
drop to 70 percent occurs when S go s to 500.
While the value of S is imp'tant,
most of
the surface is ob-he detailed information about
7
tined from the field effect experiment.
-'.eld Effect
Yn this experiment, a small bar (width about
8 x thickness and length about 4,0z thickness) of
genzium has leads attached to its ends through
which a small d-c current is passed. (See Pig.j
Over the surface of the bar, a plate electrode (P)
is located as closely as possible but insulated
from the bar. An a-c voltage in the frequency
range of 50 to 3000 cps connected to the plate
electrode causes changes in the conductivity of
the surfacc which appear as a modlation of the
d-c current. This conductivity change is observed

by means of the oscilloscope as shown in the test

0000

'.he effect of the capaciin Figure 3
tance ciu-rent through the sample is bdanced out
by an oquivlent capacitance CB and resistor AB@
The curves appearing on the oscilloscope show the
change in erface conductivity G versus surface
charge (surface potential Y is related to surface
charge through the capacitance of the plate P to
the surface) due to the field effect. When a minappears in this curve, this point is related
the theoretical curve of G versus Y (or G veoe

.Icircu.!t
.

eeoc

__-_
__

1000

T

r

500

I
,I

see.

.to
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j
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Figure 1. Surface Recombination Velocity S
versus Charge Carrier Lifetime T.
(for 10 mil thick slab of semiconductor)
Figure 3.

surface charge) shown in Figure 4 so that the
space harge and the charge in the traps is then

100
,o*

i
.

I.
I
e'

]face.
,o'
z.

-.

.

'

feet of trps is negligible. The trap is probably
a crystal imperfection which withholds an electron
from the conduction band or a hole from the valance band. The experimentally observed curve is

-

wider due to charge held in traps which Is not

I
.

IQ,
Sec.

wn.
The theoretical curve of Figure 4 gives
true conductivity of the surface when the of-

....

Ithe

.

.

Field Effect Fbiperiment.

0'

a0'

Grounded Emitter Current Gain (3
Figure 2.
versus Surface Recombination Velocity S.
(fcr assumed conditions ti - 50 at 3 - 1250)

able to contribute to the conductivity of the urHence, the horisontal difference between
these two curves (plotted with surface charge as
the horizontal coordinate) when the minimum points
are coincident will give the charge in the traps.
This is the charge in the so-called fast traps.
The slow traps are so unresponsive that they only
exert a fixed biaing potential which requires
seconds to minutes or hours to change. With this

@
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obone lad back again. The sensitivity of the
semiconductor surface to suchthe
an surface
ambient6tbility.
cycle"
is made ae of here to test

ISO

The degree to whith the curfacO in resistant to

170

z
*-U
50
s-

I

t
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disturbance by ths *ambient cycle' (a similar cy.leknown as the ABrettain-Bardeon cyce" is referred to frequently in the literature ) will be
used as a measure of surface stability. Soe
change is usually observable even with specially
treated
coatedofsurfaces.
Figure
shows
the
or chemivai~riw ambienteJ
tendency
relative and
calsto
rodce

-tye o p-ypesurfaces and the

corresponding patterns observed on the oscilo-

oscope.

~spending
_

SURFACEPOTENTJAL YU.
-TYPE-TP

Scps)

T

I

Figure 4. Trap Free Surface Conductivity G
versus Surface Potential Y for 8.0 Ohm-Cm
N-type
flhmanium,
information plus the recombination data, the experimental results can b correlated with the
theory. Due to ccmplexities mentioned earlier, no
attempt at correlation will be made bore. The experimental results will be used to monitor surface
stability.
Surface Stabilit-y
Inpeari
fiel
eoscilloscope (See Figure 5) sho
o urfa
on theoscilloscop)
rsen
sow
clearly the type of surface present on the semiof surface
conductivity
conductor.
The ortype
by the slope
p-type)
is shown
(either n-type
curve for the surface COndutivity, since nar the minimun point in the curve a
change fra n-type, through intrinsic, to a p-type
surface is indicated. Tha untreated soniconductor
surface is observed to change from a strong n-type
surface to a strongly p-type surface and back again
as the gaseous ambient surrouning it is changed from
wet nitrogen through dry nitroeon and dry oxygen to
FIELD EFFECT
OSCILLOSCOPE PATTERN
________
AMMONIA
WET NITROGEN
N-TYPE
WET AIR
SURFACE
WET OXYGEN
DRY NITROGEN
DRY AIR
P-TYPE
HYDROGEN PEROXID
HDROXGEN PERXID
SURFACE
Q
OZONE
CHLORINE
Figure 5. Ambients Arranged According to
the Degree of N-type or P-type Surface
Produced on Germanium.

The patterns arm section-s of the corresurface oondu,3tivity curves produced when
the semiconductor surface potential (or surface
charge) is artifcially shifted back and forth by
a high voltage (audio frequency of 50 cps to 3000
applied to a -a1 metal plate located close
to the semiconductor surface.
The observed pattern is not uniquely related to
the previous history of the surthe ambient
face
leaves since
a residual
effect. The patterns shown
in Figure 5 are normal for the nearest group of
ambients and change in the direction shown as the
ambients shift the surface toward more n-type or
p-type conductivity.
Experimental Curves
A photograph of oscilloscope tracings for a
piece of untreated 8.0 obm-cm n-type germanium is
shown in Figure 6. Curve a is for a dry oxygen
ambient. Curve b showing a strong p-typ surface occurs for 10 seconds spark discharge producing ozone in the oxygen. The surface potential
drifts back to curve o 3 minutes after the
sparking is stopped. Curve d in Figure 7 occurs
e showing
dry nitrogen.
occurs whenCurve
the nitrogen
rsurface
is passed through water for 10 seconds. Curve f
results 1 minute after returning to dry nitrogen.
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Figure 6. Zbperimental Surface Conductivity
versus Applied Field for Oxygen and O2one.
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Figure 7. Experimental Surface Conductivity
versus Applied Field for Dry and Wet Nitrogen.

Figure 9. Surface Recmbination Velocity S
vseus Hours Time in Room Air for Silicone
Ccated N-type Germanium.
Some typical curves illustrating several surface treatments under study at DOFL are shown in
Figures 10, 1, 12 and 13.

This illustrates how readily the ambient atmosphere can shift the surface from strongly p-type

to strongly n-type.

household cleanser (Ajax) showed an S

Figure 8 shows a4iilar curvam on thie somple
after it haa been coated with & silicone resin.
The center curve k obtained after 5 m nutes exposure to ozone shows only a slight change in the
p-type direction compared to a change completely
to a p-type surface in 10 seconds when the surface
is uncoated.

I--

In Figure 10, & piece of the same 8 ohm-cm
n-type geraunium which had been cleaned with

of 30.

Etching in superoxol etch hath (1 part HF, 1 part
H202 , 4 parts H2 0) plus a U-P (ultra-ptre doionized water) wash reduced the S to the neighborhood of 200. Wdhen "ambient cycled" 3 increased to 420. Cleaning again in household
clesimer increased S to 700. A U-P wash reduced
3 from 700 to 500. Etching again reduced S to
190.
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Figure 10.
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Surface Recobination Velocity s

versus Hours Time in Room Air for polystyrene
Coated N-type Germanium.
Figure 8. Experimental Surface Conductivity
versus Applied Field for a Stabilized Surface
Exposed to Oxygen and Ozone.
The surface rscambinatiou velocity

S is shown

in Figure 9 for this sample. After coating and
drying it was baked for one hour in room air at
11C. A change in S from 250 to 320 occurred
during the bake. It remained stable in room air
for 20 hours. when it wa
d durmbient
cycled". A
change from 320 to 250 occurred during the 24 hour

period imediats3,y following the "ambient cycling".
but no further change urs noted.

A coating of polystyrene was then applied. The
3 decreased to 170 and remained there for 16 hours.
On "ambient cycling",p the S increased from 170
to 280. A U-P wash reduced S from 280 to 155.
Over the next 24 hours, S roe to 180 but was at
15 after 1200 hours in room air.
Germanium pieces P and #8 frm this same rytal slice (8.0 ohiNmm n-type) were etched,
washed and dried. Number 7 was coated with an

epoxy and dried.

Number 8 remai.ned uncoated.

Baking for 1 hour in air at l.O*C (See Figure 11)
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oom Air for (7) Epox

changed S from 320 to 630 on the coated sample
Y7 bat made no change in the uncoated smple #So
After the bake, the #8 sanpes asimilarly coated
and dried. At 18 hours, the S of this sample
had decreased from 360 to 320. Four hours later,
it had increased from 320 to 410. It was then
baked for 1 hour at llO C when the S increased
to 630. Tn Figure U1, it is seen that #7 shows a
continuous improvemenL over a period of more than
ample #8 remains at a constant value
1000 hours.
of S - 360 for over 1000 hours. The value of S near
250 is best for the #7 ample but the stability is
best for #8. Apparently, the oxidation due to the
initial bake of the uncoated #8 resulted in better
stability after coating.

.

0

versus Hours Time in Rom Air for M-type
Germanium Treated with Tn-BT and KPR Coated.

Coated and Baked and (8) Baked, Epoxy Coated,
andOrmanum-The
akedN-tpe
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coating of silicone re.,n is more effective than
an epoxy coating in maintaining surface stability.
This is not necessarily true since the treatmente
to ehich the samples were subjected were not
otherwise identical.
Some chenmical treatments have been observed to
render the germanium surface insensitive to ambient conditigns. N1 the DOL laboratories,
Dr. M. Schwarz found tetra n-butyl titanate
(Tn-BT) to restorn and in some cases improve the
alpha of a group of transistors. Further investigation shows a strong n-type surface of low S
and with resistance to "ambient cycling". Figure 13 shows an S change from 125 to 180 due to
"ambient yeling" although the surface remained
Sane small change
strongly n-type throughout.
also after coating and developing a
photo-resist (KFR) layer on the surface. The surface remained substantially stable.
Another chemical treatment observed to improve
surface Rtability involves the methylchloroObservations made so far show a surface
a
stable S and cosiderable resistance to

it

cycling".

eealDiscussion

I

,

data of Figures ]-1and 12 suggest that a

________________..__-_-

Velociy

Figure 12. Surface Recombination Velocity S
versus Hours Time in Room Air for Silicone
Coated N-type Germanium.

Figure 12 for sample #9 shows the S reduced
from 1250 to 360 by an etch in uperoxol. A U-P
wash reduced S from 360 to 100. An electrolytic
Another etch
etch (ini10% X1OK)raised S to 210.
in supaerool reduced 5 to 140. This sample was
then coated with a silicone resin and drie . Over
a 60 hour period S changed only slightly(140,
135, 154 On baking, S increased from 155 to
315. The S remained constant at 180 for over
1000 hours after the bake. ,Ambient cycling" at
1362 hours showed no detrimental effect although
ozone shifted the surface from strong n-type to
slightly p-type.

In the study of seilonductor surfaces a number of general observations and tentative conclusiom have been made. Sane of these will be listed here.
any of the go.- uium etching baths (for example the superoxol etch bath) leave weak n-type or
weak p-type surfaces on the semiconductor. These
surfaces are easily disturbed by slight traces of
Vapors encountered during recontaminants.
str4
moval from the bath, the rinsing, the drying and
the room asbients all can easily change such surfaces.
A semiconductor surface remaining stable for
hundreds of hours in roan air can show a large
change due to a few seconds exposure to nearly
pure o.ygen, a mall percent of ozone, a high relative humidity, or a slight amount of chemical vapore.

J. YAr.L4 STINCH.D AID CWEN L. IWEVR
A semiconductor having a strong n-type surface
on an n-type bulk material if "ambient cycled" to
a strong p-type surface and back again will usually show a net increase in surface recombinatien
velocity after this cycling.

The progress made to date gives hope that the
early whystic" approach to the casplex chemical
properties of the surface are yielding to improved scientific understandlng.
Acknowledaement

Strongly n-type or strongly p-type surface? bot
can show low surface reocabination velocity tineither n-type or p-type germanium hilk materiel: but

The germanium crystals used in these experiments were grown in the Diamond Ordnance Fuse lab-

surface conductivity tends to be high. with resultlng surface currents or channels.
A valune of recoubination velocityr shouzld. be

oratories by Dr. R. Clang and associates. Various
chemical procedures have been suggested by
Dr. M. Schwarz, Mr. J. R. Nall and Dr. R. Clang.

chosen for the particular device with the vrface
potential hold stable at a cemproise Value such
*that surface conductivity and surfe.ce recbination
velocity are not too high.
A slight oxidation of the semiconductor surface,
such as produced by a low temperature bake in air,
or merely ageing in air of 50 perent relative ha-
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midity plus a coating such as photo-resist, ts.licone resin, or lo, cat alyst epoxy, improve semi-
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conductor sarface stability.

3. R. H. Kingston, Jour. Appl. Pys., Vol. 27,

Chemical treatments of the semiconductor 'arfaces, forming highly stable oxidea or sili1'--at
directly on the surface, produce stable surfaces
resistant to ambient fluctuation.
Cnclusions
A combination of chemical Lreatment plus coating
shows promise for producing stable micrminiiaturized assemblies. In the flnal stapes of fabrication the seniconductor device should be
etched, cleaned, and processed to produce the
desired surface. This surface should be made

p. 101.
4.

W. H. Brattain and J. Bardeen, Bell System
Tech. Jour., Vol. 32, p. 1, Jan. 1953.
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N. Schiars, Diamond Ordnance ftse Taboratories,
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B. Schwarz, Electrochemical Society, New York
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resistant to ambient disturbance so that surface properties do not change over the period
of nAml life expecteace and in any oI the
enviro ento to which it night be exposed.
These enviromnents include assembly, testing, potting and encapsulation procedures during microelectronic circuit fabrication as well as the applications environment of the equipment.

Spring Meeting, April 27, 1958.

EXPWSIVE TRAINS FOR MINIATURE EL6;lT'IC INITIATORS
Paul B. Tweed
Picatinny Arsenal, Dover, New Jersey
The use of standard explosive train components now available creates a minimum
sizo barrier below which such components are valueless. In order to reduce the
size of a miniature electric initiator explosive train to a level where it would
be of value in the miniature components now desired, new explosive devices are
required. These devices will require selective sensitivity to be capable of selfpropagation in the desired size ranjcs while maintaining safety, and have enough
output to successfully transmit the detonation. The use of 0.040-inch outside
diameter low-energy detonating cord together with miniaturized detonators now
under development at Picatinny Arsenal will be a major break-through in this
direction. A similar developmsnt,"string igniter'" promises equal miniaturization
potential for propellant ignition trains.
Ideally the fuze designer would like to
eliminate the explosive portion of his fuze
altogether. Since he cannot do this and
Initiate the main explosive charge of the munition, the next best thing is to make the explosive train as small as possible. Until quite
recently, it was believed that the minimum
diameter for propagation of tetryl, RDX and PETN
in light confinement was 0.125, 0.100 and 0.050
inch, respectively. Miniaturization of explosive trains was considered to have reached a
limiting value. Recently, however, there have
been some developments that are chanaing the
picture. I will discuss some of these briefly,
The most important break-through in this
field was the developmry of low-energy
1
detonating cord (LEDC)"'
by the joint efforts
of the Enaign-Bickford and duPont Companies.
LEDC consists of a very small continuous
column of explosive in a metal tube.
A number
of different explosives have been found satisfactory. Core loadc in a wide range can be
prepared. The metal tube can be reinforced witn
plastic or textiles to resist abuse. IEDC
can be used for a noiseleas mainline, for
bottom i.nitiation of cap sensitive powders, for
short delays, as a propellant igniter, for
explosive disconnects, for crimping of metals,
for de-icing airplane wings and for conveying
detonation through explosives or through

finement is provided.
Initiation for both LEDC and "string igniter"
can be accomplished ',y low ener". electric
initiators. The weakeqt duPont low-nnery
long,
electric end primer (2), the X-2570, is
.2j.O" diameter and contains 0.5 grain lead azide.
(3 )
The smallest diameter duPont LEDC electric cap
is 17/32" long, .190" diameter and contains 2.0
erains lead azide. There is no reason why
.
designs or this kind cannot be made smaller(4
information concernlnp smaller items will be
presented in a paper entitled "Development of
Miriat.ure 3lectric Detonators". Since there
undoubtedly are applications where LEDC or
"string igniter" could be used if its initiator
were of the sane diameter, it appears that
diameter of initiator is the bottleneck in the
developnet nf miniature explosive trains.
Te most commonly used explosive in initiators
is dextrinated lead azide.
This material is
required to change the weak imnulse from the
primin charge into a detonation so that the base
charge can be initiated. There are now available
other materials which are more efficient,
especially in small items, than dextrinated lead
azide. Am.on-!
these are polyvinyl alcohol kPVA)
lead azide, deveLoped by the Olin Mathiesen
Chemical Co., RD-1333 lead azide, and D-1343
lead azide, both of which were developed in
England.
To show the greater efficiency,

1F.

.5milligrams of dextrinated lead azide is

mechanical devices with little or no shielding.
It has been made in production in loads of .01
grain per foot and experimentally in desins
involving & million feet per pound of explosive.
The rate of detonation, if P-TN is 'iel, is
about 6500 meters per second and the value is
uniform with 1%.

Although LZDC has some merit as a propellant
igniter, a variation known as "string igniter"t''
is much Letter for this purpose.
This is a
small diameter continuous metal tubing containing a detonating i,nition core composition.
It can be supplied in various diameters and its
ignition characteristics can be tailored to a
specific application. It can be supplied having
velocities ranvinR from 3000 to 6500 meters per
secopd, depending on the type and a:..ount of core
composition. The detonation o" the explosive
disperses radially hot metal particles both from
the core and from the metal Jacket which have
excellent ignition properties. While LEDC
requires black powder, or similar raterial to
can ignite
ignite propcllarts, "string iiriter"
certain propellants directly when slizht con-

)

renuired for initiation of RDX in the .128"
inside diameter M47 detonator, while 25 milligrams of -ID-1333 does an equivalent job. This
,Tnans that detonators can be made shorter to do
the same job. The smallest standard Ordnance
Corps detonator, the V55, has a diameter of
.j,,5" and a length of .11". This represents
what can be done in stab-type detonators by use
of PVA lead az,'ie.
Electric detonators, which
have more confinement due to the design of the
letonator, should offer even greater poesibilities in reduction in 1egth.
Under Contract 537 5) between Diamond
Ordnance Fuze Laboratories and the American
Cyana.ide Co., it was shown that tetryl, RDX
and PSTN, when mixed with zirconium or titaniur',
can be initiated by means of a spark gap using
1000 volts and less than 10,000 ergs. Work of a
sirilar nature both with and without primary
explosfves is underway at Fort Halstead, England,
under the Mutual "4eapons Development Program and
monitored by Picatinny Arsenal. There is
definite evidence that insensitive detonators

PAUL B. TWEE
requiring no primary explosive can be developed
and this may lead to smaller exolosivo trains
by elimination of some components or explosives
as well as elimination of out-of-line devices.
Work a' Picatinny Arsenal during recent
years has shown that copper chloretotrazole (6 3
can be initiated by stab action and can also
act as a base charge. Stab-type detonators
containing this material are being studied and
if the preliminary results are borne out in
engineering-type tests, a smaller detonator for
the 20mm M505 fuze may becorqe available. It is
entirely possible that a miniature electric
detonator containing an clectrosensitive
explosive in combination with copper chlorotetrazole can also be developed.
Another Pict4nny study has involved the use
of sensitizers ; with explosives. which could
lead to reduction in the number of explosive
charges in an item. It was shown that 95/5 PVA
lead azide/tetracene loaded in M26 percussion
primers will function pronerly. Although such
a mixture will not stand up under adverse
storage conditions, it is entiroly possihle
that. mnra nt.nhla spnpt_aro%r-n ho found -nd
ar
that they can be used in miniature electric
initiators by proper choice of spot charge.
In conclusion, there appear to be numerous
methods of reducing the number cf explosive
charges in initiators and there are devices
available which will transm-t detonation in
very small diameters. Combination of th.devices and emphasis on developme,t of smaller

initiators should certainly lead to miniature
and even micro0iniature explosive trais.
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SIMUAtORS

Anthony P. Vigliotta
g Device Center, Port Washington, Nov York

U. A. Naval Trai

axtnsive nd complex simulator systems have been developed for training of Armed
Forces personnel at shorebased schools in the fields of Fleet Air Defense Weapon Sys-

With the advent of Shipboard Guided Missile Weapon iyetems

terns and CIC training.

a new concept of installing simulator systems aboard Naval vessels has been laplemented. Due to the crltical need for minimum weight, size and power requirements
for shipboard installations, extensive redeesign and new techniques have been investigated in the areas of tranuistorisation and micro-miniaturization.
This paper Wil
trace the trend in transieterization and assembly miniaturizatic
from shorebaeed to
shipboard weapon system trainers. Circuit, component and assembly package designs

will bo

reviewed in detail.

The 17. R. Naval Training Device Center, Offioe of Naval Research, conducts research, developeent and production of training equipments
in the fields of aeronauties armaments, electronics, optics, graphios, weapon systems, etc.

proficiency of the gumnery, missile and CmC teams
tn the Phases Of target detection, acquisition,
tracking, synthetic firing and assesment of operator and system performance.
A typical shorebased type tnei-r,
soverall system block diagram

This paper will discuss the specific area of

as shown inFigure isLnerates six mueuverable

shorebased and shipboard Guided Missile Weapon

air targets which are fed simultaneouly to air

Systems as it applies to the Operational Fleet

search and fire control radar simulators.

requirements,

video output of the air search radar simulator is
fed to operational FPI and Designation Indliatcre.
The Fire Control Radar ,imulator outputs in turn
are fed to the radar equipments of two different

The prime ftnetion of a Guided Missile Weapon System trainer is to develop and maintain
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types of Piro Control Systems.

Operators of the
designation indicators obtain simulated video trget data and transit designuted information to
the FL.re Control Directors to assist the Fire Control radar operators to acquire the targets. The
Fire Control Padar system oontinuously tranmits
repeat back data to the designatlor indicators to
indicate director position and proceeds to acquie
the target In autoatic track. Acquisition and
tracking phases are completed upon the "locking
o= of the target and transmission of target positin data to the Ounnery and Missile Computers.
The synthetically generated problem is continued
to the point of synthetic firing. Assessment of
results is made by time measuremente of different
phases of problem generation, acquisition, trackimg, firing and target kil probability determination.

Booed on the above analysis and a review of
relative degree of design complexity, it was etablished that in order to meet the shipboard requirements, an appro.Ainate shrinkage in weight
and sise of 50% would be required. To accomplish
this shrinkage, it uas agreed with contraetarl
personnel that the following areas would be investigated.
a. Trarsistorivation.
b. Conversion from 60 cyole power to 4,00 cyole power.
a. New assembly and sub-assembly design concepts.
d. Development of new techniques.
A program was Instituted for the complete investigation of the simulator design to achieve a
maximum degree of circuit traneletorization and
miniaturization. Functionally a radar simulator
system consists of three basic sub-systems; name4
Target Xotion Generation, Radar Comparators and
Radar Simulators. The detail design of this type
simulator is covered in the followl4 paragraphs
to clal-fy the type of engineeria techniques employed In simulation equipmentS and Figure 2 mdi-

The equipment as described in Figure 1 consisted of 4 major consoles with a total weight of
approtimtely 3,000 pounds. Table I is a chart
vhich shows the relation between operational
equipment to be activated and console and weight
requirements for both Phorebased and shipboard
trainer systems.
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Target couse is mausally set by mms of a
controllable input. For course chafge., a rate
of turn unit utiliting a achanical integrator
is provided. The output from the meohanical Integrator together with the target course output
produces target angle shaft data. This output is
oompared with true target uesaring through a diLferential to the shaft of the bearing resolver.
The Insertion of target speed to the bearing Ia-

cates the type circuit assemblies involved in the
trniistorisation and miniaturization program.

solver will provide an output of horizontal

le

..

The integrator servo amplifier in often called
a rate servo amplifier. In this type of servo,
the rate of rotation of the integrator motor ha
is made proportional to the Input voltage.

TYPICAL CIRCMT PACKAGE
Figure 2
The function of a target Renerator is to generate synthetically the action of a moving target
such as an aircraft, nubmartne or Surface craft.
Figure 3 is a flow diagram of the functions involved in a typical target generator unit.
Target

-

The quantity of horisontal rame rate also obtained from the bearing resolver is fed into a
booster amplifier whose output drives one stator
of the elevation resolver. The other stator of

-------IRate
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of
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limb

nt
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a

This qumntity multiplied by I/it
potentiometer will produce horsmtal be-ming
rate. To compute the true target bearing rote,
horizontal bearing rate must be multiplied by the
secant of the elevation angle. This is accoaplished by feeding horizontal bearing rate Into
an inverse funotion amplifier, whose feedback ins
derived from a cosine potenticater driven by the
target elevation servo. The output of the inverse
function amplifier is then fed into the true target bearing integrator servo amplifier.
fleotion rate.

Rate
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Ths function of the bearing error comparator,
Figure 4, is to compare the shaft rotation of the
true target bearing obtained from the target genorator unit to the shaft of the radar director
bearIng, through a mechanical differential. The
output shaft of the differential is coupled to a
three neotion bearing comparator potentiometer
which provides target bearing error electrical
signals.

this resolver is fed from a voltage derived frm
the target rate of climb and drive control patentiester. The shaft of this resolver is driven
by target elevation angle which can also be a mual input. The resultant outputs of this resolv
will be slant range rate and elevation deflection
rate.
Toelevation deflection rate in multiplied by
fuction and results in angular elevation
the
rate. TMie quantity is then fed to the true target integrating servi amplifier whose output ilf
Is true target elevation angle.

The elevation error comparator ucit ompares
the shaft rotation of the true target elevation
(target generator unit) to the shaft rotation of
the director elevation through a mechanical differential. The oatput shaft of the differential
is coupled to a three section elevation comparator pntentimvter which prades target elevation
electrical signal.. In addition the video gates
as shown are utilized for adjustment of beam
width charaoteristics of radar equipment. The error signal voltages and video clamp (beam charaoteristic) units are then fed to the radar sieulator units where they are converted from voltage
signals to appropriate IF and video for display
on appropriate indicator units.

The output of slant range rate is fed to the
range integrating serve amplifier whom output
shaft is target range.
Thus we se that the prim function of the
target generation system Is to provide input capabilities of bearing, rate of turn, course, spod
and elevation and outputs of target range, bearfog and elevation. The next phase to reviev is
the comparator aseemblies. The prim function of
tih comparator Mnits is to match position data of
the synthetic target in space with the positional
data of the radar antenna and theoretical radar
baaharactricties and present signals to the
operational radar indicators when they normally
would display target information,

The bearing and elevation voltages and gates
and target range obtained from the target posttion generation and comparator assemblies are fed
to the radar simulator assembly as shown in Fig. 5
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Target range D.C. voltage is fed to the phanastron circuit which is used as a square wave genorotor. The master trigger is utilised to initiate the phanastron circuit and the level of D.C.
range voltage determines out off tim. The result is a positive square wave pulse, whose width
is dependent on the range voltage. The square
wave is differentiated to obtain the video at the
correct range or time displacement from the mester
trigger. The raw video pulse is fed to the mixer
stage where all targets are mixed. Blocking oscillator circuits are utilized to sharpen pulse
shapes. The raw targets from the mixer unit are
then fed to the range attenuator which decreases
signal amplitude with range so as to present typical operational characteristios. Additional
features provided to add realim to the presentation are noise and sea return. The output video
is then presented to operational indicators.
Summrizing the characteristics of the overall
Radar Simulator systeme just reviewed establishes,
that the following assemblies and circuits are
capable of transistorization a.*! miniaturisation:
1. Tarret Motion Ganeraars - .%rvo, booster,
Inverse function, isolation, unit gain amplifiere,
eleotro mechanical assemblies, motors and power
supplies.
2. Rada Comoarators - Sam as target motion
generators.

3. R
SjWatr - Electronic otreuita
such as phanastron, differentiators, Sweep,
blocking oscillators, noise and sea return generators, mltivibrators, etc.
Figures 6 - 8 are photographs of type construe.
tion design utilized prior to transistorinatin.
The units utilized miniature tubes# 60 0yle power source and 1 300 V. D.C. regulated poe ut
as ahown in Figura ^7and 1C. Dimensions ar as
shown in the above figures and weight varied from
2 pounds to 3j pounds dependent upon size. In
transistorization of these units, molded card
type and tube type assemblies were utilized as
shown in Figures 11 and 12. The size of the
units are as shown in the above figures and vept
is approximately 6 to 8 ounces. As a majority of
the circuits described in Figures 3 - 5 wee transistorized, extensive decreasing in weight and
size was realzed. In the shipboard type trainer,
the tubular type transistorized assemblies are
used extensively as co pared to the molded card
type. The advantages lie in vater maintainabil.
ity and replacement. The disadvantages are larger size and weight. Ainoe the units have to be
capable of replacement, it was agreed that the
use of the tubular transistorised type is preferred. When one considers that apprximately
50 - 60 of these type circuits are utilied, the
size is quite appreciable. In addition, the console and chassis aasemb2y are decreased in size.
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shown in Figure 15. Bearing width is readily
adjustable by changing the D.C. level. The
weight and shrinkage ratio gained was approximately 10:1.
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Figure 12

Another obvious shrinkage wes oDtained in converting the system from a 60 cycle power system
to a 400 cycle system. The major weight saving

CTRhCTh- Mrf.IAW
EARflr CAT COMPARATOR
Figure 14

was in tranoformers, filters and motor assemblies.
Figure 13 shows a comparison of a 60 cycle and a
The weight ard size drink400 cycle servo motor.
age ratio was approximately 4:1.
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Figure 15
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Another typical example of circuit redesign

01 400 CYCZ & 60 CaC12 COMNTMMI
COMPARISON
Figure 13

was the replacement of CRT tubes and associated
circuits utilized for simulation of ampler conical and spiral scan simulation of fire control

Another area of miniaturizatton was the careful investigation of design techniques utilized
Figure 4
and possible use of other techniques.
shows the electro-mechanical assembly which is
utilized as the bearing gate simulator described
in Figure 4. After careful study, a design technicue utilizing target input to the rotor of a
control transformer ard aotenna position data fed
The error oigLu the etetor leads vms devloped.

simulators with ring modulators. Figure 16 shows
a 4 target conical spiral simulator chassis utilizing CRT as compared to Figure 17 which is a sit
target chassis utilizing ring moulators. Size
and shrinkage aocmrlished was approximately 3:1.

nal was fed to a D.C. level coprator circuit as

Figure 9 were decreased in voltage at current

Another extensive saving in weight and size is
realized in power supply unitc utilized with trensistors. Regulated power supply units as shown in

@L

requidrements.

S

varied froi
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in summary It

Power supply ehinkage ratio

5s1 to &Lshigh as 10:1.

A omplete

system showed that opanalysis of the - simulator
lved in
85% of'the circuitse
proxiately go
_

this type design are capable of transistorizatimn

aft be stated that shrinkage o

50% was accomplished by use of the followine rules

wbioh itre discussed previously, namely an foilcwm
a.

complete analysis of circuit design.

Tran-

sistorize only when warranted and conforms with
good design practices. In ec speciflc eases it
was found that conventional miniature tubes were
better suited and provide the most efficient de-

sipn.
b. Use 400 cycle supply in lieu of 60 cycle
whenever possible.
0* Investigate alternate design techniques
when possible and warrented. it must be realized,
gentlemen, that transistorization and miniaturisation are not the panacea for all design problems.

Its application is usually expensive and time con-

=ing. However when the ultimate requirement is
a maximum sbrinkage of size and weight, these fac-tors

*

can be realized using the above analytical
approach without the -acrifiuing of gonA Annign
practices and equipment reliability and maintainability.

CT TYPE CONICAL SPIRAL SIKUIATCR
Figure 16

Iv

1 Belock Instrument Corporation, College Point,

RING )DULATOR TYPE CONICAL SPIAL SD4CMATU
Figure 17

is prime contractor ef shorebased and shipboard
simulators.

I1IATLiUE 11Cl0WAVE MAGrzTRONS
Arnold L. Winters
U. S. Army Signal Research and D)evelopment laboratory, Fort Monsouth, Few Jersey
ABSPRACT: Miniature miorowave magnetroins deiveloped anter 31gnal Corpsn sponsorship
are described. These tubes arp c~pable of operating under oondlitiorat of extreme shook,
vibration, and constant acsleration. Mechaniaal and electrical operating characteristics are given; limitations in the use of these miniature mAkpetrona and operating
restrictions ont equipments utilizinig the tuber arn discussed. Finally, the outlook
for the futa:-'e in the field of ruggedized miniature microwave mlagnetrons is presented.

f,

For many years the magnetron has been recognised as a highly effiaient generator of microwave energy. In the past the majority of tube
uses have required the relatively high outjut
powers produced by the magnptron. Roceni~ly, with
the advent of complex electronic airborne systems
such as radar beacons, the magnetron, because of
its structural simplicity and high efficiency,
has gained additional importance. In this paper
I shaCI describe several magnetrons which were
designed for applications requiring tubes of mini-3ms sivze and welIaht. maxumu efficiency, end extremely rugged construction. The tubes discussed
were developed under SigntAd Corps sponsorship,
and are preseontly being used in a number of experimental systems.

a
:

Descriptin
Miniature magnetrone, like Rtano>rd-size maenetrons, can be divided into two types, the
pulsed and the ow. At present, b.ecause most systems use the pul sed magnetron, many moro tubes of
this type have been dsveloped.
pulsed Vng0'etrons
The general configuration Of a julsad siagnetron can be seen in Figure 1. A tube of this
tnye generally has a cylindrical geometry with no
rala protrusions, thus making it ideally nuitable for usc with cylindrical module,.
The pulsed magnetrons to be described are thc'RL-211 and the BL-212, manufactured by Rowec
Laboratories, and the 'i-362A and the 7X-530,
=enufaotured by the Raytheon Manufaturing Comnparly.cuifi
The DL-2l1 and BL-212 magnutrons :re uleatrio..
ally and, techanioally similar, both taubes havine
the same external configuration and the samae size
and weight. The essential difference between the
two is one of fabrication technique. Closer controls during production of the '3L-211 and slightly
different assembly procedures allow thi-s tube to
withstand more severe environmental conditions
than the BL-?12.
"

The iY-461 and -o,-530 tubes are sim-niar ese-(L-Piu.
trically, but differ meohanic.dly. P(aides being
the
slightly larger and heavier than the >'.'362,
0-30 employs a ore rugged tuner, which assures
operation at a relatively constaat frer.iencj
under extreme envircn:nentdl oon-litionA.

CATHODE ASSEMBLY

MECHANISM

Fitc.1. Clenrul C--nfliguration of~
Pulsed ILiniature 1'agnetrons
'1c:.znt clharetinteq of Uhese
The ta:izt -'n
ttib~s are sho'.n in the followinC tzt -ez

~'
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Pulsed beacon.magnetrons operate, In general, at
t 15kioolswih
a vlag f r~il
pulae durations of 0.25 to 1.0 microseconds at
repetition rates riing from 100 to 4000 pulses
per second.
The BL-211 and the 4J-530 tubes can be considered Comipanion tubes, since they axe both designed to operate in the eam types of equipment.
The major differences between the two are their
Physical construction and frequency coveraee.
'he tubes are shown In Pigures 2 and 3.

________per

The tubes have alsO sur~vived centrifuge tests
where the applied acceleration was in the order
of 20,000 g, and have operated satisfactorily
when subjected to vibrations at a 30-9 level from
5C to 2000 cycles per seconld. In !idjition, they
also paeded all tests simulating the environmental
conditions to which they will be subjected when
in aotual use.
Like the BL-211 end the XK-530, the BL-?l2 and
the 7y-36NA can also be considered companion tubes
with the sane differences (physical construction
and frequency coverage). These tubes have also
been thoroughly evaluated at USAIRDL, and are
capable of performing satisfactorily when subjected to vibrations of froms 55 to 2000 cycles
second at a constant acceleration of 12 g.
'Ahen centrifuged, the tubes are oapable of with-tn~n 10n S in a pla= pa=_llel to the axis of
the tube.
Manetrons
CW*

rig. 2.

BL-211 Miniature Bleacon ?!ognetron

Rig. 3.

Q.5OMiniAure Tleacon V-f~netron

Both tubes have been evaluated thorotighly by
engineers at the Army 72ign;' Research end :;eveioponmothandare apaleFig.
Laoraory
iner
t Trt
of operating xLlpr conditions of extreme -hock,
vibration, qnd constant aoceleration.
One test uaed to -voluete thio 0blity of these
mapietronn to withstind extreme shocks wnthe
following: lhog tubos were plac~.d ii: _-cyliy. iCal
p cksbv wi'thin :-r. -.rullery 3hell, arl the 'Thell
Cire.1 v-?rticuily, The tu'les successfully withstood acceler-Aiann between 12,000 r-rd 131frx0 g.

Tingeneral, ovw agnetrons firenot voltage tunable; that is, the outp~ut frequency is eaeentially
Indepc.Adent of the c;Lthode-to-arcde voltage. However, in this paper we shall deocribe a unique
tube, the '5299 voltage-tunablo magnetron, dev,l1hc tube
oped by the General Eluctric Conpn.
utilizes an 'ill-ceraidc and metal sandwich, allowing op~eration in temperatures of 2000C without
cooling. (The tube could probably withstand siuch
higher temperatures.) The cerirnc iandwich constructioa provides a very rugged tube * Unfortunately, the environmental capabilitiec of this
tube h-ave not yet been thoroughly evalu!ted, cithoupai the standard tube vibration tests have boon
n-Rds With satiSfactory results. The tube and an
e.tperimuntal package are shown in Figure 4.

4. Z5299 Voltage-Tunable 1;A~etron
and -xrerimontsl 5203 lachage
1Onlike the pulced matgietronks previously discuseoLd, the voltage-tun~ble oagrutron does not
contain the -icrowave circuit :nO :;vLet, bj.t instmed utilize3 a nlcrowve cic'uit which is extqrnal to the vaoun envelope. The .Mhtod of
ti.s.- ie
UpCJ-ration And the rrlctndoten~ine

ARNOLD L. WINTERS
of the microwave circuit. In some applications
the total package size could probably be reduced
to that of a baseball.

load to which a miniature 00
should be as well motchod 1,
not exceed a V;'R of 1.5:ae.
isolator should be used 01 II
Ii
Because the shape of t9 P
to the miniature pulsed 0
critical, the rise time of t
very much the same as that
netrons (approximately 0.15iA
top portion of the pulse sh0 1 5 1
possible. 'While this requit
larger magnetrons, it is evd
miniature tubes since the cat
their small size, must operaffl
ture-limited emission region' 2
cant advantage of thetminiat '
pulsed voltage can be appliu
impos.sible in standard maA' j
higher operuting voltages. , !I

Significant characteristics of the Z5283 voltage-tunable package are given in the following
table:
TABLE II
Signiftcant Characteristics of
Z5283 Voltage-Tunable Magnetron Package
-;

Frequency

2200-3850 me

Peak Power Output

1 W (Min.)

Life

250 Ers (Yin.)

deight

5 Lbs (Approx.)
P.3 Oz.*

Size
Length

In standard magnetron tyP 9
ble, and in fact neces!,ary, 9
voltage during operation ind(??
bombardment to supply the
ode. However, we cauot rely ..
in miniature tubes because of
and becaucie of the variation t
rates during operation.

5 In.
0.66 In.*

Height

4 In.

Depth

3.50 In.

Diameter

0.71 In.

Since the mass of the perus"
devices is rel-,tively small,
e
easily reduced to the point %c
to operate the tube. meref°
that all magnetic materials b
possible from the tube while jS
or operated.

*Tube Only
From the data in the above table it can be seen
that the output frequency is a function of the
applied catho4e-to-anode voltage; in fact, the
frequency actually approximates a linear function
of the applied voltage. In applications requiring
a frequency-modulated misrowave source, the
veltege-tunable magnetron can be used to great
advantage.

Future Trf2ld
w"
It is foreseen that vith 4a
efficient magnet end cathode pe
ceramics, great strides will 1
of miniature microwave magnet
W
that rrw.netrons of this type
with higher frequencies, outPat
ciency. Improved constractcll
onder st,.dy will also rot'e p00

Operating Limitations
There are certain restrictions in the a-.mer
in which miniature minnrwave magnc tro;:, my be
used.

rugged" magnetron.

tnr
In order to avoid operating instabilities,
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